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er the White Cliffs of D;ver,” and
tow About You.” on 11406. Thru
new and favorite songstress is
ncy Walker, singing "Ev’ry Time”
■Shady. Lady Bird,” on 11400
rank Fav tells about the girl who
id, “And please. Santa Claus, fin
stocking as well as God filled
irlene Dietrich’s.”
IT S WINTER!
| For The Courier-Gazette J
here rr one looks on every hand
signs of Winter through the land
ch snow encrusted blade of grass
tales like e tiny fairy lass,
ie dainty birches dip and sway,
avlng the trav'ler on his way.
ie sturdy firs and spruce and pine
and .-now-laden, straight and fine
?lds lately clothed in sober brown
iw glisten white In bridal gown
ished Is the rivers tinkling song,
id on Its surface skaters throng,
tile on the hills outside the town
ie daring skiers hurtle down
. Winter days are all too short
enjoy each well-loved Winter sport!
;m earliest dawn till set of sun
iere’s work and play for everyone
Harrlette G. Trask

3orham.

fhile just government protects
in their religious rites, true
ligion affords government its
rest support.—Washington.

MEET YOUR AIR RAID WARDEN
Read and Save This;,ft May Save Your Life Some Day!
Your. Air Raid Warden brings you thLs so you may know
what he cr she can do to help you protect yourself in case of
air raids.
Your Warden is your friend. Welcome him—get to know him.
He has seme advice for you on which your life may depend!
Do these things when the Air Raid Warden calls:
1. Have him meet every member cf your family.
2. Tell him where you are to be found when ycu are away
frem home—where you work.
3. Tell him abcut any member of the household who is ill
cr handicapped. Tell him about all small children.
4 Show him the reem you intend to use as a refuge room,
ask his suggestions fcr fitting it up. Follow them—he knows!
5. Ask him what are the official air ra d warning signals,
the official “all clear,” for your community.
6. Show him your attic or garret, ask his suggestions for pro
tecting it against incendiary bembs. Also garages or outbuildings.
7. Shew him where gas and electric shut-off switches are. in
all buildings.
8. Ask him to po nt out gcod shelter in the neighborhood,
should you be caught outdoors in a raid sometime.
9. Answer his questions—trust him; he is a sworn public
official, and must know in crder to protect you.
10. Carry out his suggestions for storing emergency water,
sand, etc., cheerfully and promptly.
11. Aik him hew you can help, where you should go to volun
teer your services. Calm, strong, able people are needed for vol
unteer service. Do your part.
Remember what your Air Raid Warden’s name is, what he
looks like, where he is to be found. He is your best friend in an
emergency. He can protect you and help you to do your share in
defeating the Japs, Nazis, or any other enemy!

Ward Five Wardens
Hear Their Chief Explain
System of Warnings
Set Up

cicomi
Enjoy the blue ckies—golden
•unihine and tropical breezes of
Miami. Hara it all the beauty and
splendor of andlett perfect day*
and night* where clear coolneit it
enchanted by the moonlight and
tha star*. Hera it everything your
heart ha* dreamed—for a perfect
vacation.
El Comodoro Hotel offer* all
tha facilities, all the restful charm
and perfect comfort to suit tha
most exacting testa. Located in
the heart of downtown Miami—
"just a whisper" from all activities.
Tnere ere 250 artistically furnished
room* with tub and shower from
(2.50 tingle end from (4.00
double. Steam heat. The modern
air cooled Coffee Shop it famous
for fine food—at moderate price*.
The cocktail Lounge it deservedly
popular.
Plan your Vacation nowf
For information or reser
vations, address Joseph
H. Adams, Mgr., or your
travel agent.

EL COMODORO HOTEL

Lcuis B. Cook, Chief Air Raid
Warden for Rockland, addressed
the wardens of Ward 5 under Chief
Warden John Luke Thursday
night. He explained the system
of warnings which have been and
are being established along the
coast to warn of the approach of
enemy aircraft.
Mr. Cook stated that the planes
would undoubtedly be sighted by
ships of the Navy offshore patrol
which would flash the warning to
their headquarters ashore add in
turn to the main communications
center in Boston.
From Boston, there will be direct
telephone connections with all
watching posts along the coast.
There will be no delay In the
transmission of messages between
posts in this section and the Bos
ton Army headquarters as the
phones will be connected only be
tween here and Boston with no
possibility of interruption. The
instant a watcher here sights a
plane, he picks up the phone, and
is talking with Boston headquar
ters in a matter of four seconds.
This same connection will apply
to all watching posts all down the
coast. Boston, in turn, is instant
ly connected with the district com
munications centers along the
coast with each center in con
nection with a main point in every
town in their district.
The main center in each com

'mu'—bt BOSTON
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munity will be connected with the
ward or sector posts and as the
enemy approach a series of warn
ings will be telephoned in until
the final or air raid warning shows
that the planes are close, then the
air raid signals are sounded and
the wardens and1 emergency crews
go on duty.
The air raid warnings will be
the sounding of the flre truck
sirens, and other sirens that may
be set up. for a period of two
minutes in conjunction with the
continuous ringing of the church
bells of the city.
All air raid wardens will report
to their ward center by telephone
it the first warning and then pro
ceed to the section of the ward as
signed them fcr duty. Mr. Cook
stressed that the wardens have no
police powers, but can call the po1 ce or any emergency unit and
direct them to the spot where they
are needed.
In the 'dosing period of the
meeting, each warden was given
cards on which they are to make
a record cf all persons living in
each house in the ward as well as
the location of the refuge room
and the location of water, elec
tric and gar shut-offs. This in
formation will be filed at the ward
headquarters and will be invalu
able in case of an air raid and it
i« necessary to check the occu
pants of a house that has been
hit and to locate the public utility
inlets. All families should co-op
erate with the wardens tn every
v.ay when they cal J to make a
check of the house as it may mean
the difference between life and

death in event of disaster.
Arthur F. Lamb has completed
a map of the ward that is four by
nine feet in size and shows every
street in the ward together with
the location of hydrants, power
lines.
telephone ’ lines,
public
buildings ind railroads together
with the post of each warden and
their home and telephone number.
During the meeting, a motion
picture showing the correct pro
cedure in extinguishing an in
cendiary bomb was shown. This
educational film was issued by the
Civilian Defense Council and car
ried the fire fighting procedure
step by step and showed thorough
ly just what a person should do to
prevent fires from incendiary
bombs and fight them should they
start a fire in the house.
Over 30 persons attended the
meeting all registered wardens
in the ward and well trained for
their duty. Chief Warden John
Luke has worked tirelessly and
has brought together, a fine or
ganization and the first one in
the city to be ready for any em
ergency that may arise.

Boy Scout Drive
-

--

B

Names of Workers Who Will
Seek Necessary Pledges
Next Week
Appended is a list of friends of
the Boy Scouts of Rockland are
members of the teams which will
secure pledges next week for this
youth activity in our city. All of the
team members will meet at 6 o'clock
Sunday afternoon in the High
School gymnasium. A lunch will
be served and the cards will be dis
tributed to team members at that
time.
Kiwanis—Dr. Wasgatt, Edward
Barnard, Donald Cummings. Roland
’Ware, Owen Johnston, John Weyman. Clinton Bowley, James Flan
agan, Francis Orne and Lawrence
Miller.
Lions—Bradford Burgess, Joshua
Southard Lendon Jackson. Eugene
Stcddard, Howard Crockett, Widbur
Senter and Charles Jillson.
Rotary—Theodore Bird. Lloyd
Daniels, Jaseph Robinson, Allan
McAlary, Lucius Jones, Maurice
Lcvejoy, Crosby French, Sumner
Perry. Donald Matheson and I. Lawton Bray
Independent team—Alan J. Mur
ray, Dr. H. V. Tweedie, Maurice
Snow, Frederick Bird, Sid Cullen,
Leroy Chatto, Millard Hart, Walter
Staples, Gecrge Sleeper, Martin
Graves, Fred Carter, Osmond
Palmer and Raphael Sherman.

The Prison Farm
Has Made An Excellent Show
ing During the Last
Seven Months
A statement of the PTison farm
operations for the seven months
ending Jan. 31. shows an income
amounting to (26,976; an operat
ing expense of (12.020; and a
gross profit of (14,956. The net
profit, after deducting all expenses
including (1339 for operating the
Farm Barracks, was (7,556—a very
satisfactory showing. Warden John
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[EDITORIAL]
PLACED IN JEOPARDY

Forty-three accidents were reported at the State Police
headquarters during the first week of February, an increase
of 14 over the previous week. Chief Henry P. Weaver is un
abating jn his call for motorists to exercise extreme caution,
and in his latest communique he hands out this stiff jolt:
Can a person be called a good citiaen if he ignores the
rights and privileges of his fellow motorists and pedestrians?
Is it fair to place the well being of others in jeopardy, merely
to satisfy a desire for speed,—an urge or indifference for the
safety of others or a lack of appreciation of responsibility?
A person who feels that way about this safety problem la
developing within himself, either consciously or unconsciously,
a disrespect for law and order.

ANSWERING HEPBURN’S CHARGE

It is quite easy to understand the spirit of impatience
and criticism with which so many persons are today watch
ing the unwelcome war developments. Quite easy to under
stand why the people of luckless Britain should be impatient
with Winston Churchill. Quite easy to understand why so
many Americans are disturbed at the apparent slowness with
which our relief forces are moving. Not easy to comprehend
however the arrogance and impertirtence of Mitchell Hepburn,
Ontario’s Provincial premier, who charged Thursday that
“the American Navy is in hiding, afraid to make contact with
the Japanese fleet.”
In view of the tremendous effort being made by the United
States, in furnishing munitions which must save the day, if it
is to be saved; in supplying food and clothing, but for which
the peoples of other countries might starve or freeze; and in
providing financial support which may never be returned in
dollars, Hepburn’s statement seems to be in the highest degree
ungrateful and cowardly, and we welcome the reply made
by the Canadian Navy Minister, Angus L. MacDonald, that
Hepburn was always opposed to the Canadian National Gov
ernment, and that his denunciation in no way reflected the
official view in Ottawa.
Mr. Hepburn was furnished with a more^convincing reply
when the U. S. Navy Department sent over the Associated
Press wires a succinct and official report of what happened
when the Pacific Fleet recently raised the Japanese bases in
the Marshall and Gilbert islands, resulting in the destruction
of one converted 17,000-ton aircraft carrier of the Yawata
class, one light cruiser, one destroyer, three large fleet tankers,
two submarines, five cargo vessels and three smaller ships.
Several other ships were badly damaged. Jap airplanes de
stroyed were two large seaplanes, 15 fighter planes, 11 scout
bombers and ten additional bombers. This accounting, not
rumor or hearsay, but official, must convince Hepburn that the
U. S. Navy was neither afraid nor “in hiding.”

PROGRESS OF SUPERIOR COURT

erating a motor vehicle without a

GERMAN WARSHIPS ESCAPE

case was marked “neither party no
future acticn for the same cause.”
Harry E. Wilbur appeared for the
plaintiff and Alan L. Bird for the
defendant.
Freday Hill, pro ami, of Warren
brought suit against Leslie Smith of
Belfast, the outcome of an accident
Dec. 18, 1941, near the intersection
in North Pend Road, which extends
from the U. S. Highway No. 1 in a
northerly direction, and judgment
was awarded the plaintiff in the
sum of (431. James R. Desmond of
Portland appeared for the Plain
tiff and John B. Thcmas of Port
land for the Defendant.
Myra Gray, pro ami, of Rock
land, was awarded the sum of (700
in a suit against Lucy K. Hoffses of
Thomaston, because of an accident
which happened in Thomaston
June 23, 1941. John B. Thornes of
Portland for the plaintiff and John
J. Connor, Jr. of Portland for de
fendant.
Lura Wcodman of Owl’s Head was
awarded $550 in a suit against Adriel
Post of Owl’s Head, involving an
accident at the Head of the Bay,
Owl’s Head on October 24, 1941.
Harry E. Wilbur for the plaintiff
and Charles T. Smalley for the de
fendant.

Farewell To Ryder
Armour’s Men Have a Jolly
Night At Webber’s Inn,
Thomaston
The employes of the Armour &
Company branch in Rockland ten
dered a farewell dinner to Assis
tant Manager Wesley Ryder, who
has been transferred to the Calais
branch as manager, Thursday
night at Webber’s Inn in Thom
aston.

Mr. Ryder came here five years
ago from the Lewiston plant and
has been with Armour & Company
for the past 10 years, first as a
salesman, and for the past oneand-one-half years, as assistant
manager of the Rockland office.
He has rolled as anchor man for
the Armour team in the National
League in the Community Build
ing Bowling League and will be
missed by that outfit.
Present at the dinner were.
Manager Harold E. Jackson, Frank
Thomas, Louis Thompson, Roger
Jameson, Douglas Bisbee, Robert
Hanscom, Charles Mitchell. Charles
Lowe and Maynard Ingraham.

license, fine (50.
Ruth Hall of Thomaston, viola
The escape of the two German battleships, which have
tion city ordinances, nol pressed.
been bottled up at the French port of Brest during the past
Alvin S. Gray of Rockland, single
year adds depressingly to the week’s developments, and
sale fine (100 and costs (13.18, and
rather puts at naught the effectiveness of the AJEF. raids
six months in jail. Jail sentence
which have been made upon Brest during that period. It
was suspended and respodent placed
must be admitted that the British gave the ships a warm re
on probation fcr one year, provided
ception in the Straits of Dover.
he pays the fine and costs within
six months from Feb. 13, 1942.
SUGGESTION GOOD, BUT—
Two cases against Thomas H.
Young of Matinicus for breaking,
Wendell Willkie, addressing the Middlesex Club in Boston
entering and larceny were filed and
Thursday night, made another excellent suggestion—that
on
a third case he was sentenced to
Gen. Douglas MacArthur be brought home from the Philip
serve
60 days in jail.
pines and made the supreme war chief, with a view to elimi
John
C. Nystrom of Rockland,
nating the bungling and confusion now prevalent. We see
breaking,
entering and larceny, 60 Men of That Age Must
only one fault with the suggestion, and that is the urgent neces
days
in
jail.
sity of keeping Gen. MacArthur where he is.
Register Within Three Days
Mauritz L. Danielson of Rockland,
—Registration Places
breaking, entering and larceny, 60
A TIME FOR EVERYTHING
days in jail. Sentence was suspend
Draft registrations for all men
St. Valentine's Day. Shoot the comics along, but don't
ed and respondent placed on proba who have not previously registered
put the curbstone flags out.
tion for one year. Wilbur appeared and are between the ages cf 20 and
45 started this morning in most
for the respondent.
A COLBY COLLEGE DREAM
Harry J. Hachey of Portland, towns of the county and will con
breaking, entering and larceny, sen tinue through Sunday and Monday.
A few years ago it all seemed like a dream, which could
tenced to serve not less than one The offices will be open 9 a. m. to
never be realized. But now comes word of a bequest in the
nor more than two years in the 5 p. m. Saturday and Sunday and
will of the late Mrs. Jennie C. Keyes of Fairfield, which will
State Prison. Wilbur appeared for 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. on Monday unless
enable the erection of a chemistry building on the new May
the respondent.
otherwise stated in the list below.
flower Hill campus of Colby College. This gift assures con
Several civil cases have already Men who reached their 20th birth
struction of the eighth and last building needed to permit Colby
been settled on the civil docket.
day on or before Dec. 30, 1941 and
to move into its new quarters. A dream come true.
Myron McCartney of Rockland had not reached their 45th birthday
brought suit against Edward W. by Feb. 16, 1942 must register with
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
Pilman of Boothbay Harbor, the the Selective Service System.
The Rockland registration office
outcome of an accident at Waldo
The escape of the German warships from the port of
will
be in the East I Room of the
boro
on
April
26,
1941,
and
this
case
Brest leaves the Allies facing a fight for the control of the
was
marked
“
Neither
party
no
future
Community
Building where a force
North Atlantic.
action
for
the
same
cause.
’
’
Frank
under
Chief
Registrar Lawrence K.
Heavy fighting continues west of Singapore city along a
A. Tirrell, Jr. appeared for the Mansfield will be on duty during
line running from Pierce Reservoir to Bukit Timah and Jurong
plaintiff and Robinson & Richard the above hours.
and ending at Pasir Panjang on the south coast, about five
son of Portland for the defendant.
Hope—Selectmen’s office Satur
miles from the city. It is understood that British positions
Mervyn
Harriman
of
Rockland
day
and Sunday from 1 to 5 p. m.
have been stabilized and that British counter-attacks in the
brought
suit
against
Lionel
Strong
and
from
7 a. m. to 9 p. m. on Mon
Jurong area, about seven miles northwest of the city, have
of
Bucksport
for
an
accident
which
day.
met with some success.
happened near the Paramount Res-! Rockland — East Room of the
The Japanese were reported yesterday to be sending
taurant in Rockland Oct. 25. 1941. Community Building.
wave on wave of dive bombers against the American-Filipino
and thus case was also marked
Owl’s Head1—Town Hall on Mon
forces on Bataan peninsula, presumably in an attempt to
“
neither
party
no
future
action
for
day
cnly.
soften up the defenses for new infantry onslaughts. Two
the
same
cause.
”
Harry
E.
Wilbur
Thomaston
—Watts Hall.
bombers, a War Department communique said, were shot
appeared
for
the
plaintiff.
Friendship
— Roy Winchenpaw's
down by American anti-aircraft guns. Gen. MacArthur ad
Joseph
Kirk
of
Bar
Harbor,
hall.
vised, too, tliat the Japanese aircraft had inflicted heavy losses
whose car figured in the West
Cushing—Office of the Town
on some of their own troops mistaken for the AmericanRockport accident which cost four Clerk.
Filipino Army.
lives, will be arraigned at 2 o’clock
Warren — Intermediate School
Predictions that all production of civilian radio sets will
this afternoon on the charge of Building.
be halted by April 22 were heard yesterday, after the War
manslaughter.
Union, Appleton,
Washington
Production Board served an ultimatum giving the industry
E. Maynard Graffam. Jr., pro and West Washington — Railway
four months to convert to armament manufacture or have its
ami, brought suit against Nellie Express Agency in Union.
equipment and labor commandeered by the government.
Ballard of Camden for an accident St. George—Town hall in Tenant’s
Kimball block in Millinocket was burned yesterday at a
which occurred Sept. 6, 1941 at Harbor. For all of town, Saturday
loss of (100,000.
Brooks, and Judgment was entered and Sunday, 1 to 5 p. m. and from
Field operations: income, (15.472; for the plaintiff in the sum of (400. 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. Monday.
H. Welch believes.
Vinalhaven—Selectmen’s office.
James R. Desmond of Portland ap
Divided into departments the operating expense, (6001; profit,
peared for the plaintiff.
Isle au Haut — Town Clerk’s
(9381.
figures were:
The case of Harry L. Chapman of home.
The net profit last month was Rockland vs. A. Sidney Leonard of North Haven—Office of the First
Dairy: Income (4.605; operating
(479.
Rockland was appealed from the Selectman.
expense. (3.688; profit, (1917. .
Rockland Municipal Court. The
Camden—Selectmen's office Sat
Poultry: Income, (4858; operat
Johannes Brahms had his first plaintiff alleged that Aug. 16, 1941, urday and Sunday and in the
ing expense, (2062; profit (2796.
Piggery: income. (1039; operat musical success as the accompan he was attacked by the defendant’s Opera House on Monday.

Between 20 And 45

ing expense, (128; profit, (860.

ist of Remenyi, the violinist.
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The Black Cat

Many Cases, Civil and Criminal, Have Reached
Their Conclusion
The traverse jury was impanelled
Thursday morning as follows: Louis
A. Walker of Rockland, foreman;
Edward -W. Allen, South Thomas
ton; Harold Allen, Hope; Donald F.
Anderson, Thomaston; Albert Bev
erage, North Haven; Langdon C.
Crockett, Rockland; Clifford Felton,
Camden; Alfred P. Gray, Warren;
Mrs. Anna Grinnell, CanuWft; J. Ar
thur Pears, Vinalhaven; Edwin W.
Prince, Camden; and Nelson F.
Spear, Cushing. Supernumeraries;
Alvin Bowdeq, Rockport; Mrs.
Louise Ingraham. Owl’s Head; El
mer F. Teel, Rockland; and Ralph
Trim, Rockland.
Mrs. Catherine Benner of Friend
ship, Forrest Chapman, Washing
ton; Louis A. Crockett, Rockland;
William C. Gleason, Union and Mrs.
Ida Harriman of Appleton were ex
cused from jury duty.
V_
The traverse jury was excused
Friday morning and will report
Monday morning.
Mrs. E. Carl Moran, Miss Marion
Weidman, Mrs. Hester Chase and
Mrs. Hattie Davies were present and
the naturalization hearings Wed
nesday afternoon, representing Lady
Knox Chapter, D.A.R. and presented
flags to the new citizens.
The criminal docket has been dis
posed of as follows: Harold L. Kenniston of Rockland, operating a mo
tor vehicle while under influence of
intoxicating liquor, fine (100 and
costs.
Francis A. Cayton of Rcckland,
operating a motor vehicle while un
der influence of intoxicating liquor,
sentenced to 30 days in jail. Rob
erts appeared for the respondent.
George S. Rhodes of Rockport,
reckless driving, fine (20; costs (8.94.
The cases against Julius Anderson
for operating a motor vehicle while
under influence of intoxicating
liquor and Joseph Vasso, for break
ing and entering, were continued.
Lawrence Phelps of Rockland,
breaking, entering and larceny, nol
pressed.
Albert Enstedt of St. George, op

dog and bitten In the right leg. Thia
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(By The Roving Reporter)

Writing from Winsted, Conn., to
renew her subscription to this paper
Mrs. Edgar O. Ulmer says:
“I can hardly wait for the next
issue to arrive. There is always so
much news. This is a beautiful
place here, the people are very
friendly but it isn’t like home. A
special greeting to "K.SJ’.” of “This
and That,” and “1716 Black Cat.” I
enjoy their writings so much.”

I have my friend Ralph H. Smith
of Cheyenne, Wyoming, to thank for
the aviation issue of the Wyoming
Tribune-Eagle.
More than 1000
persons, which ranks the industry
as having one of the three top pay
rolls in Cheyenne, are employed in
the many phases of Cheyenne’s rap
idly-expanding aviation industry.
Largest employer in the industry in
Cheyenne is United Air Lines, with
nearly 8C0 employes and an annual
payroll exceeding $1,500,000. Ap
proximately 550 men are employed
in United’s huge maintenance and
overhaul base there—the largest
commercial airlines repair base in
the world. The United Air Lines
Pilct School has 100 students, and
this item takes on a decidedly local
flavor with the announcement that
Nelson U. Rokes of Rockland is one
cf the instructors.
Estimates of Maine’s lumber cut
this Winter run to a total of 1,160,000 ccrds cf pulpwood for the papermills, an excess of 100,000 over
1940. The largest consumers will
be the Great Northern, for about
340,000 cords; the Oxford Paper at
Rumford, with 200,000 the Interna
tional at Chisholm with 125,000; the
Maine Seaboard at Buckspcrt with
140,000; and the S. D. Warren at
Cumberland and Gardiner, 75,000
Bingham operations will furnish
15,000 cords of pulpwood and 3,000,000 feet of lumber; the RangeleyEustis region up to 100,000 cords;
and the Dead River, 12.000 cords,
Pine, spruce, hemlock, cedar and
white birch are in demand in un
usual quantities; and all kinds of
products will be turned out, besides
pulp and paper.

Lillie, who was known to amuse
ment lovers the length and breadth
of the country as “Pawnee Bill.”
Rockland was included in his cir
cuit, and most of the old timers will
recall his famous Wild West show.
Class I railroads in 1941 put 80,503
new freight cars in service, the larg
est number installed in any year
since 1929, the Association of Ameri
can Railroads announces. This was
an increase of 14,957 compared with
the number of new freight cars
placed in service in 1940. In 1929
the railroads installed 84,804 new
freight cars.
“I attended this,” writes Elmer
E. Allen of St. George, on the mar
gin of a program of the Sousa Band
Concert given in Farwell Opera
House on the night of May 8, 1896.
Among the band selections were
‘‘Thuringion Festival,” “Narcissus,”
“Hourida,” “The Water Sprites.”
“King Cotton” (new at that time)
and Lohengrin wedding music.
Among the soloists was Arthur
Pryor, who played trombone and
later was director of his own band.
Advertisements published on the
bottom of the program will interest
older readers of The Courier-Ga
zette. Patrons were advised to go
to McDonald & Fergusons for styl
ish millinery; to have an oyster
stew at the St. Nicholas Cafe be
fore going home; to smoke E. W.
Mild; and to use A. & B. pickles.
The stage furnishings were by the
Atkinson House Furnishing Co. I,
too, attended that concert, Elmer,
and can see the peerless director as
though the date were only yesterday.

Ecudor’s rice crop this year is
expected to be the largest in the
history of that country.
Page
China.

One year ago: Doris Moody was
crowned as queen of the Camden
Outing Club's carnival at Hosmer’s
Pond—Word came from Washing
ton that (693,125 had been allotted
to the W.P.A. for the Rockland
Airport—Deaths: Warren, Willis K.
Jordan. 78; Appleton, Benjamin J.
The papers recently chronicled Ness, 62.—Arthur Allaire assumed
the death of Major Gordon W. the management of Park Theatre.
Men's League to be held on Thurs
Baptist Men’s League 1 day.
Feb. 19, when there will be

Boys' Night and Members will
bring their sons or some other boy
if they have none of their own.
Herman M.- Hart, member of the
entertainment
committee,
has
made the arrangements for this
meeting which will unquestionably
be interesting and entertaining
and one that the boys at least will
anticipate with pleasure.
AGAINST POSTAL LAWS

Ernest B. Haskell, Society Magician

Ernest B. Haskell, Augusta ma
gician and a member of the In
ternational Brotherhood of Ma
gicians will demonstrate his abil
ity at the meeting of the Baptist
(Monday only).

Rockport — Selectmen’s office
frem 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. Saturday
and Sunday from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m.

The Postal Bulletin states that
the mails in all parts of the coun
try are being flooded with letters
relating to so-called endless chain
schemes soliciting defense savings
stamps. Postmaster James Connellan wishes to call the attention
of the public to the fact that the
sending of such matter through
the mails is a violation of the
postal fraud and lottery statutes,
and that notices will be served up
on persons participating in such
schemes whose names come to the
attention of the Post Office De
partment requiring them to show
cause why fraud orders should not
be issued against them. Such or
ders forbid the delivery of any mail
to the persons named therein.

Monday.

Waldoboro—At High School Mon
day 7 a. m. to 9 p. m.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Criehaven—The

LOVE ME NOT FOR COMELY GRACE

plantation clerk’s office on Matini
cus.

Love me not for comely grace.
For my pleasing eye or face.
Nor for any outward part.
No. nor for my constant heart.
Por those may fall or turn to 111,
So thou and I shall sever:
Keep therefore, a true woman's eye
Atod love me still, but know not why.
So hast thou the same reason still

Matinicus

and

Any shut-ins or invalids may
register by calling the Chamber of
Commerce office and contact Mrs.
Lenore Savage who will arrange to
South Tiwwwton — Town Hall have a registrar <?ali
&e bwe*....

To dote on me forever.
..

.

—Anonymous

Page Two

Evangelistic Service

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
the temple of the Holy Ghost?—

1 Oor. 6:19.

Book Review
(By K. 8. F.)

i Dragon Seed, author Pearl S.
Buck, publishers, John Day Com
pany, New York.
This novel of China today is
the courageous and compassionate
story of lile in families which
hark back in their inmost hearts
and ancient wisdom of purpose
centuries They re-live as their
ancestors lived and think in lines
of their forefathers, yet the refine
ments and sensibilities of English
peoples of our time are shocked at
the fearless straight forwardness
of the author’s telling of this tale.
We who feel that lifes sacred
moments of family relationship
is not subject matter for general
conversation; no matter how
dramatically the story may be told,
Miss Buck i.s in this book as at all
times master of her art and makes
•tangible the life and suffering of
a great yet simple and deathless
tenacity of purpose of this peasan
try.
She tells the story of occupied
China, the old. the young and the
strong. It breaths the very hearts
life-blood through its pages, of
understand.ng this ancient race
of virile peoples, especially the
family of Ling Tan and hts wife
and sons and daughters, under the
heels of devilish masters whose
bestial ideas of live can rule the
Chinese but never conquer them.
There is much one can learn of
the vital history of this nation’s
point of view; of life from minds
ancient in thought.
I believe this story will take
precedent over every other book
written abcut this effort of China
to live. It is filled with passion
devotion, some humor and mast
of all tragedy, strength and cour
age.—K. S. F.

Relief for Miseries of

HEAD COLDS

Court Of Honor

“Bacfe

To Earth

ROCKLAND GIRLS HAVE CHANCE J

99

Boston Musician Will Hold Chief Russell and Patrolman
Christofferson Addressed
a Series of Meetings In
the Scouts
Friendship

Know ye not that your body is

The Court of Henor cf the Boy
Scouts held at City Building Thurs
day night was addressed by Fire I
Chief Van E. Russell. He urged the
scouts to work to obtain merit !
badges in fire fighting and offered
to assist them in the efforts.
The meeting was presided over|
by Alan F McAlary of the Court j
cf Honor committee. Patrolman'
Call Chri'tofferson of the City!
Polir» addressed the boys, making a'
comparison of the advantages of
Scouting and possible juvenile de-1
linquency fcr ycung boys through
bad associations.
Those presented to the Court of
Honor were Gerald Bradley, Robert
Gatcombe, Albert Hallowell, Sher
win Sleeper, Alvah Graves, Hora
tio C. Cowan Jr., Franklin Blaisdell,
Joseph Mills, Seward Dinsmore,
Kenneth Mignault and Maurice
Rev. William Turkington
Nute.
Rev. William Turkington, the
Robert Witham and Robert Lud
singer-evangelist of the Evjpgelistic wig of Troop 202 and Randall WinAssociation of New England will be ’ chenbaugh and Maurice Ames of
In Friendship each evening at 7.30 I Trocp 203 were advanced from Ten
from Tuesday through February. derfoot to Second Class.
There will be no service in the hall
Saturday night, but there will be a
Sunday service at 3 o’clock and eve
ning at 7.30.
Rev. Turkington is in an interde
nominational work and doubtless
there will be many denominations
and people represented at Ray Win
chenpaw’s Hall during these “Good
UNITED
News Services." All seats are free.
The evangelist has been in this
STATES
type of work the greater part of his
SAVINGS
life and has traveled in it from Bcs
BONDS
ton, Mass., way across the-conti
nent to Portland, Oregon.
AND STAMPS
He possesses gTeat talents, has*a
rich baritone voice and is classified
as cne of the outstanding cometists
of New England. He is a great leader
bi congregational singing. He has ON SAI F VI YOI R POST OUT I np HANK
studied voice and was the director
of music for a number of years for AMERICA ON GUARD!
his uncle, Rev. AlbertTurkington, of
Above is a reproduction of the
Baltimcre, Md., with whom he trav
Treasury Department’s Defense
eled in the eastern and southern i Savings Poster, showing an exact
states in the work of evangelism. j duplication of the original “Minute
He also served as director of Young Man” statue by famed sculptor
Daniel Chester French. Defense
People’s work in Tremont Temple, Bonds and Stamps, on sale at your
Bcston, and conducted the congre bank or post office, are a vital part
of America’s defense preparations.
gational singing there.

VA'T O'NOL

YOU can teip

You can save
telephone service
Btnsbtrs at* Nets* England Air Bast

IN WAYS LIKE THIS

• >•:>
Even though you're pretty sure of

thc number, it’s better still to look
ic up in the directory.

4^ If you are dialing, be careful to
bring the finger aU the way to thc
finger stop and allow thc dial to re
turn by itself (it’s thc return that
docs the actual dialing).

117,544 customer calling errors a day . ..
everyday mistakes in telephoning. Each
error holds up switchboards, cables, equip
ment and skilled personnel an average of
21 seconds and 21 seconds multiplied by
117,544 amounts to 685 hours.
Which ties up enough operators and switch
board equipment to serve a whole city the
size of Manchester, N. H. Equipment and
skill needed for us to do our full part in
the Nation’s efforts.
Raw materials such as copper, zinc, alumi
num, lead and rubber for switchboards,
cables and other equipment are scarce and
getting scarcer.
We are doing everything we can. WiH you

When you give the number to
thc operator, please speak slowly
and clearly.

The Rockland girls’ basketball 10-5, and at the half 19-10 Th’
team is within striking distance of third quarter saw Thomaston go io
town and pull up to a 26-23 score,
the
Kncx-Lincoln
championship
but Rockland tightened up in the
after a win over Thomaston at the last period and allowed only one
Community Build ng last night. Bill point, while they picked up four
Sullivan’s outfit has come a long for the final score of 30-24.
The Rockland boys took the
way since the opening of the season
when the cutlook for anywhere near Thomaston boys for a 39-22 to»„l
a successful season seemed impos score. The first quarter ended 7-'>
sible with a green team, and the with Thomaston in the lead. Tae
ether league teams having several second quarter saw Rockland sur«>e
ahead and lead 14-13 at half tun
veterans.
Now, with two games remaining During the third period, the Oran e
with the strong Lncoln Academy and Black players went out ahead
outfit, it’s either whole heg or none with a powerful drive that gave
for the O”ange and Black. Two them a 27-17 lead over the Thom
w ns over Lincoln will give them the aston boys at the start of thp final
championship, and a loss will leave period. The final quarter was ail
them out cf the running a half Rockland’s with the score rolling ua
game. After watching the Rock to 39-22 at the final whistle.
Thomastcn made it a fight all the
land lassies come along through the
way,
but Rockland was hot, ani
season, there is no doubt but that
they will put up a battle royal the headed for a win on their home
next two games. These youngsters j court.
The Camden “Y" Juniors took
have really got fight and plenty
the
measure cf R.ILS. Jayvees
.of it.
The game last night was no pink 10 points for a total of 35-25. T is
tea despite the final score of 30-24; was a smart contest with the Ca: iit was a scrap all the way. with aen youngsters having the edge ail
Thomaston playing heads up bas the way and showing some cla- y
ketball from whistle to whistle. basketball to their Rockland neignRockland led at the first quarter bors.

BUY

An infant does not have very
good vision during its first month
of life, for the optic nerve is still
developing during that period, accordingg to the Better Vision In
stitute.

help? PLEASE CALL NUMBERS CARE

FULLY - CORRECTLY.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE « TELEGRAPH CO.

Every-Other

TALK OF

But To Win Championship Must Beat Lincoln
—Rockland Boys Victorious

ENSE

Eyes of infants have bluish tint
Put 8-purpo*« Va-tro-nol up each because the white outer coating is
nostril. It (1) shrinks swollen mem
branes, (2) soothes irritation, and thin, allowing the dark pigment of
(3) helps clear cold-clogthe second layer, or choriod, to
ged nasal passages. U|£|fC \ V
show
through, according to the
Follow complete diBetter Vision Institute.
rections ln folder.
k

1
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THE RED CROSS
AND CIVIUAN DEFENSE
A department devoted to news items concerning these

patriotic organizations

—Photo by Robert H. Hess, Philadelphia, Pa.
This remarkable action photograph, which appears in the March issue of Popular Photography magazine,
shows hew a tense-muscled U. S. Army ’chutist reaches high on his riser straps befcre he lands. Then, by
pulling down hard on the straps and landing With knees slightly bent, his impact with the earth is lessened.
Press Protographer Robert H. Hess accentuated the «iriklng pattern of the white silk parachute against the
sky by using a deep red filter over his camera lens. The picture was taken in bright daylight.

TT
V
--2*” ,were on a bucking broncho. The
critter roared, wheed up • behind,

The Memory Man

GRANGE CORNER

bounced in all fours, . snorted,
coughed, squealed and bucked, but
Wwa Items from all af the
we held on and she finally decided
trans af Husbandry are
here.
to settle into a canter winch car
ried us along at near 20 niles. an),
Pleasant River Grange of Vinal
hour.
(by Iree Member)
Skeet
’
s
’
face
was
wreathed
in
haven,.
will have Wednesday as
“Skeet” Kittridge gave me a great
ride one night. I was engaged to smiles and we plodded right Up and guest of the Junior 4-H Grange,
play at The ’Keag and he offered to over Ingraham’s Hill, both happy i -Box lttnah will be served. A social
take me down and back for the same and jubilant—Skeet that hts beloved; for Brothers’ Night will b< held
price a team w;uld cost-$1.50. I Maxwell was proving her worth and Feb. 24. with supper and program.
• • • •
always got a team at Charlie Rob- ( speed and I that I was, at last on
bins’ stable and hadn’t much faith mY way Keagward.
Those from Thcmaston who at
in the strength of character of the! “All is well that ends well”—pro tended the meeting cf the Wey
steed Skeet proposed' to let me ride. [ vided it doesn’t end too soon! Just mouth Grrnge Circle lield Thursday
I think it was a Maxwell.
' 1 as we were settling down to enjoy at Mrs. Ruby Allen’s home in Rock
In point of years and physical the ride the critter turned her land were: Mrs. Elia Reed, Mrs.
condition I think it could be com- head, looked at Skeet with angry (paust,ina Carney, Mrs. Effie R chpared to the Maxwell that Jack eyes- started to sputter and groan ards, Mrs. Ella Flye, Mrs. Ada Simp
Benny and Rochester ride in—over and made a dive for the roadside, son. Mrs. Dcra Maxey and Mrs.
the air. I wouldn’t say that it was We were abreast cf the old grave- Nellie Orff. Picnic dinner was
as good as Jack’s Maxwell but I yard below Ingraham’s Hill and we served at no:n and the afternoon
venture a guess that it was fully as were headed straight for it. Neither was spent sewing on fair articles.
old and vocal. There were scarcely one
us had any desire to visit Tiie next meeting w.ll be Thursday
a good half dozen cars of any make there, of course. I always reached at Mrs. Carney’s.
or vintage in and about Rockland at for the whip when a horse I was
• • • •
that time and I wasn’t highly im- driving began acting out and I
Weymouth Grange of Thomastcn
pressed with the dependability of grabbed for a whip,
will
have a Va’entine social after
Instead of the “Little Man Who
the few cars I had a nodding acthe meeting Monday. Each mem
uaintance with and cogitated quite Wasn’t There,” it was the little whip
ber Is asked to take a Valentine for
some before deciding to change Skeet hollered whoa and I bellower
the
box. There will be a program
giddap. Skeet pulled on the reir
hesses.
with
Owl’s Head Grange assist ng.
I was due to play that night, It and she headed across the read ir
and
refreshments
will be served.
was a business engagement and I the other direction. I guess he hat1
• • • •
wanted to be there cn time. I feared bis reins crossed for every time he
The lecturer cf Pleasant Valley
that the unknown disposition of the pulled and yanked one rein our hoss
bloodless steed might take umbrage jumped the way he shouldn’t. I Grange cf Rcckland offers this pro
at some chance remark, cr for smie begged Skeet to step the critter but gram for Tuesday: Opening song by
other reason, get fretty and balk. I needn’t have bothered—she P. M. Raymond Andersen; "Origin
take a n:se dive, shy at a foolish bit stepped without orders. Then, witn cf Valentine's Day.” F. L. S. Morse;
of wind blown paper, bust a tire, the perversity of humans, we wanted quiz questions by lecturer; stories of
throw a fit, or dc. some other un- her to start again. Skeet got the Lincoln by all. The special high
predictable fcolishment that would crank out (I had learned its name light will be a Valentine box “with
by now) and, to our great surprise no holds barred.” The closing song
delay my transportation.
I had several talks with Skeet be she started at the first turnover will be selected by the worthy chap
fcre I dared take the risk, but I Skeet had her gentled, I guess, for lain. Ellura Hamlin.
finally did decide to take the risk we went merrily on our way from
and the consequences. I got more then cn.
It was a long time before I could
consequences that night than risks.1 After the dance we Went out and look a car in the face without feeling
I have never thought that the risks Skeet brushed her down and we ex- a^treng urge to kick it on the prowere very great but I cast a wary pected to roll merrily homeward in ■bocis.
eye ever the contraption before stanter. Maxwell said “no.” Skeet
Times change and, thank? be,
stepping on board. I had a suspi- coaxed her, patted her, used a bit of cars have changed, tco. I now drive
cion that Skeet was nervous and not strong language. Nothing doing, an old car (that should be on the
too sure that he could drive any too Maxwell said “no.” I think Skeet junk heap) without a quiver of re
well but, I knew he was a good driv- lost just a bit of temper about then, sentment cr fear—except just a
er of horses and gave him the bene- It wasn’t real light but I almost little fear that she may fall apart
fit of this knowledge. Guessed he thought that he kicked her several befcre she gets me there and back.
, times.
wculd make it all right.
So far she has behaved nobly. Knock
Well, Skeet got in behind the He then (using his tongue for a wood.
wheel and pulled a few levers. Then whip) gave her a most beautiful,
he got out and tcok a crooked piece lashing. She barked, coughed some,
of iron, or steel, to the front of the stuttered some but refused to budge,
conveyance and began to yank and Skeet tried to start her by pulling
whirl it. Once in a while something on her ears but she just laid them
said “put, put, put,” but nothing back, braced her rubber scled shoes
else happened. Skeet worked hard snarled at him. Balky horses?
and fast and his face began to get Pah! Maxwell forgot more in a
Remember
red. then I saw sweat dreps on his minute about balking than horses
musical forehead. Did he give up? could learn in a life time.
Uncle Sam, too!
No. Skeet had survived many a Everybody in the village had gone
long, hard march, gallantly tooting to bed when Skeet gave up the
his clarinet under a scorching sun fight. I banked around Fred Gil-!
and had the stuff in him that heroes Christ’s house until he awoke and
Also Give
are made of, and he finally struck got a team for us to go home with. I
V. 8. DEFENSE
the right chord and the ncble Max- Ugly, despicable Maxwell was left;
well responded with a snort and a beside the read While we clip-'
bellow that shock Mother earth. | clopped home I presume that Skeet
Skeet made for the driver’s seat at got Maxwell home the next day but.)
a 2-40 clip, pulled a lever and we to the best of my recollection. I
were off! At first. I thought we never saw that onery bus again.

Tells How He Journeyed To
The Keag In “Skeet”
Kittredge’s Maxwell

Mrs. Llewella Mills of the Red
Cross sewing room "ants to ac
knowledge the following gifts at
the sewing rooms: Patch work
quilt tops from Mrs. Annie F.
Smith ann Mrs Anne Muller.;
patcuwork pieces from Mrs. Car-Ene Stanley, Mrs James Law
rence, Mrs. Allan McAlary. Mrs.
W. O. Fuller, Mrs. Murray Miller
of Thomaston and Miss Adelaide
Cress: baby quilts from Mrs. Frank
Horeyseck. Miriam Rebekah Lodge,
Mrs. Ernest Gray, and Mrs. Geneva
Richardson and three finished
quilts from the Sunshine Society.
Anyone who has work still out Is
requested to return it at once as
this is the end of this quota. More
percale for patchwork is wanted.
Women ere badly needed to

Building.

The first aid class that has been
held at the Masonic Temple was
completed last night. A new' class
in advanced first aid will be start
ed by the same group cn March 2
with four sessions of two and on half hours each for a 10-hour
course.

Visitors ln Washington. D. C.
ran get copies of The Courler-Gaee-tte at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West—adv Mt'f.f

/
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Come on down to our store, shop around to your heart's con
tent and when you’ve purchased all your needs, walk out emptyhanded and LET US DELIVER THE GOODS. To save time
and conserve cur own rubber we only ask that you arrange to
be home when delivery is made—second deliveries are an ex
travagance none of us can afford. Come in today, you'll like our
values and our service!

ANNOUNCING NEW SET OF

PYREX Brand
MATCHED

MIXING BOWLS
Every housewife will want a set

D.U.V. beano al
day at 2.15. DooJ
“The hulled c

again. His advi
found on page q
may be obtained
Haskell Fish
650—adv.*

Learn to fly
Talbot Ave.. Tel

of these attractive, handy mix
ing

bowls.

Three

convenient

sizes—1 Qt., l*/2 Qt., 2Ji Qt.

Set of 3 Bowls

95c
KITCHEN
PARING KNIFE

Regularly $1.00

MATCHED TWIN
SERVER SET

19c

Consists of matched twin
dripless servers—48 oz. and 11-

oz. sizes.

Special 89c

PAINTS STOVES KITCHENWARE
" FOP ME PLY VEWE'S”

•

44; MAIN SI.

Auspices Will

Ufflee Hours: 9
Evenings

MFIIN ST. HFIP.DUJRREo.
p

and S’’

S5 to any win
o|

opto:
S36 MAIN ST.,
1

BALL TOP

Usually 25c
Special

TWO CE>|

DAVID G.

19c
WHISK BROOM

BE
AMERICAN
TIIOl
EVERY M(
7.3(11
Many Special
With S60.00 >1

A serviceable paring knife, the
3“ blade is made of high carbon
stainless steel which means a
sharp and lasting edge.

ON VALENTINE’S
DAY...

BONDS
STAMPS

serve as air raid wardens. Th >
is a difficult duty and once started
must be carried through as it is
one of the most essential duties cf
the whole defense setup. Registra
tion may be made at the Chamber
of Commerce in the Community

Feb. 14 16 D
East Boom, Comn
Feb. 16 - Waldo!
at High School in
Feb. 17—Waldob
meet, at Comm;
House.
Feb. 17—Annua
ference of Garde’ll
Maine.
Feb. 18—Ash W
Feb. 18
Warn .
and Troupe at Gl
Feb. 18 ia Jui.;
a Ufe!" at High
Feb. 10 Free
cookery at Mason
Feb. 19 Meetli !
League
Feb. 20—(3 to !
tlonal Club met
hail
Feb 22—Waahln
Feb. 27 Warren
strels at Glover li
March 17 St. Pt
March 21 Sprlin
March 29 Palm
April 1—All Fi
April 3—Good F
April 5—Easter

ROCKLAND

FUNER
Ambnla:
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TALK OF THE TOWN

ip Must Beat Lincoln
s Victorious
5 and at the half 19-10 Th^
rd quarter saw Thomaston go to
,-n and pull up to a 26-23 score.
Rockland tightened up in the
t period and allowed only one
nt. while they picked up four
the final score of 30-24.
'he Rockland beys took the
omaston boys for a 39-22 total
re. The first quarter ended 7-5
h Thcmaston in the lead. The
ond quarter saw Rockland surge
?ad and lead 14-13 at half time,
ring the third period, the Orange
i Black players went out ahead
:h a powerful drive that gave
fm a 27-17 lead over the Thomcn boys at the start of the final
■_od. The final quarter was all
ckland'.s with the score rolling up
39-22 at the final whistle.
Phomastcn made it a fight all the
y. but Rockland was hot, and
tded for a win on their home
rt.
rhe Camden "Y ’ Juniors took
f measure cf RJIS Jayvees hy
points for a total of 35-25. This
h a smart contest with the Gamt youngsters having the edge all
way and showing .some classy
Ike'ball to their Rockland neign-

CROSS
DEFENSE
lltems concerning these

iza tions
|e xs air raid wardens. Th.s
d.fficu'.t duty and once started
p. be carried through as it is
of the most essential duties cf
whole defense retup. Registramr.y be mad? at the Chamber
[Commerce in the Community
lld.ng.
rh? first aid class that has been
Id at the Masonic Temple was
ppl "ed last night. A new class
(advanced first aid will be start'ey the same group cn March 2
|h four -• .-.ons of two and onchcurs ea h f r a 10-hour
ln Washington. D. C.
get copies of The Courier-Ga
pe at the Metropolitan News
ency. 603 15th street. North
st —adv
M»*tf

Visitors

Peb. 14 16 — Draft registration at
East Room, Community Building
Peb. 16 - Waldoboro
Band concert
at High School auditorium.
Peb. 17—Waldoboro—Woman's Club
meets at Community Garden Club

House.

Peb. 17 Annual mld-Wlnter con
ference of Garden Club Federation of
Maine.
Peb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Peb. 18
Warren
Kjtn MacKenzie
and Troupe at Glover hall
Feb. 18-19—Junior Class play. "What
a Life!” at High School auditorium.
Peb. 19 Free School of electric
cookery at Masonic Temple.
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist Men's

Maxine Perry was born with a
heritage of faith in printers’ ink
League.
Peb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman's Educa ir. general and in The Couriertional Club meets at Grand Army Gazette in particular. Consequent
hail
Peb. 22—Washington's Elrthday.
ly when her cherished pet kitten
Feb. 27 — Warren High School Min
"Mitzie” strayed away in Wednes
strels at Glover hall.
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
day
’s
zero
weather,
Maxine
March 21 Spring begins.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
promptly turned to The CourierApril 1—All Fools Day.
Gazette's advertising columns and
April 3—Oood Friday.
April 5—Easter.
in a matter of minutes after the
paper came off the press, litterally
hundreds of eyes were looking for
the missing pet, and in the early
afternoon it was the pleasant priv
The mail man probabby brought ilege of Mary Wellman to return
you a lot of valentines this morn the shivering "Mitzie” to her over
ing, but it was the Weather Man joyed mistress.
who earned our applause by hLs
Pvt. Edward Williamson, son of
delivery of much milder weather
Mr.
and Mrs. E. G. Williamson,
Were all eating supper by day
South
Main street, has been pro
light, but confound those dark
moted
to
Private First Class in the
mornings.
Quartermaster Corps at Kelley
Rumor persists on the street that Field, Texas.
an attempt Ls being made to union
There will be a drill and initia
ize the employes of Snqw Ship
tory
degree Monday night at
yards. Inc. with possible affiliation
Knox
Lodge I.O.O.F. and Tuesday
with the American Federation of
night
the
men will be housekeepers
Labor. It Ls reported that one meet
ing has been held, with representa at the supper to be followed by regu
tives of a labor union present, and lar meeting and roll call cf Miriam
that another is planned for next Rebekah Lodge.
Tuesday night. Tlie number of men
Myra Joyce, who is employed in
interested in the union is said to be
Dr.
F. F. Brown’s office, has joined
a minority of the 400 employes now
up
with
tire National Red Crass, to
at the yard. At the present time, it
go
in
the
Army as a nurse.
is understood that the average wage
scale at the Snow Shipyards is high
BORN
er than that of other wooden ship
Stone—At Knox Hospltul, Peb. 14, to
yards along the coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest W. Stone, a son
Russell Williamson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. G. Williamson, Scuth
Main street, has a fine position
with the Wright Airplane Co. in
Cincinnati, Ohio. He makes his
home with his uncle Frederick Keniston.

Manager Lawrence
is in Fort Fairfield
funeral of Glover Le
of the Paramount
died suddenly.

J. Dandeneau
to attend the
Tart, manager
Theatre, who

! around to your heart's con
To save time

Ily ask that you arrange to
pond deliveries are an exk»nie in today, you'll like our

|\'<TNG NEW SET OF

’YREX Brand
MATCHED

(ousewife w 11 want a set
attractive, handy mixiLs. Three convenient
Ot.. 1'.. Qt.. 2'■■ Qt.

DjU.V. beano at G.A.R. hall Mon
day at 2.15. Door prize, flour.—adv.
“The hulled corn man" is back
again. His advertisement may be
found on page one and his product
may be obtained by calling at Fred
Haskell Fish Market, telephone
650—adv.*

Feb. 11. Minnie Kendall (Thomas),
widow of Dion E. Woolley,—a native
of Rockland—aged 76 years. Services
at 4 p. m. today. Interment in Ham
monton, N. J.
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of my dear hus
band. Capt. Blanchard T. Orne who
passed away Feb. 14. 1931.
Gone but not forgotten.
His wife
Feb. 14, 1942.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all the organiza
tions and friends who so kindly re
membered me with gifts and cards
during my recent illness, especially
Mystic
Rebekah
Lodge,
Crescent
Temple. P. S.. Help One Another
Circle of Kings Daughters. Dorcas
Circle of Kfngs Daughters. E. A. Star
rett Auxiliary. S.U.V., and Ivy Chap
ter, OKS. ol Warren, Grace Chapter,
Thomaston;
Goldenrod
Chapter.
Rockland; Harbor Light, of Rockport,
Wlwuma of Waldoboro. Orient of
Union. Mayflower Temple, P S., of
Thomaston
and
Miriam
Rebekah
Lodge of Rockland.
M. Grace Walker
Warren.

BEANO

let of 3 Bowls

BEANO

95c
Regularly «1.00

MATCHED TWIN
SERVER SET

of

MARRIED
Hopkins-Reynolds — At Rockland.
Feb. 6. James Hopkins and Miss Celestine Reynolds, both of Rockland. —
By Dr. Guy Wilson.

The Case of the Phantonf Kill
Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56 er—the true mystery story of the
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf two-year hunt for the strangler of
21 victims. Another Famous Crimes,
real life story in the American
Weekly Magazine with the Feb. 15th
Boston
Sunday Advertiser.
20* lt
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.30 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
and Valentine Party
With $60.00 Special Cash Prizes
SATURDAY. 8.15 P. M.
and $2 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
I. 0. 0. P. HALL
or less
FREE GAME. $800
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
ATTENDANCE PRIZE, $6-00
128Stf
DOOR PRIZE. $7.50
FREE ICE CREAM AND
VAUSNTINES
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
No Admission Charge
OPTOMETRIST
20*lt
836 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
'
office Hours: 9 to 12.30—130 to 5.80
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

IIXING BOWLS

[onxLsts

—Peter Alansoh.
Ripley—At Camden Community Hos
pital. Feb. 11, to Mr. and Mrs Guy
Ripley of Lincolnville, a daughter.
Miller—At Camden Community Hos
pital. Feb. 11, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Miller of Rockport, a son.
McArthur — At Camden Community
Hospital. Feb 13. to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McArthur, a son.
Dyer—At Camden Community Hos
pital. Feb. 13. to Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Dyer, a son.

DIED
Gilmore At Staten Island, N. Y.
Dr. Howard Appolonio, who is in
13. Charles M. Gilmore, ln his
the Army, was a caller Wednesday Feb.
84th year. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
at
Davis
home, Thomaston,
al Knox Hospital which he was rnterment funeral
at South Parish cemetery.
previously serving as a bone sur Martinsville.
Cushman — At Rockville, Feb. 13.
geon. The hours of hLs visit were Castera
Cushman, aged 68 years, 2
put to practical purpose, empha months, 19 days. Funeral Sunday at
3.30
p.
m.
from Burpee funeral home.
sizing, if possible, the great loss Milliken-At
Rockland. Feb. 13. Har
which the institution suffered when riet L.. widow of Byron B. Milliken,
aged
83
years.
Funeral Sunday at 2
he was called from it. Wherever he o'clock from Burpee
funeral home.
has gene Dr. Appolonio has been
Thomas — At Pasadena, Calif., Jan.
10. Winslow W. Thomas, native of
winning new laurels and Ls spoken North
Haven, aged 100 years.
of in terms of the highest praise.
Woolley—At Mount Vernon, N. Y.,

All branches of the Automobile
Registration Offices will be open to
the public Saturday afternoons Feb.
21 and 28 and also all day.Mcnday,
February 23.
tour needs, walk out empty-

matched

twin

less server—|g „«. and 11-

I sixes.

Special 89c

KDULIH
RE
S.
rtHENWARE Z.L>
(OCKLAND

LAWYERS MAKE EXCELLENT CR I *

BURPEE'S

Ambulance Servico

FUNERAL HOME

•••

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

TKLKPHONra
•M'w Ttt-1 er 7tts|T

» CUBBKWT ST.

110-US
g. ROCKLAND*,

110-tf

TEI. MS

Tuesday night at 7.30.

Airport Progress

When the Knox County attorneys
made choice of Edward C. Payson
as president of the Knox Bar Associ
ation, the other day, they net only
selected an attorney with a spotless
reputation, but a ipan who is uni
versally regarded as one of Knox
County’s most popular citizens. A
Democrat from boyhood he has

—By Staff PhotograDher
never come under the classifica*ion
of “offensive partisanship.” Be
sought repeatedly to accept several
offices, he has never held but one—
judge of probate. The above picture
was taken in his library at his home
on Granite street. The book he Was
perusing when our staff photogra
pher entered was ‘Steamboat Lore
of the Penobscot.”

One year ago today The CourierGazette received assurance from
Representative Margaret Chase
Smith that $693,125 had been al
lotted by WjP.A. for the construc
tion of the Rockland Airport at
Ash Point. The allotment covered
the construction of three 3500 foot
runways and safety strips as well
as the clearing and making the
land ready for the actual construc
tion of the runways. Also, this
appropriation was to have covered
the installation of adequate drain
age systems and a lighting system
and incidental work.
Mayor Edward R. Veazie then
proceeded with the final negotia
tions necessary for the purchase
of the land needed for the air
port, which had to became the prop
erty of the City of Rockland as
their part of the project in col
laboration with the federal gov
ernment.
This work was soon
completed with only one land
owner protesting having to sell his
land.
Actual work was started April
28 when the demolition of the
Courtney Foster farmhouse and
barns was started by a W.P.A.
crew w’ith William Bramhall as
superintendent.
Within a short time a W.P.A.
crew of considerable size was at
work clearing the land of trees and
undergrowth, making ready for the
bulldozers, steam shovels and
blasting crews of the Carlo Bianchi Company to go to work on the
actual construction of the run
ways. The Bianchi crews started
work In June and continued
through until late in October at
which time they had brought the
greater part of the runways to sub
grade, removed the ledges and
made the necessary fill.
During the time that the Bianchi
crews were at work, the WP.A.
crews were digging the drainage
system and installing the drainage
pipes, as well as clearing the safety
strips of trees and brush.
The original plans called for
three runways 3500 feet in length
July 30, the federal government
granted an additional $112,000 to
extend the runways to 4.000, or at
least the northeast-southwest and
southexst-northwest runways. The
clearing of the additional footage
is now going to the north of the
airport.
The outbreak of .the war brought
orders to bring at least one run
way to top grade and ready for
emergency landings as soon as
possible. At this time, there are
several trucks and a W.P.A. crew
of 103 laborers, as well as officials,
engaged in rushing the runways to
completion. By Spring, at least
one of the runways will be ready
for the final surfacing and the re
maining two will be completed
shortly afterwards.
The tower for the flashing
beacon has been erected and mast
of the electrical work planned is
going ahead rapidly.
Mayor Veazie has worked tire
lessly on this project, and it has
been through his efforts that the
port has progressed to the present
stage of completion. When com
pleted, it will be one of the best
airports of its class in the State
and will be a vast improvement
over the old Curtiss-Wright field
at the junction of Broadway and
Thomaston streets, which years
ago was found to be far too small
for the high speed planes that
were being developed.
There has been much specula
tion as to whether or not the Army
or Navy would use the new port
for their patrols or make a per
manent base of it. At the present
time there has been no move made
by either branch of the service to
acquire it for their use.

The Rotary Club pregram yester
day was the same as that so highly
appreciated by the Lions Wednesday j
and reported in the Thursday issue Waldoboro Lad Encounters
of The Courier-Gazette. Messrs.
Cement Column, To His
Thomas and Williams added an
Disadvantage
other film showing shots of the
Pearl Harbor attack and the laying
At a Hospital on Oahu,
of the Portland to Montreal pipe line (
Terr, of Hawaii, Jan. 17
The latter carried beyond the usual
Aloha, again, everybody
closing time but no one wxs ob
served to leave the room. E. S. j The height of the “war situation"
Noyes of Portland was the only in the mid-Pacific, happened yes
visiting Rotarian. Guests were Her- j terday. Your correspondent pushed
man Hart, William D. Talbot, Dr. j headlong into the enemy (a column
C. D. North and Judge Nathaniel of cement) but wxs suppressed by
Tompkins.
overwhelming odds. (Yeah, some
Rev. Fr. Ernest O. Kenyon of St. several tons of it!) With the result
Peter's Episcopal Church was the that he was rushed to the hospital.
speaker before the congregation of Quick recovery was inevitable, and
Temple Israel at the Synagogue on he is happy to announce that he
Willow street at 7.30 Wednesday will be back to renew the battle in
night. Father Kenyon took for his the next few days.
The other day it was announced
subject the “Bill of Rights”, bringing
that
no person was to have more
out the need for understanding and
than
$200 in his possession at any
friendship cf various racial and re
ligious groups. He spoke at the in time. Anything above $200 “should
vitation of Alan A. Grossman who be placed in the bank.” It was
was chairman on the committee in suggested that checks be used. I'm
charge. Practically the entire mem not worried about having more than
bership of the congregation was $200, but, the idea of using checks
present to hear Father Kenyon who worries me. Rubber is on the De
was the first. Gentile speaker ever fense Priority List—and all of my
to address a congregation in the checks would have to be “Rubber.”
Synagogue. His talk was well re Oh well, it’ll all come out in the
wash .(Or will it be the Provast
ceived by the congregation.
Court?).
Baptists at Dover-Foxcroft, left
With the Army of Defense work
without a pastor by a recent death, ers here, Honolulu has had a new
expect Rev. W. S. Stackhouse and sentence added to its description in
family in April. Mr. Stackhouse is the tourist books—"A city of rumors
a New Brunswick man, who has and roomers.”
served churches in New York state
I hear that the Berlin and Tokyo
radio stations are going to Ameri
and in Maine.
canize their programmes by play
The A. H. Newbert Association ing that popular tune, “Let’s Call
will meet Wednesday at the Ma the Whole Thing Off..”
sonic Temple.
With the waters infested with
submarines, we think it might be a
There will be a rehearsal of Clare good idea if whales went to “drymont Commandery Monday night dock for the duration.
Speaking cf rumors, a Seattle
at 7.30.
newspaper has a crew working over
Rcckland Lodge, F.A.M. will hold time collecting the rumors ehat are
a special meeting Tuesday night at floating around the city. When they
7.30 with degree work.
get them in print, it shows- John
Public the farsicality (Did I coin
that cne?) of the takes. One of the
rumors that they printed was this.
“The reason for the Saturday
Hit Them Where It Hurts
night black-outs is so the Army can
charge the Anti-aircraft Batteries.”
.... BUY BONDS!
That’s all folks!
Rev. Roy A. Welker of the Con
“Wake up and live; live up to
gregational Church was guest speak
Wake!”
Stewart M. Pollard
er at the meeting of the Mission
97th Coast Artillery (AA),
Ft. Kamehameha, Oahu, T. H. Circle of the Universalist Church [
Wednesday afternoon in the church !
At the meeting of Ralph R. Ul parlors. Mrs. Eva Pease presented
mer Camp UjS.W.V. Wednesday it a paper, Current Religious Events. J
being the nearest meeting date to Mr. Welker took as his subject
"Maine Day,” Feb. 15 the Camp ob “World Conditions”. Following the
served the anniversary of the de meeting, a social hour was enjoyed
Make no mistake—this is a life
struction of the U. S. Battleship with tea being served by Mrs. Harry
or death struggle. Men are dy
Maine which occurred in Havana L. Levensaler, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett,
ing in your defense. Dying that
Harbor. During the service an ac Miss Mary Wyllie, Miss Annie
America may be safe!
count of Maine Day observation Frost and Mrs. Lester S. Sherman.
printed in the Feb. 17 1937. edition
Give our fighting men the
Buffalo Courier Express: A. L.
of The Courier-Gazette was read.
Cunningham, ranking local Coast
guns, the planes, the tanks they
need! Bonds buy bombs. Ev
Betty Lou R&binnon was the first Guard recruiting officer, was pro
ery dime, every dollar you put
pupil in the fourth grade taught by moted yesterday from Chief boat
into Defense Bonds and Stamps
Miss Sleeper at Purchase street swain to lieutenant, junior grade.
is a blow at the enemy. Hit them
school to fill a $5.00 book of De He was sworn in by Capt. John J.
where it hurts — buy bonds!
fense Stamps and now has another Daley of the local Coast Guard.
Mr. Cunningham’s home Ls Rock
nearly completed.
Bonds cost as little as $18.75 up—
land, Maine.
stamps as little as 10 cents up.
Knox-Lincoln Past Grands Asso
ciation I.O.O.F. meets Wednesday George Sandner, proprieter of the
night. Supper will be served at 6.30. Home Methods Kitchen, has re
turned to work after a five weeks
enforced vacation due to illness.
Advertise
in
The
Courier-Gazette
Surprise Bingo

Pollard’s Letter

TONIGHT. SPEAR HALL, 7.45
There will be relief sewing at the
Given Away, Dinner and $20—2 each For dependable radio service Congregational vestry Wednesday at
3&11 the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
and Other Extra Prizes
1 o’clock. All help will be appre
20*lt Main street. Complete Philco Line,
—edv.
60-tf ciated.

The Ladles’

Aid meets with Mrs. Edward Cross,
57
Maverick street,
Wednesday

What Has Taken Place Since
the Project Was
Authorized

The Weather

Mrs. Helen Carlson has been in
vited to preach at the Baptist
church in Appleton on Sunday at
10.30 a. m. Her topic will be
“Christ, the Patriot."

IlF. GOODS.

Nineteen women have been sen
tenced by the courts of Maine to
serve sentences at the Maine State
Prison at Thomaston since 1937 and
still net a one has set foot within
the walls of the Thomaston insti
tution and all have or still are,
serving their time. The story is
that no women are now housed at
Thcmaston but are confined at the
Woman’s Reformatory in Skowhe
gan remaining prisoners of the
Maine State Prison where all their
records are kept. At present there
are six at Skowhegan serving State
Prison sentences.
*
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SERMONETTB

Courage All
The people of the United
States have had a licking. Let’s
admit it. It was administered
by a nation which we underesti
mated. We had been led to be
lieve we had a navy in the Pa
cific superior to any single navy
in the world. Perhaps we had
and still have, but some of the
cock-sureness and boastfulness
is gone. We left that at Pearl
Harbor. There was great loss
of life. "Always alert, never
hurt,” so we tell the children,
but we weTe not alert. We got
another licking at Manila, and
we lost Cavite, our great naval
base. We cou’d not relieve our
marines at Wake and Guam.
Our allies last their two great
est battleships, and all of this
at the very beginning of our war
with Japan.
These costly mistakes were
not necessary to toughen the
fiber of our fighting forces, but
they did. However, there was
cne good that was accomplished
immediately the nation was
made aware of what happened
at Hawaii; we became a united
people. Obstructionists in Con
gress became flaming Ameri
cans. "America Firsts,” were
gone.
Not only were our purposes
consolidated, but the ties be
tween us and our great allies
were cemented as never before.
We are not fighting alone, we
have the English speaking em
pire by our side. We have
China, Russia, Dutch Nether
lands, and the Free French,
despite our childish outburst, at
St. Pierre and Miquelon. These
were the results that flowed
from our defeats. We are 29
nations united under a unified
command.
We have courage and the
will to win and under God we
will win this world war, and
quicker than we think, if we
stop fighting soft. The United
States, may never have lost a
war, but. we have lost many
battles and taken many lickings
before. Washington established
this Republic, in spite of many
defeats. Valley Forge? Yes, but
victory and the nation he
founded towers like a giant over
all. His name is immortal. Lin
coln who saved the Union spent
hours of agony in the White
House praying, as did Washing
ton alone.
Franklin Roossevelt and Brit
ish Prime Minister, Winston
Churchill
prayed
together
through this crisis in Lincoln’s
lonely study and in Washing
ton’s pew in Alexandria, where
many of us have sat and prayed
for America. Defeat after de
feat marked the first three
years of the Civil war, and for
the South, for four years, they
were being defeated, even when
winning. Winston Churchill Ls
the very*embodiment of human
courage; President Roosevelt
undismayed. We shall have to
take it. We can take it. We
have God with us. This not
boasting; it is destiny. Courage
all.
—William A. Holman
“Who Follows in His Train?” will
be the sermon topic at the First
Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30. A
feature of this service will be the
burning of the last mortgage against
the church. The Church School
with a class for every age group will
meet at noon. Both of the Young
People’s societies will meet at 6
o’clock. The Endeavorers will have
a debate with Shirlene McKinney
and Albert Mills on the affirmative
team, and Jason Thurston and
Philip French on the negative team.
The Bereans will be led by Jeanette
Philbrook. The peolpe’s evening
service will open at 7.15 with the
big sing, assisted by the instru
ments. A ten minute organ recital
will precede this service. Mr. Mac
Donald’s subject will be “The Bank
of Heaven.” The service will last
63 minutes. The choir will sing both

W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION & THOMASTON
Power Equipment for Cemetery
Lettering
44-S-tf

morning and evening. The man
w’ho is cheated is a good deal better
off than the one who cheats.
• • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the Sunday next before
’ Lent: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; Church school at
9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon at
10.30; Vespers at 7.30. Ash Wednes
day: (First day of lent) Matins at
6.30; Imposition of Atfies; Mass at
7 a. m.; Vespers at 4 p. m.; Way cf
the Cross, 7.30 p. m. Thursday and
Friday, Mass at 7.30 and Vespers at
7.30 p. m. Let us visit the church
daily and pray for peace. The pub
lic is welcome at the services of the
Church and to use the Church daily
for prayer and Meditation.
• • • •
“Will Christianity Survive” will be
Dr. Guy Wilson’s subject at 10.45
i at the Methodist Church tomorrow.
i There will toe special music. The
evening service of one hour start
ing at seven w’ill include a brief
' message by the pastor on "You
,Can’t Tie a Christian Down!” and a
i two reel silent film on “A Problem
in India.” School classes meet at
9.45 and at 12.00 o’clock. Youth Fel
lowship meet at 6.15 and Mid-week
service Is on Tuesday at 7.00.
• • • •
“A Debt of Honor” will be the ser
mon sutopect of Rev. Roy A. Welker
at the morning service of worship at
the Congregational Church 10.30
Sunday. The church school will
meet at 10, Beginners Department
gathering at 10.30. Tlie Comrades
of the Way will meet at 6.30 p. m.
Boy Scouts will meet In the vestry
on Thursday evening.
• • • •
"Soul” is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon that will be read in all
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Feb. 15. The Golden Text is: “Lo,
this is our God; we have waited for
him, and he will save us; this is the
Lord; we have waited for him; we
will be glad and rejoice in his sal
vation” (Isaiah 25:9). The citations
from the Bible include the follow
ing passages: “O bless our God, ye
people, and make the voice of his
praise to be heard1: Which holdeth
our soul in life, and suffereth not
our feet to toe moved” (Psalms
66:8-9).
• • • •
In recognition of Lincoln’s biith
day at the Universalist Church, Dr.
Lowe will preach on the “Spiritual
Qualities of Democracy.” Soloist
Miss Lotte McLaughlin. The Church
School meets with the adult congre
gation for a common service with a
story for the children, nursery de
partment for younger boys and girls.
Mrs. Glocer’s class meets at her

night. Mrs. Maynard Gray will en
tertain the Women’s Missionary So
ciety at her home on Fales street
Thursday afternoon.
• • • •
Nazarene Church Notes

Prayer and praise service was
conducted Thursday by Ray Easton
of Camden. Mr. Easton is Sunday
School superintendent of the Rock
land Church.
Worship Sunday will be at 11)
o’clot^; Sunday schocl at 11.15;
topic, “The Healing Ministry of
Jesus;” N.Y.PS. at 6 o’clock with
Miss Ellen Danforth leadhig. Mary
E. Ware will have charge of the
evening service and will deliver a
message on "Temperance.” Miss
Ware is president of the W.C.T.U.
Society in Union and faithfully per
forms her tasks in this capacity.
There will be special music
through the day and a trio at the
evening service by Miss Ivah How
ard, Miss Joicey MacEdward and
John C. Moody. The song service
will be led by Jessie Preston.

By Anderson Camp
A Special Program Presented
In Honor of Washington
and Lincoln
Washington and Lincoln
Brave and good and tme
Wave them in their honor
The red, the white and blue.

Anerson Camp Sons were served
a delicious supper Wednesday witli
Mrs. Mae Cross as chairman, assist
ed in tlie kitchen by Mis. Ellie
Knowlton, Mrs. Ellura Hamlin and
Mrs. Beulah Larrabee and in the
dining room by Mrs. Gladys Mur
phy, Mrs. Nellie Achorn and Mrs.
Mary Dinsmore. Present were large
numbers of members and guests.
The regular meeting was omitted
as this program was dedicated to
Washington and Lincoln.
The exercises opened with Com
mander Giles in charge. The as
sembly singing Tlie Star Spangled
Banner, Battle Hymn of the Repub
lic and Tramp, Tramp, Tramp with
Mrs. Stella McRae at the piano.
A short story ‘‘Why Washington
could not be beaten” by William
Claytor of Lincolnville, and Charge
to the Flag by Edw. Mullen.
A very interesting skit of Lincoln
was presented by Rev. and Mrs.
Herman Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Win
chenbaugh wearing a real old fash
ioned dress and “hair do” as "Mary”
Mr. Winchenbaugh wore a tall hat.
shawl and’ even the beard, looking
very much like Abe Lincrin. In
the dim light of the hall seated at
opposite ends of their library table
Lincoln and Mary wrote the Gettys
burg address in a mast impressive
manner. Qf course Mary made sev
eral corrections xs a college edu
cated woman as Mary Vas would.
Lincoln al^> gave Mary a vision of
his death. Rev. Mr. Winchenbaugh

residence after dhurch and YP.C.U. also explained bow

, in the vestry 7 p. m.
• • • •
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
rial Baptist Church the pastor, Rev.
C. A. Marstaller, will use xs his
subject at 10.30, “Christians in the
Hour of Crisis.” Sunday School fol
lows at 11.45 with classes for all
ages. The young people‘s meeting
comes at 8 o’clock with Roger Con
ant as leader. At 7.15 the pastor will
speak on “Two Conditional Gifts.”
Mid-week prayer and praise service

Lincoln came

about to be called “Honest Abe.”
Remarks on “Wxshington and
Lincoln” were made by Mr. Claytor.
Mrs. Mae Cross, president cf the
Auxiliary also spoke. Mr. Giles
expressed hLs thanks to the sup
per committee and also thase tak
ing part in this program. Tlie pro
gram concluded with the entire as
sembly singing “America.”
G. K. M.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

KNOW YOUR MILK-MAN
THE STORY OF ROUND TOP-FARMS
NO. 7—BOTTLES AND CAPS

The public seldom realizes ihe money the average milk man
must pay out each year for replacement of bottles.. According to
statistics, the average life of a milk bottle is ten complete trips.
The milk man must have seven bottles for each bottle used in a
day. Plain bottles cost a little over 5c each, color marked bottles
a little over 7c each.
Loss of bottles is due to—breaking and / or chipping in the
plant, home or ln transportation; loss by theft; customer mis
placing or using for other purposes; contamination with kero
sene or other liquids which spoil their use for milk.
CREAM-TOP bottles, which we use, contain the same amount
of glass as the ordinary straight neck bottle and cost the same
except for the annual franchise payment we make which gives
us the exclusive privilege to use this patented shape bottle In our
territory. No CREAM-TOP bottles are ever sold. No one else in
our territory has the right to use them for any purpose unless
they buy the franchise privilege. Even our straight neck bottles
which we use for “store” trade and which are so marked, are
registered in this State and are not sold. There is a deposit paid
by the store for each bottle but in no way is this considered a
sale of a marked and registered bottle. State laws protect each
milk man to this extent if he registers his bottles.
New type bottles are now being made which use less glxss and
are shorter but larger in circumference in the neck. This is a
lighter but stronger bottle because the glass is more evenly
distributed when the bottle is blown. To conserve glass during
the Emergency, this type of bottle is being recommended and we
may make the change for this reason. Color on glass will soon be
impossible to secure.
COVER-CAPS—This type cap which we use and which cov
ers the entire pouring lip of the bottle bas a distinct advantage
and sanitary insurance for the customer. The cost of this type
cap is Just four times the cost of the plain disc cap. Here again,
because of the need for paper and parafine for defense pur
poses, it may soon be necessary for us to discontinue the COVER CAP and revert to the common disc cap.
While we believe thal the ideal "package" of milk for the
consumer is the CREAM-TOP bottle with the COVER-<CAP—
we are aware that these are WAR TIMES and WAR NEEDS
come first and we will find ways of adjusting our business ac
cordingly.
National Defense precedes convenience for YOUR MILK
MAN’S customers.
EDWARD B. DENNY, JR.
General Manager.

Every-Other-Day
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Red Cross Benefit

Billboard is Used as Honor Roll at Indiana Plant
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High School students bcught
82935 worth of Oe.fcr.5e Stamps
this past w*e<
Mr ar.d Mrs Harold Ralph Gall
Ralph, and Fred Bums recently
visited Janice Ralph, a patMht at
Maine General Hospital. Portiand
William H. Hilton is visiting his
acn Donald Hilton in Springfield,
Mass
Medomak Chapter Puture Farm
ers of Ame.it a will work the Fu
ture Farmers degree Wedr-sday
night on the Monmouth Chapter

WARREN
-r-r-

ALENA L,

_ V___

i
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WE BUY DEFENSE BONDS EVERY
TW
The second lessor, in the home
nursing course, was conducted
Wednesday by Mrs. Grace Law
rence R X., with two classes—aft
ernoon and evening. Next Wednes
day communicable diseases will be
discussed, the group tc hear Dr
° Campbeh in a talk on the
subject. In addition, the care of
the patient tn bed will be taught.
Pupils of ’the Mathews Comer
Primary school have raised the sum
of 86 for the March of Dimes camP*1™ They abo have WJected «Lscarced magazines and papers for
the Red Cross.
Ivy Chapter O£S has received
an invitation to visit Seaside Chap
ter. OES.. in Camden, Feb 23. with
supper at 6 30 The hostess chapter
,
p^.

Meadowlark
Troop of Girl
Sccuts are enjoying a Valentine
party this afternoon a: the home
of Scout Dorothy Spear.
The Delta Electric Company at Marion. Ind.. has adopted a novel plan to let the community know bow
The High School and „ Town
ita employ*** are yvirtieiparing in th* Defense Payroll Savings plan. A huge billboard erected outside the
plant contains the nam* of all employees who are authorizing savings every pay day for the purchase of
Bands will give a concert Mcn^y
Defense
Savings Rond* The picture shows W. B Stephenson, president Delta Electric Company, ana also
night ir. the High School auditor
trons’ night, and its birthday anni- president Indiana Manufacturers’ Association (left) with W. C. Crimmins. assistant general manager.
ium There will be no admission vereary.
charge
Miss M Grace Walker, who has of the Bath Iron Works. 89: Laura
Waldoboro Methotfcst Church gave
FRIENDSHIP
Mis; Marlene Mcr.ahan, daugh- been ill for several weeks, after a Robinsor. 31; Friends. 85. Mr and
a fine talk on “Woman s Christian
Robert S. Lash. Jr.. son of Capt.
ter of Mr. ar.d Mrs Regina.d Monat her home, is about her home, Mrs Sidney Wyllie. $2; Dr and
Service.”
Refreshments
were
ahan. is a patient at the State ancj able to receive a few callers. Mrs. Judson Lord. 82; Faye and and Mrs. Robert Lash who has served by the hostess.
been transferred from Westover
Street Hospital. Portland.
dai’y.
Carolyn Payson. 8 50; Atti Lehto Field Mass to Pendleton Ar Base.
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary. SUV. and daughters. 83; total. 839 50
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau visited
ROCKVILLE
Oregon, is Chief EXspatcher of the
veted
Wednesday to discontinue The total amount received to date
Monday in Bath.
No brush or per. could adequate
Hq A Hq. Sq 34th Bomb Group
Mrs Harold Parsons and son. public dinners for the duration of L 8419 46 One membership fee was H ■ and has been promoted to the ly describe the beauty of the wood
Billy of Newcastle spent Monday the war. because of the scarcity of turned in the past week.
grace of Corporal. Corp. Lash re ed slope of that part, of Dodge's
with her parents Mr and Mrs C. sugar. Dinner will be served how
Wilham Simmons resumed his ports that he has experienced no Ridge below what is known as
ever on the meeting days.
B Stehl
work Monday at the Rcckland freezing leather since he has Lockout which was evidenced
Rev Lu Clark French will speak
The School for Air Raid War
Wholesale Grocery Company, after been stationed in Oregon, and Monday as the sun came out and
dens began Friday night at the on -The Philippian Jailer.” Sunday a week's vacation
that the farmers have aready be shone upon the trees weighed
down with ice from the storm of
High School ouixiing with Rich morning at the Congregational Under the auspices of the Aux gun to plow in that section.
Church- Topic for the 4 o'clock
the
day before. No trees could be
ard Gerry instructing. A class in
Miss Bell Wmchenpaw is ill and
vesper service will be. "The Faith of iliary to Chester D. Stone Post.
discerned
beneath the icy jackets
map reading will be held Monday
the Just.” Church school will meet VJ’.W. Ken MacKenzie ar.d Troupe is cared fcr by Mrs. Abbie Stevens
night fcr members of the Motor
which
presented
an expanse of
of Station WGAN Portland will and Phyllis Stevens.
Corps
Instructors will be Law at 9 30.
A rummage sale wiE be held at scintillating crystal^
Night sticks for the war time present a musical program Wed
rence Plummer Mrs Joan Weston. J
A flock of snow birds were fly
nesday
at
8.15
at
Glover
hall.
the Methodist Church Monday aft
deputies have been made—the
Miss Ar.r.e Wocd and Mrs. Mil
ing
about Monday. This was the
ernoon and evening for the benefit
blocks from the Charles Starrett
School Notes
dred Robertson.
first
time the writer has seen these
saw mill being turned out by EverMuch ingenuity waa shown by of the Red Cress.
Lev. Rcbii-'or. who has been seri- | ett Cunningham, at his shop in
birds
this "Winter.
Mrs
Helen Sanderson who
pupils of the Hinckley Comer and
ously ill with measles and pneu- j
vijj4^e fbe 340 sticks are 26 , Mathews Comer Primary schools spent the past month with her Callers Sunday at the home of
moma. is gaining slowly
inches long, with a slight taper In making "post offices ’ for Val parents- Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Mr and Mrs LeRoy Tolman were
Mrs Merlyn Eugley. Mrs George
eIHj which is beaded.
Lawry. has returned to Wollaston. Mr. and Mrs Evans Tolman of
E Derrah and Miss Phylis Newbert and
fQr
j entine letters. Both offices had or
ange crates fo- foundations, and Mass accompanied by her mother. Glen Cove. Mr and Mrs. Ernest
were recent guests of Mrs. Ken thong. Hard wood was used.
Miss Katherine Jameson who Crcckett and son of Rockport, and
were covered with building paper.
neth Post in Rockland.
Members of Ivy Chapter who at There were two windows. and a was a business visitor in town Wed Mr and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester
Misses Jean and Joan Robinson tended installation of officers a; ,
and children of Rockland.
passed two days recently with their
m Thomaston, slot for drop letters. The boxes in nesday* dined with Mrs. Lizzie
Mrs. F. J. Hunter has been
and Mrs.
Geneva
grandmother. Mrs L M Newbert. Monday were Mrs. Carrie Smith, back contained letters for each Thompson
spending
two weeks with her son
Joan has returned to school after Mrs. Helen Maxey. Mrs. Edna street, carefully sorted out from Thompson.
and
daughter-in-law
Mr. and Mrs
the stack, which had been mailed
Mrs Llewellyn CoEamere and in
being ill with measles.
White. Mrs. Mildred Gammcn and Fo- the money draw or till. Hinck
F.
L.
Hunter.
fant child have returned home
High Ranking Students
Mr. and Mrs Marcellus Ome. Mrs. ley Comer had a muffin tin. and
Kenneth and Norman Thurston
from the Little Nursing Home in
The High School honor roll Louie Rogers of Rockland and used toy money to pay for stamps. Wadoboro.
who are workm.g at New Lendon.
(half-year is Seniors — Arthur Mrs. Lilia Ames of Thomaston In both ?-hools. the post offices
Harold Lash of New Bedford Conn . were here iast week-end di
Burgess
Rooert Creamer, Inez members of Ivy Chapter, also at displayed the American Flag and was recent supper guest of Llewel viding their time bet wen their
Peggy Jameson. Mary tended.
Hilton
on both, in excellent printing, ap lyn Oliver.
home here and Rcckland.
A bert Jameson and Bertha peared the words. “American Post
Miller. Madeline Rines. Bessie
Mr. and Mrs A. A. Clark of
Miss Priscilla Wotton has re
I, Jameson of East Friendship, marStan.
Office ”
turned from a visit with her aunt, : West Rockport were dinner guests
Junicr.-— Edith Burge .ss Maxine ried 25 years Tuesday were given
The aisles of seats ha”e been Mrs. Nellie Brazier of Danvers. Sunday of Mr and Mrs D A.
Coffin Pauline Creamer. Joyce a delightful surprise party TuesSherer.
designated as streets, and the Mass
Fitagerald Barbara Picinich, L-ma day by the Auxiliary to the ChesA pie social will be held Tuesday
ter D. Stone Post. VTW, of desks numbered. They were visited
Pietila, George. Salmi.
in connection with the Pythian
Friday
by
postmen,
bearing
full
UNION
ScphomcFes — Leonard Newbert, Which Mrs. Mae Wiley of this
Sisters meeting The public is in
pouches of mail.
Farmers
are
busy harvesting their
Beryl Gross Ernest Fitzgerald; town is president. They were reThose
who
participated at vited fcr games and a social eve ice.
Freshmer. — Helen Hcch. Robert ' cipieats of a silver sandwich tray, i
Hinckley Comer were: Stamps, ning.
Mrs. Carrie Esancy visited Wed
Kane Theodore Nutter. Edgar and among other gifts were two
These who attended the Metho nesday with her daughter. Mrs. Carl
Maxine Lindsey, who sewed the
Schwartz. Mane Waltz.
| anniversary cakes, one bearing the
cancelled stamps with her toy sew dist Susannah Wesley Society Sukeforth.
Grade VIII—Marion Hilt Mil- dates “1917-1942." in the frosting;
ing machine; collection of can meeting at the home of the presi
Mrs. Richard Edgecomb of Bur
dred Benner James Currie. Robert and the other, a miniature bride
celled stamps. Annette Cogan dent. Mrs. Eudora Miller in Wal ke ttville was a visitor Tuesday at
Heyer. George Eves. Arlene Ken- and groom.
Mrs. Josephine the home of Mrs. Lawrence Hannon.
and Marion Starrett; envelop*!, doboro were:
nedy Esper Mank William Miller,
The annual meeting of the sew.Alfred Kenniston. Ncrma RanquisL Lawry and daughter Eda. Mrs.
Charles Esancy is working in the
Jack Mills. Gloria Monahan. Her- ing circle in Ivy Chapter. OXS.,
Charles Do.ham and Esther Oier- Agnes Wmchenpaw Mrs Gertrude woods for Ralph Hannon.
ber* Morse Dorc'hy Spear Mary
he’d Tuesday at the home
lock; printing on poet effl-e. Joan Oliver. Mrs Hattie Morse and
F X Roy who was guest of rela
Waltz- Ohver Wood.
of Mrs Fred G. Campbell. Officers
Rev H tives m Berlin. N. H the past few
Maxey; printing on streets. Nancy Mrs Oussie Chadwick
Grade VU—Phyllis Bowers. Ruth . will be elected, the nominating
Aho; numbering of hcu.es. Paul Louise Perry, pas'or of the North weeks, returned home Wednesday
Burgess. Barbara Hilton. Jacque- committee being Mrs. Sache BarWatts, and Russell Starrett; mail
lyn Richards. Douglas Taite. Vir- rows. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson and
sacks. Leatrice Dclham. Janet
ginia Tlbbetta, Joan Vannah. Max- Mrs Edna White.
Philbrook. Phyllis Leino Kathleen
ine Wallace Clarence Woodbury.
Gifts to the Red Cross the past
Marr, and Bertha Keto; carpenter
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
-----------------j week were: 7th and 8th grades
work. Alfred Kenniston and Rus
n7
T"
4
9
Mt. Ait". N C.. is the largest 85; 5th and 6th grades. 82; Baptist
10 it
il ii
8
i
5
sell Starrett.
open-faced granite quarry hi the Men s Forum. 310; Credit for over
In official capacity as post mas
ifc
il
|4
word
j tune given by Warren employes
ter was Alfred Kenniston. with
L
rt
17
Charles Berry his clerk. The mail
16
men. over which they had super
!•
21
Id
vision were Russell Starrett. Paul
YVYs
Watts. Nancy Aho, Norman Pealb
L
.. 1
15
oody. Charles Berry and Roy
17
y ■
J4
Pease.
Si
Adding a realistic touch was the
SS 57
Valentine Express, made by Ber
tha Keto, and consisting of a !o4»
4l
1 44“
wd
omotive made from an oatmeal
carton, painted white, with red
48
Mrt
M7
*moke stack of a discarded spool,
and caboose, which was a shoe
5<d
5i
52
53
box. decorated with hearts- the
J
55
5b
.wo shackled together with a
chain of hearts. Wheels for the
Sr
58
express were discarded milk bottle
ape painted red.
BT
bfc
b7
The fourth grade ooys of the
Mathews Comer school made the
7C
72
71
sthooi post office and members of
74
73
V
:oth the fourth and third grades
d.d the covering with paper, also
taking care of the stamps, street
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
signs
and house numbers. Ear!
7-Pitch
56- Portico (Gr. Arch/ 23-Beseeches
Zs.
5-Re!eased
57- Equip for battle
25-Bundle of willow
Gammon was postmaster, and his
10-Ajar
forth
twigs
assistant was Esther Smith. Post 14- Religious ceremony 62-Flows
66- Never ' ontr.)
27-To pull (Naut.)
man. who were overworked, the 15- DeDart
67- Romsn mantles
28- A Pilgrim father
Fint impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
69- Within
Valentine mail being so heavy, 16- Prefix. Half
29- Showers
(7-A continent
70- Weight measure
30- Rate of motion
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
were Kenneth Farris. George Sim 181 tern in one’s
71- Expel forcibly
32- Of age (Latin abbr.)
mons. Willis Perry. Richard Overproperty
fooJ first impressions.
72- Scent
33- Commonplace
73- Plsces
34- Equale
lock.
Games and Valentine stunts 19- lreland
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
20- Allow
74- Bird homes
35- Reelinea
were enjoyed following the distri ?2-Accumulate
75- Not any
classified instantly by the appearance of your
S8-Eaglea
bution of the mail.
24-Combining form.
41-Digit
VERTICAL
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
Within
Hinckley Comer’s post office will
43-Statiaticiana
26Years
(abbr.)
1Snsre
46-Artfiicially germ»three lines of black type on a government stamped
be used the ensuing two weeks, for
27- Severity
2- River in France
noted grain
posting friendly letters in a writ 31-lce gliders
envelope, or a ‘’private** envelope with an attract
3- Agitate
48-Greek god of love
35-Note in Guido's sesle 4- C reseed
ing improvement project.
51-Decayed
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
37-A bird
5- Mskes level
53-Point at the root of
At the Hinckley Comer School 39Wait upon
6- Residence (abbr.)
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
the nose
Wednesday is designated as De 40- Mine entrance
7- The Orient
55-Hand covering
submit some “corner card’* ideas. We may be
fense Stamp Day. Practically 100 42-Prophets
8- Each
57- Finiahea
9- Prevents from
58- Nothing but
percent cf the children are buying 44-Bmds
able to save you some money, too.
<5-Virus
acting
58-Strike
the stamps This patriotic move 47-lncome (Fr.)
10- Lvric poems
60- Equips
started two weeks ago.
<9-A high explosive
11- Country in South
61- Dofonoivo armor
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5G-To dry up
52-Cost I i ness
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America
12-Turkish official
13- A number
21-Tavem»

88-Annul

64- Engliah school

65-tnflamed place
------
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VINALHAVE

S1MIK.CRAMS

St. George Uses Its Locsl
Talent To Help Along the
War Fund Quota
A recent amateur show for the
benefit cf the Red Cross, was one
more fine example of the manner
in which the residents of St. Gecrge
are responding to the need of fill
ing the quota. The sum of 850 was
cieared, including a gift cf 85 from
Nicholas Hakala
Charles Rose as master cf cere
monies. introduced these contest
ants: Helen Hupper. Arthur Hup
per. Doris Chaples. Vincent John
son Shirley Dwyer. Virginia White.
Helmi Koivumaki. Barbara Allen.
Blanche Chaples. Kenneth Jacob
son. Senior Home Eonomics Girls.
Barbara Allen. Louise Fuller. Max
ine Lowell, Kenneth Anderson. Erdine Hocking. Ruth Wiley. James
cant Jr, Rcy Meservey, Evelyn An
drews Tkys Mahcnen.
Those winning prizes were; Vir
ginia White, first; Helmi Koivu
maki and Barbara Allen, second;
Helen and Arthur Hupper, third.
The judges were Mrs. J. Branstreet, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carter
of Rockland.
The music by the Georges River
Orchestra was furnished gratis and
was much appreciated and enjoyed
by the dancers. On the committee
were Gertrude Hupper. Mabelle
Rose. Jessie Harris. Minnie Allen.
Tina Crcckett. Clayton Hunnewell.
Harlan Bragdon. and Margaret
Cant.

ft ft ft ft
MRS. EMMA WINSL
Correspondent

ABC
Fine Percales
29c yd. 36 in. wide
Made With McCall
Printed Patterns

>equot Tribe, I.O.RM. w
ice tonight, proceeds !
'the Red Cross and tiv
Jralysis Fund. Sandwi
[fee will be on sale.
I a rry Coombs went M
eton and has employme
iarlestown Navy Yard
jtVilson Bridges of Fra:;.,
is been guest this w<\
Id Mrs. George Geary
?he Winners 4-H Club
sday at the heme of the
^der Mise Miiiam Gri
iy was studied which
planning to present V
Pleasant River Gran
pfeent were Leader M
Bfe'ker. Edith Andrew
Smith. Priscilla and Phyi
tto-’ton. Lucienne Lcdou
Wl dte, Marilyn Martin,
Fhhbrcok. Dorothy Jch:
Jfcn y Ames.
•Pa ul A. Ross of Port
gj^cst Thursday at the
Cbpt. and Mrs. A. M. Mi.
■Mrs. C. S. Mitchell ei
jesday at a “Vanishing '
Ibert Carver. Mrs G A
rs. H E. Merton and I
^gley. A delightful si
bon was enjoyed and ■ ,
Ikes, jelly and tea wen
■Mrs. G. A Bragdon w
fceday to the Rainbow (
lening was spent in sc
fitting lor the Red Crm
is served. These pn
k-s. Gecrge Gray, Mrs
jfleld, Mr.,. Albert Cat
^o Lane and Mrs. Edwa
if.
SAt Union Church serv
dav are; Sunday School a
Ap at 11. Rev C. S. Mi’
M- will take as the ? Ijj
fl’incn. “Ezekiel, Prrpbr
(Htudual Responsibility
■ague meets at 4; C’ ri
dtfc'Vor at 6: evening s°r
subject The fourth in ’I”
K “Life of Ch’i.c,.”
,^feupt. G. A. Bragdon
Th irsday from a trip to
Hi, Swan’s Island and F

The only pattern with
the printed catting Line

Yn »• era
v

‘o' tha .slabrated AIC
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suggest om

4

• naw McCall dasignt.

Saa O«r contplata taUe+ioa ot AlC Percales £oe
a»ary purpose. Di*co»ar tWr paauty and
ability. Discover their ettree*ivanes* whan made

up in modern McCall Printed Patterns.

PORT CLYDE
Mrs Wilfred Baiano and daugh
ter have returned home after
spending several weeks in Massa
chusetts.
Mrs. John Field and son Donald
of Bath were in town recently.
Mrs Harry Dan els spent the pa^t
week with relatives in Massachu
setts.
Mrs. Charles Brown of South
Portland recently passed a few days
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Ulysses Davis. On return home she
was accompanied by her mother.
Mrs Electa Hopkins is visiting
relatives in Augusta.
The Baptist Circle met Wednes
day at the heme of Mrs. Mollie
Seavey.

IN EVERYBODY^ COLUMN

TENANT’S HARBOR
Calvin Smith has employment a:
the Bath Iren Works and is with
h s brother. James Smith, who had
employment there for many years.
John Wocd is recovering slowly
from pneumonia.
Mrs. Abe Benson ha* returned
from New York where she has been
visiting Mr Benson, and is now a
patient at Knox Hospital.
!
Rev B F. Springer s subject Sun ;
day morning at the Baptist Church
will be “The World's Richest Man”.
In the evening he will talk on •'Con
ditions of Discipleship”. The adult
and young people's choir, w th the
instruments, will furnish musicOrmond Coclbroth will oe leader of
the Christian Endeavor Friday.
Prayer and praise service wil be
held Wednesday.

(Complaint—Neglect ot Children)
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS.
To the Honorable Judge of the
Rockland Municipal Court hoiden at
Rockland within and for the County
of Knox Helen C. Corbett of Rock
land rn the County of Knox being at
the time of making this complaint
a duly qualified police officer of the
City of Rockland tn behalf of said
State, on oath comp’alna and alleges
that Edith M Payler Billadeo. commorant of Rcckland in the County of
Knox and State of Maine Is the par
ent of certain minor child now liv
ing tn Rockland, m said County of
Knox, namely Frank L Fey'.er. bom
Feb 5. 19C8 at Rockland Maine
And the complainant further alleges
that on the first day of November
A D 1941 and on divers other days
and times between that date and
the day of the date hereof at Rock
land tn said County, said minor child
by reason of the wilful neglect of hts
said mother Is not provided with
suitable food, clothing and privileges
of education.
And your complainant respectfully
represents that she Is unable to lo
cate the said Edith M. Feyler Balla
de©. Wherefore she requests that no
tice be given on this complaint by
publication.
■Wherefore your complainant prays
that suitable and proper provision
may be made for the care, custody
support and education of the said
child, under the provisions of Section
204 of Chapter I of the Public Law^
of 1933 and acts amendatory thereof
and additional thereto.
HELEN C CORBETT
STATE OF MAINE
Knox S6
On this fifth day of February A.
D 1942 personally appeared the above
named Helen C Corbett and made
oath that the above complaint by
her signed is true
Before me FRANK F HARDING.
Recorder of the Rockland
Municipal Court.
STATE OF MAINE
(L6) Knox SS
Rockland Municipal Court
On the foregoing complaint hear
ing is ordered at the Municipal Court
Room in Rockland ln said County of
Knox on the ninth day of March A.
D. 1942. at ten o'clock A. M and it
is further ordered that the parents ot
said child be notified of the pendency
of these proceedings by publication
of this complaint and order of Court
thereon in The Couner-Gaaette for
three successive weeks, the date of
last publication to be ten days, at
least, before the date of hearing. And
that the County Attorney of said
County, the State Department of
Health and Welfare and the Muni
cipal Board of Child Welfare ot the
Town
City of Rockland be given* at
leapt ten days' notice of said hearing
by mailing to each of them an at
tested cop;, of the within compla.;it
and he order of the Court therein,
that hey may then and there appear
and be heard thereon.
FRANK F. HARDINO,
Recorder of the Rockland
Municipal Court
A true copy of the complaint and
the order of the court thereon.

Attegt: Fnthk F. Harding
J7-9-J3

small words to a line.

Special Notice: AH “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers tn be sent tn The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

6 ACRE village farm for sale Good
set of buildings: electric tights: fur- »
nace bathroom, town water Chance
ter cow hens, etc Price *1850 F H
WOOD Court House. Rockland 20-22

BICYCLE license plate lost, numb-

H H

CRIE. 32fl
15-tf

N

EGGS AND CHICKS
DAY-old oockerets. for
hundred
Tel. 532. H. W
Broadway.

|

18-31

4TO_Mainj6<_

LIVE bait for sale
Main St.. City.

M.

i

TO LET

WOLVERINE Diesel engine for sale.
46 h.p
4 cycle, heavy duty, over- j
STORAGE space to let. rates reason
hauled, make good saw mill engine
able
SMITHS STORAGE HOUSE
also 10 hp
gasoline
kerosene sta
tionary engine: 5 h p. G E motor 220 Tel S44.__________________________ 20-13
volts. '60 cycle. 3 phase:
h p. 220 3
5-ROOM wnfumlahed modem apart
phase motor 60 cycle
HYLAND MA
CHINE CO
Rockland
19*21 ment to let at S Talbot Ave. R M
O'NEIL. Tet 139T R._______________ I9»fl
JERSEY cows for sale RALPH C
PART of good store to let Oi right
PEARSE. Hope. Tel. Lincolnville 11 3
CRIES GIFT SHOP
18*20 'i-le -If staeet

D <k H. bard coal, egg stove, nut
815 50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
110.25 ton del
B
C. a FBBST.
519 Main St.. Tel. 487
15-tf

!
■

Gluck made his first
in epera during the clot
of Bach's life.

Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 18 cents for three time*, Five

HARD coal for sale stove and nut
815 50: Pocahontas soft coal 810.25 J B.
PAULSEN Ac SON. Tel 83. Thomaston
15-tf

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

■very-Othcr-Day

sale 85 per
LITTLE. 360

17-tf

Cl jarENT Chicks—Are ’tops” for
heavy egg production and meat. Reds.
Rocks. Clem-Cross baby pullets, cock
erels. Maune-U S
Pullorum Clean
Ba<ed or. years of finest breeding
Pullet ahicks ln alt breeds. Free catalog tells all. White today CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. Win ter port. Me.

PLEASANT front bedroom- to e*
central lecat: m
TEL 970 M
16 20
FURNTBUED
let with batb

3-room apartment to
57 PACIFIC ST
1V2C

TENEMENT to let. 5 rooms and
flush: at 18 Orange St
Cfcll after
5 30. MRS NASSAR 18 HoLmes St
18-20
HIGH St — 30 — Brand new heated
apartments,
strictly modem,
three
rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
frigerators.
MRS
JOSEPH DONDIS
Tel 38-M 89 Beech St____________ 14-tf
2 ROOM heated apt
to let. and
rooms at 84 week
FOSS HOUSE 77
Park St
Tel 330__________________12-tf

HOUSE modern improvements and
garage to let MRS ORRIN SMITH
Tai. 396-M. Ocean Ave.. Inarsham
HUL_________________________________ 18*21-tf
EXCELLENT heated 5 or 6- room
apartment tc let at 36 Pleasant St
MIKE ARMATA. Tel 10S1-R
6-tf
ROOMS ♦- te- »t
Grove St Te

572 W

FLORA COLLINS

15 tf

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED

Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail orders
solicited.
H. O RHODES. TSi. 513-J
2-S-tf

woedchoppers want
ed
LAWRENCE HOWARD Union
_____________________________________ 19 21
ORCUTT—Carpenter and Contractor
Any job. large or small: by day or
job Estimates free
TEL 452 M
_____________________________________ 19*21
AiufcNTION' Neat appearing middle
aged women, resident, of Rockland
Thomaston or Warren wanted, who
can devota 3 to 4 hours dally and
one even trig weekly to take care of
500 customers
Use of car helpfu
but not necessary Earnings II to 12
per hour. Write R. A MACGREGOR
Augusta. Me
and interview will be
arranged locally._______
19 20

LOVE roses? Give famous President
Hoover free
You represent nursery
direct
Pay weekly
Free outfit
No
collecting or delivering. Write CON
NECTICUT
VALLEY
NURSHUES
Dept K 22-24. Manchester. Conn
16*19*20*25

ANYONE Interested in craft work
instruction call at 54 BEBCHWOOD6
ST. Thomaston.
18-20
ANDREW
Reklla. Shoe Repairing
Shop. 568 Main St., opposite Perrys
coal yard
12-tf
LIGHT trucking.
waste
removal:
tewing machine repairing. TEL. 314-W
20*25

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders I

LANE Mi:: wanted: price and de
scription
31 CHURCH ST. Belfast
Me
18*20
CORD wocd choppers wanted
t->
chop tn Appleton
H N PROCTOR
Lake Ave.. Tel 846-W_____________ 18*20
PURNTTORB wanted to upbotvter.
cal ed for and delivered
T J FI kw
INC. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
13-tf

Let Your Answer to Bombs Be—BONDS!

We are fighting enemies who will stop at nothing. With our
homes, our very lives at stake, shall we stop short of giving our
dimes and dollars (or Defense? Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
every day, every week. Buy a* if your very life depended upon
ft ft does/ *
--------

T5hc\
T5he

Every-Other-Day '

ANE'S
B C
’ercales
36 in. wide

rith McCall
Patterns
pattern with

cd cutting line

r* tor the celebrated ABC

h to many uses. Illustrated

ons in new McCall designs,
iction of ABC Percales for
• r their beauty and wearattractiveness when made
I Printed Patterns.
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, to exceed three lines lnfor 50 cents. Additional
ents for three times. Five

so called I. e. advertisei be sent to The Courierits additional.

,OST AND FOUND
[CYCLE license plate lost, number
Finder please TEL. 1181 M. 20*22

TO LET
FORAGE space to let; rates reasqnSMITHS STORAGE HOUSE.
644
20 23
unfurnished modem spartt to let at 8 Talbot Ave. R. M.
IL. Tel. 1397-R.19-21

iRT of good store to let. On right
of street
CRIES GIFT SHOP.
Maln_SL______________________ 19-21
iEASANT front

bedrooms to let;
TEL 970 M
18 20

ral location

tRNIBHBn
with bath

3 room apartment to
37 PACIFIC ST 18*20

(EMENT to let. 5 rooms and
at 19 Orange St
Call after
MRS. NASSAR. 18 Holmes St
18-20

IH St — 30 — Brand new heated
tments, strictly modem, three
is, bath, electric stoves and rerntors.
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS.
38-M 69 Beech St.___________14-tf
tOOM heated
is at 14 week
St.. Tel. 330

apt to let. and
FOSS HOUSE. 77
12-tf

>USE. modern improvements and
to let. MRS ORRIN SMITH.
396-M. Ocean Ave.. InaTaham
___________________________16»21-tf
FCELLENT heated 5 or 6 room
tment to lPt at 36 Pleasant St.
[E ARMATA. Tel 1051-R
6-tf
IMS tr. ler nt IS Grove St.. Te'
Y FLORA COLLINS
15 tf

WANTED
iPERIENCED woodchoppers wantLAWRENCE HOWARD. Union
________________________ 19 21
.'UTT -Carpenter and Contractor.
Job. large or small; by day or
Estimates free
TEL 452-M.
_____________________________ 19*21
TENTION! Neat appearing, middle
womep, residents of Rockland,
naston or Warren wanted, who
devoto 3 to 4 hours dally and
evening weekly to take care of
customer-Use of car helpful
not necessary Earnings $1 to $2
hour. Write R A MACGREGOR,
ista. Me., and Interview will be
lged locally
19 20
NE Mill wanted; price and detlon. 31 CHURCH ST. Belfast.
_______________________ 18*20
IRIJ wood choppers wanted, to
In Appleton
H N PROCTOR.
Ave.. Tel 846-W
18*20
IRNItukB wanted to upholster.
1 for and delivered T .1 Ft WM19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W.
13-tf

I Evory-Other-Day
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VINALHAVEN

Jonah Vs. Hex Cat

NORTH HAVEN

Aid Unde Sam

I

ALL HONOR TO LINCOLN!

Follow The Trend

I

Americas Flying Might!

YOUR

HOUSE

“ To be prepared for war is one of the
most effectual ways ot preserving peace .

99

spoke

That is why the United States is hurry

these words the world was a much
smaller place.
Transportation and
communication facilities were such

ing to make itself the strongest nation

When

George

Washington

anything to happen than it does today.

St—BONDS!
But there are certain thoughts that

were as true then as they are now.
This “preparation for war for the pres
ervation of peace’’ is one of them.

on earth.

Your newspaper plays an important
part in the preservation of peace by
keeping its readers informed of their
country’s progress in preparation of
war. Under the freedom guaranteed it
in the Constitution, the American Press
fearlessly voices the sentiments of the
American people.

AMERICAN PRESS DEMANDS
15he WORLD’S GREATEST AIR FORCE
15he

stop at nothing. With our
we stop short of giving our
j Defense Bonds and Stamps
very life depended upon

to

Richard Crcckett returned home
Monhegan Writer Send* Foetti
Wednesday to Wollaston .Mass.
W’hich Could Apply to the
ft ft ft ft
Just An Incident of Latest
Rockland League of
Among those who have enter
Great President
Women
Voters
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Bowling Match At the
tained at pyramid tea recently ate
Correspondent
Mrs. Chester Dyer. Mrs. Clyde Ames,
Cascade Alleys
The department of government Editor of The Courier-GazettO:—
Mrs. Clarence Waterman and Mrs.
As the birthday of one of our
and economic welfare of the Rock
It was a question of who had the
Pequot Tribe, I.O.R M. will held a
Arthur Emerson.
land League of Wemen Voters un greatly loved, and respected presi
nee tonight, proceeds for benefit greatest pull last Monday night,
Misses Freda and Priscilla Mills der the leadership of Mrs. Law dents. Abraham Lincoln has just
the Red Cro-ss and the Infantile (“Hex Cat” Carver, or “Jonah” Drew,
were hostesses Wednesday night to rence Miller will hold a rcund table been observed by the Nation. I
lialyyis Fund. Sandwiches and as the two squared off on opposite
the Oirls’ Club at a Valentine F»rty ' discussion Friday at 2 30 on the like to think that the following
flee will be on sale.
-J sides f:r the weekly bowlfest at the
,with 13 girls present Ice cream subject “Prices and Inflation.” poem was written just for Mr.
Harry Coombs went Monday to Cascade Alleys. Each has been lawand cookies were served.
This meeting will be held at 108 Lincoln.
ton and has employment at the ing claim to being tbe original hard
The man of life upright.
Mrs. Eleanor L. Gregory, district Talbot avenue.
Charles Jillson
Whose guiltless heart ls free
liarlestown Navy Yard.
j luck bowler, with Carver claiming
deputy grand matron OJS.S. at spoke interestingly last Monday on
From all dishonest deeds
Ot thought of vanity:
Wilson Bridges of Franklin, N. IJ,.,.: He had to ante up and pay noz mattended grand officers night Friday the effect of defense employment
The man whose silent days
been guest this week of Mr. ^er which side he substituted for,
with Golden Rod Chapter in Rock in Knox County.
In harmless Joys are spent
id Mrs. George Geary.
. while Drew said that every time he
Whom
hope cannot delude.
land.
The League of Women Voters j
Nor sorrow discontent:
Tiie Winners 4-H Club met Wed--shlftcd fro,n the Oanders to the ■
Miss Vivian Strout returned Tues after study has come to these con- 1
That man needs neither towers
day at the heme of thc assistant SklFpers' or vice versa, Lady Luck
Nor armor for defense.
day to her home ih Rockland.
elusions:
Nor secret vaults to fly
also side stepped sc that never the
From thunder's violence:
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Walker Miss
Many persons left on W.P.A. j
twain
did
meet.
was studied which the girls,
He only can behold
Norma Lappener and Miss Fannie rolls are not considered employable |
But it was proven that the Jonah
With unaffrighted eyes
planning to piesent Wednesday
Aimes were supper guests Wednes by private industry and those re
The horrors of the deep
Pleasant River Grange. Thwe ?as more dra* with the evil ^irits
And terrors of the skies
day of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Stone.
ceiving general relief from State
ent were leader Miss Ma;y tha” a hex cat- for Carver finally,
Thus, scorning all the cares
Albert Beverage is in Rockland and local governmental funds are
That fate or fortune bring?.
ke; Edith Andrews, Dorethy Iand€d W‘th a wiRnin§ team' while
He makes the heaven his book.
this
week serving on the traverse probably less able to become selfthe P. M. just had to take another
His wisdom heavenly things:
n:i'i. Priscilla and Phyllis Whitjury.
sustaining.
New unemployment
Good thoughts his only friends,
?ten. Lucienne Ledoux, Priscilla drubbing, for that is what the Gan-*
His health a well-spent age.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Lipovsky caused by scarcity of materials or
ders
handed
the
Skippers
and
the
The earth his sober Inn
.ite, Marilyn Martin, Madeline
have moved to Vinalhaven.
the conversion of plants from pro
And quiet pilgrimage.
P. M. was once more a Skipper.
a’.brcok, Dorothy Jchnscn and
—Thomas Campion
Robert Staples arrived home frem duction of consumer goods to de
There were quite a few new faces
[ary Ames.
Josephine A. Townsend
Portland
Thursday
and
returned
fense
articles
may
create
new
in the line-up fcr Scotty and Gene '
Monhegan, Feb. 12.
Paul A. Ross of Portland was did not feel quite able to be out in
Surrounded by some of the members of his cast in his current show, “Banjo Eyes,” Eddie Cantor volun
Friday accompanied by Mrs. Staples needs for public assistance in
teers
to
Institute
the
Treasury
plan
of
Defense
Payroll
Savingslor
the
regular
and
systematic
purchase
every
icst Thursday at the home of the damp night air, while Peterson
and their son, Bruce Robert.
some communities. Migration of
pay day of Defense Savings Bonds and Stamps. Left to right are: Una Griffith, Virginia Mayo, I^oris Kent,
iupt and Mrs. A; M. Miller.
Elmer
Hopkins
has
finished
fill

workers to defense areas may cause er product to another not requiring
and the Gocse were victims of the June Clyde. Audrey Christie. Sally DeMarco, and Tony Demarco with Eddie seated at the table.
ing
his
ice
houses
with
nice
clear
new
relief problems for such com scarce materials. Many displaced
Mrs. C. S. Mitchell entertained local epidemic cf “epizootic” or
munities, since more workers may workers will find jobs in existing
ue-day at a “Vanishing Tea," Mrs. ccmmon cold. So, with Carver and | while Libby may not have been so
spent a few days on the mainland, ice 13 and 14 inches thick.
MONHEGAN
Mrs. Florent Arey has received a come than can find jobs. The defense industries.
lbert Carver. Mrs. G. A. Bragdon. Christie subbing for Gene and very sharp, there was no question
Mrs. Lela Libby of Portland, re- returned to the island. Mr. Burton letter from her son Harold Joyce, cost of migration may drain the
I
11. E. Merton and Mr.s. L. P. Scotty, “Ducky" Haskell for Peter- but what Lane was very flat. One
Government agencies are work
cently spent a few days with her
who is located at Schofield Bar resources of some families to such ing to speed up the conversion of
gley. A delightful social after-1 sen. and Wee Willie Wahlman of the great mysteries of Skip
mother. Mrs. Hannah Richards. I a®ain'
nn wa.s enjoyed and sandwiches,1 called in from retirement to take per Lane's life is, if he can roll one
Frank Hallowell of Boothbay racks, Hawaii. He writes that near ar. extent that they will require plants to defense production and
Mrs. Carlos Davis of Port Clyde, J
ly every day is rainy and chilly but aid.
the re-training and placement of
ikes, jelly and tea were served:
the place of the Goose the two ball down the alley and knock 'em
was recent guest of Mrs. Josephine Harbor, fish warden, is visiting Mr. could not imagine being back here
Estimates of the number of un workers.
Mrs. G. A Bragdon was hostess teams squared away for the fire stiff why can’t he do it all the time?
, and Mrs. Dwight Stanley.
Day.
in
the
cold
and
snow.
They
are
be

employed in the United States
The United States Employment
ueday to the Rainbow Club. The works.
Or at least half the time. Or at
Harold Clifford of Boothbay
Maynard Orne has returned
ginning to wish the Japs would come range from 8-2 milion to 10.1 in Service is at the center of the ef
en:ng was spent in sewing and
The Skippers made their bid in the very least one-third the time.
Harbor, superintendent is visiting
utting lor the Red Cross. Lunch the first string which they won by
“Pop” Sanborn seems to be slip from visiting relatives in Friend the school this week. Mr. Clifford as they are tired of fighting nothing June 1940. The W.P.A., the only fort to re-train and nlace workers
but mosquitoes. He sends best re governmental agency estimating unemployed because of priorities
is served. These present were] 6 pins, but after that they faded, ping a bit from the high jinks he ship, and Rockland.
is guest at the Trailing Yew.
gards tc everyone and would be glad unemployment, gave the figure of or conversion of plants. Training
Vinal Foss. Sr., and daughter
i Gecrge Gray, Mrs. Scott Lit-1 and the Ganders won in a walk by was playing a few weeks back and
Charlotte
Stanley
is
aDout
again
to hear from any friends who care 8.6 million. Unemployment was programs developed by the Labor
field, Mrs. Albert Carver, Mrs.(taking the next two for a net mar- tock a good beating from young Jeannette have returned to the
after having the German measles. to writ*. AU letters should be sent
estimated at 59 million in June Division of thc O P M Curing the
Island.
o Lane and Mrs. Edward Green-1 gin of 59.
"Ducky” Haskell, but Link is still
Ice
harvesting
has
begun!
May

by
air
mail
to
insure
delivery.
Post

Vernon
Burton
who
last
week
1941, as compared to 8.6 million past year will be used.
Everett Libby, whose bowling has one of the best bets the Ganders
af.
nard
Orne
and
Oscar
Burton
Wed

age
has
been
reduced
to
six
cents.
the previous June. During the
A nation-wide reduction in relief
At Union Church services S' n- shown most consistent improvement, have either on the alley or at the
Mervyn Snow and Donald With same period. State and local funds is anticipated as a result of in
with the magnetic attraction cf pin nesday, nearly completed grooving
\ are: Sunday School at, 10; wor- led the crowd, for the first time'table.
ip at 11. Rev. C. S. Mitchell, j r>- since he has been bcwling and his • Capt. Grimes took a fall out of and ball the report is that he can the pond. This is the first duty erspoon have employment in Port for general relief were reduced creased employment, but there will
performed in this old Winter cus land.
26 percent and the number of per be wide variations from community
i will take as the subject of hisj 112 single string and 285 fcr total “Jonah” Drew and a few cigars do the impossible.
Baptist services will be held Sun sons receiving such relief declined to community.
Preliminary reports are to the tom.
raicn.
Ezekiel, Prcpbet of In- was good enough to top all others ale ng with it, while Wym Guilford
day at 11 o’clock by the pastor, sub from 1.3 million to 9 million.
The effort of the federal govern
vidual
Responsibility.”
Junior although he was closely pressed by fell before the left handed slants of effect that Gene has upped his score
Beauty While It Lasted
ject of the sermon to be “Mr. FacSteady
reduction
in
employment
ment
is directed to preventing pro[■ague meets at 4; Christian En- “Ducky” Haskell, who did a nice Wee Willie Wahlman, but the Skip as much as 99 and 44-100 per cent,
A lively fire Tuesday was wit
pers are still looking forward to the but we have never heard what would nessed by those who were on the ing-Both Ways.” Sunday School Is not probable because of dislo tratced unemployment which might
• .vor at 6; evening service at 7; chcre for the Skippers.
The Carver-Christie feud or the 1 time when Gene Hall will. tread happen if Gene should lese his wharf to meet the incoming mail, convenes at 10. Christian Endeavcr cations that will develop due to result in new relief needs. W? A,
bject The fourth in the series on
meets at 6.30 and the evening song lock of materials and conversion cannot be relied upon to take care
“Life1 of Ch”lst”
and passengers on the mail boat.
‘I* "Battle of the Heavy-weights” end the boards again, and then they say spark.
i
t-' ipt. G. A. Bragdon returned ed with old “Hex Cat” Carver win for the Ganders to lock out, for j Ganders—Sanborn 258, Grimes Fred Townsend, in getting empty service at 7.30, topic to be “Hitch- of plants to defense production. of local relief problems because of
rsday from a trip to North Ha ning from Alexander C. by 11 pins they hear that Gene has developed . 268, Carver 246, Libby 285, Wahl- barrels lined up to be taken away Hiking After Dark.” There will be During 1941 and 1942, 29 million the inflexibility ol its program. To
special music, vccal and instrumen new jobs may be created each year. start new projects in the com
in. Swan's Island and Frenchboro. which was just the number of cigars a “magnetic” ball, which he mag- man 277, total 1334.
by the mail boat crew, spilled
284.
tal.
This estimate, however, depends on munities suffering from defense
he also won in the argument. The netizes through electricity generated j Skippers—“Ducky” Haskell
kerosene left in some of the drums,
Special revival services will be many factus that may not exist, dislocations would mean in most
230,
Jluok made his first successes Lane-Libby duet was not even clcse by friction. If Gene can get his Drew 264, Christie 235. Lane
near the slip. There is still a pre
held Tuesday, Wednesday and such as ai. even flow of materials instances,
epera during the closing years harmony with Gander Libby high . hands cn the pins to be used he Guilford 262. total 1275.
abandoning
project
vailing question of why Linwood
Thursday at 7.30 with Rev. Samuel and tools resulting in an increase caring for equally needy persons.
man, and Skipper Lane as low. and does the same to them, and then Scorer, Strachan.
Bach's Ufe.
Davis decided to touch a match
Johnston Sr. of New Jersey, guest m total production rather than The primary responsibility, will rest
to the oil—whether he . was wel
speaker. Tuesday he wiU give a only a transfer from consumer with local governments.
coming the passengers on board
talk to the Junior Picneer Boys' pi eduction to defense production.
of the mail boat or, just keeping
Club; Wednesday to the Pioneer
Unemployment of serious pro
SERIOUS BUSINESS
the'home fires burning.
Boys’ Club; and Thursday to the V portions is developing in areas
Erroneous statements such as
However, it was a beauty while
for Victory Girls’ Club, followed by where industries producing con “they say” lead to sad mix-ups.
it lasted! “Tom" Ornes "little red
an address. There will be special sumer goods are shut down be Would that we could use more wis
truck” was in grave peril for a
music at these meetings, both vccal cause of lack of materials or for dom and direct conscience in the
few minutes—while nearby drums
and instrumental, by Grace Bever retooling to produce defense ar turning up of foibles. We need in
filled with gasoline were juggled I
age. John Beverage, Mr. and Mrs ticles. The aluminum and silk these war-torn days surer integrity
abcut like mere nothinggs. It is
Roger Raymond, William Hopkins, hosiery industry were among the and greater sanity. The world's de
hinted that Mr. Townsend had
Burtis Brown, Elaine Gillis and the first affected. Manufacturers of spair is in lack of knowledge of
sabotage tendencies, which makes
Grammar and High School groups electrical appliances, washing ma source helps, and right relationship
the incidenv amusing. Should in
chines. vacuum cleaners, zippers, with the Great Master of our world.
Winslow W. Thomas
cendiary bombs fall here residents
coin machines, metal offlce furni
The example In Washington, ln
will be in good training. This is
“Pasadena, Jan. 10—Winslow W
ture, refrigerators and stoves are New York, and some other States,
the second fire this season.
Thomas, 109-year-old veteran of
Immediately threatened.
political frittering away of time and
the Civil War, died today in his
It has been predicted that as valuable influences and suggestions
home at 352 North Garfie'.d Avenue.
many as 2,000.000 workers may be- has put this country in no enviable
Mr. Thomas, who was one cf the fix
unemployed and from 5.000 to 6.000 condition. We meantime have lost
THE LYRIC MUSE
surviving members of John F. God
factories close before final adjust
frey Post of the Grand Army of the ment can be made, but that ail of valuable time and chances to de
Republic, rounded out 100 years of these plants and workers will not velop protection that -would have
saved precious life and property.
life last May 21. His last days were
be idle at same time. Both England
The discipline that comes from
saddened by the recent death of his and- Germany went through a
above
has not been heeded. Mot ves
wife. Mrs. Jcsephine Thomas, 87.
period of increased unemployment behind our actions should be guard
Mr. Thcmas was born in North
during the conversion from a ed by power from the Great TMVtne:
Haven. Maine, in 1841 and enlisted
peacetime to a military produc Evil is broadcast in our world and
Publication Limited to Brief
in the Union Army during the early
tion economy.
peace will not come while we follow
Poems
days of the Civil War and served
of Original Composition
Material shortages does not this lack of higher thinking and
until the surrender at Appomattox.
By Subscribers
necessarily mean increased unem Heavenly guidance. Let’s cut ru
After the war he ranched in Colo
ployment. Consumer goods indus mor, heresay and gossip from our
rado, farmed in Kansas, and came
K. S. F.
tries 9611 be convereted to produc thinking and speaking.
MANHOOD BOUND
to Pasadena 24 years ago. He will
tion of defense articles. Some fac
(To the Boy Scouts I
be interred in the G.A.R. lot of
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
tories can change from one consumFrom a tiny, creeprng tot
Mountain View Cemetery with mili
To the biggest In the lot.
He grew.
tary honors.
From throwing stones and sticks
Surviving are a son, Arthur W.
To captain of his Six.
He grew
Thomas of High Orove, and three
From a less-chance city lad
daughters, Mrs. Sadie Thomas
To a manly college grad
Shepherd
and Miss Stella A. Thcmas
He grew.
of
Pasadena,
and Miss Mary E.
From a dirty school-yard boy
To a United States envoy
Thcmas cf San Pedro.” — Los
He grew.
Angeles Examiner.
Helped by Scoutlng's guiding hand.
To manhood's firmer stand.
iMr. Thomas is survived by several
He grew.
nephew and nieces in North Haven;
K. Y. H.
Dover, N H.
one of them being, Mrs. Eda Leadat at MR
better who, with her niece. Miss
MUSING
Edna Waterman, had the pleasure
1$ NO PLACE FOR
I For The Courier-Gazette]
of visiting him in his heme in 1940.

that it took considerably longer for
lbs

Eddie Cantor Volunteers

Page Five

1942

I sit before my casement pane
And watch, as storm buffets *the ral’n
Through wind-tossed limbs etched
galoat the sky
I gasp ln shock. I scarce know why!
“Tis part ot life, these storms that
sere
Our homes with intermingled fear
But bless our garden, trees and turf
While magnifying home's true worth.
The sheltered life ls sought by most
When age Its conquest plays us host.
Appalled ate we with fears and doubt
When tempests whirl our world about.
’Tis youth gives welcome to fierce
blast
Of storm-tossed sea and mountain
pass.
Adventures fraught with ecstasy,
But age near hearth-side loves to be.
K. S. F.

Rockland.
SWEETER STILL

I For The Courier-Gazette J
In romantic days of youth
You revealed your love's sweet truth.
With your eyes and soul ashlne
You became my valentine
Filling full of Joy my heart
With, affection's ardent art
So I wished our youth could stay
With that ecstasy alway.
Now I turn ln older age
A more fascinating page
Of your heart's true valenpne
Ever more completely mine.
Bead your message rapturous yet
Love's alluring novelletette
Of a luscious nectared thrill
Sweetness years alone distil.
Allison M Watts

Jamaica, Vt.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders!

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
BOCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Hant, Swann*
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16, 1941
Eastern Standard Time
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Bead Up
Read Down
P.M.
AJM.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 64W
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1JO
9.4S Ar. BocUand,
111-tT

VOUR VALUABLES
You can easily afford to rent a
safe deposit box in our vault for
a few cents a month. But you
cannot afford to lose important
papers or valuables left around
the house for fire to burn, bur
glars to steal, for strangers to
see. It's cheaper to rent a safe
deposit box. It will pay for it
self many times over. Protect
yourself now.

KNOX COUNTY

TRUST COMPANY
BOCKLAND. CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN

J

Every-Other-D^» Every-Other-Day
Page Sfr

“H. M. Pulham, Esq.” at Camden Sun., Me

CAMDEN

THOMASTON
25 25 25
flKIKLEfY T. WTII.TAMB
Correspondent

25 25 25 25
Tel. 190

Th? Baptist Mission Circle
meets Tuesday afternoon at Mrs.
Minnie Wilson’s for a program
meeting Mrs. Evelyn Perron will
be the leader.
-Church Night” will be ob
served Wednesday at 7.30 at the
Federated Church vestry. Reports
will be given from the various or
ganizations and activities of the
church a program will be presen
ted by Mrs. Ruth Oeorge and Miss
Margaret G Ruggles and refresh
ments will be served by the
Friendly Circle.
Mrs. Dana Sawyer of Springfield. Mass. Ls visiting her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Woodcock.
There were 85 present at the
public supper served Thursday
preceding the meeting of the Par
ent-Teacher Association. Immedi
ately after the supper, because of
the various defense
meetings
s;heduled for that evening, the
speaker, Supt. Charles Lord, was
presented, and at the conclusion
of hLs talk, the business meeting
was held. The eighth grade was
awarded the attendance banner
and it was announced that at the
next meeting there would be two
speakers. Miss Pearl Green and
Prof. Wallace Elliot, both of the
faculty of U. of M. The hospital
ity committee at the supper meet
ing was Mrs. Lilia Elliot, Mrs.
Eliza Carleton and Mrs. Orrin
Treat, Jr.
Mr. Leach’s Sunday School Class
had a social last night at the
Federated vestry with a good at
tendance of members and guests.
Gaines and music provided enter
tainment and refreshments were
served under the direction of
Howard Rowell and Roy Swanholm.
Mrs. N. F. Stone was guest of
honor at a birthday party given
for her Thursday night by her
daughters, Mrs. Theodore Clukey
and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike, and
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Dana
Stone. The evening was spent
playing beano and dancing, music
being provided by Andrew Stone,
accordion and Nathaniel Stone,
harmonica. Mrs. Stone received
many pleasing gifts and refresh
ments included a beautifully deco
rated cake. Those present were
Mrs. Donald Willis of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Stone, Mrs.
Theodore Clukey and son, Dana.
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook, Mrs. Nina
Winchenbach, Miss Martha Stone,
Misses Betty and Wilma Sheffield
Miss Rose M. Conti. Nathaniel,
Andrew and Richard Stone.
Members of Mayflower Temple
attending the installation of offi
cers of Crescent Temple at War
ren last night were Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Crawford. Mrs. Dora Maxey.
Mrs. Ruby Allen, Mrs. Elizabeth
Grafton. Mrs. Blanche Wilson. Mrs.
Grace Andrews. Mrs. Rose Robin
son, Mrs. Kathleen Studley, Mrs.
Marguerite Harriman. Mrs. Made
lyn Edmands, Mrs. Celia Grafton
and Levi Copeland.
The Star Circle is sponsoring a
public game party Tuesday night
at the new Masonic Banquet hall.
The proceeds will go to the rug
fund and the committee is Miss
Helen Stetson. Mrs Adelle Roes
and Mrs. Josephine Stone. Playwill start at 7 30 and there will be
facilities for any game desired.
Mr. and Mrs Austin Condon re
turned to South Portland Wed
nesday, having been guests of his
orother and sister-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Condon, after being
called here by the death of his

Florida City Is Getting Ready
For “The Festival of
States”
St. Petersburg, Fla., Feb 14-Nationally knewn name orchestras
and professional entertainer; will
spark this year's Victory edition
of the Festival of States, annual
celebration
complimenting
St.
Petersburg's Winter visitors fiom
every part of the continent. A
six-day
program
substantially
more extensive than in other years
was announced this wee* by vhe
permanent committee, heaaed oy
Everett Sumner, which meets
throughout the year to plan the
week of pageantry.
Added to the many features
which have entertained tens of
thousands of northerners in the
past will be a nightly extravaganza
with a patriotic theme and with
100 percent professional talent; an
entire day devoted to parades,
drills, stunts, and general enter
tainment by* Florida's fraternal
organizations, and as an opening
feature this year, the South's lar
gest Easter sunrise service.
The Festival of States queen,
chosen as the most beautiful rep
resentative of the 48 States, and
crowned at the annual Coronation
Ball will be given a trip to Holly
wood for a screen test. The cele
bration, which open April 5, will
continue through Saturday, the
10th.
A dozen social functions patron
ized by the resident and hotel and
yacht fashionable colonies will be
crowded into the coming week
end. starting Thursday night with
a great Victory Ball at the Coli
seum Academy under the general
chairmanship of Mrs. Paul Arthur
Hoxie. The ball culminates a series
of ' Buy a Bomber” bridge parties
by which the social set has been
contributing to the nation's war
effort.
Saturday night will see the color
ful "Deep South” ball and party
at the Hotel Soreno, with show
boat entertainment, and guests
costumed in the picturesque rega
lia of ante-bellum days. The same
night Washington’s Birthday balls
wiil take place at several seasonal
hotels, shore clubs and amusement
palaces.
The city sports committee this
week began arranging for a series
of feature events, in addition to
those already scheduled, for the
benefit of the local Defense Coun
cil, these to include extra golf
and tennis tournaments, boxing
exhibitions, sailing and power boat
races and the like.
Next Sunday, national execu
tives of the Anti-Saloon League
of America will gather here for
their annual Winter conference
when strategy- will be mapped to
promote wartime temperance.
Another interesting gathering,
Feb. 23. will be that of the State
Panama Canal Society, comprised
of engineers, physicians, military
men and others who took part in
the building of the great canal a
third of a century ago. Capt. J.
W. Wilson of this city is presi
dent of the organization.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cram of
Portland are season guests at the
Soreno Hotel.
Among the new arrivals from
Maine who are enjoying their
visit in this tropical paradise are
Mrs. Granville Prock of Lincoln
ville; Mrs. Frank S. Prescott and
Stanley Prescott of Rockland.
—By John Lodwick

the evening service at 7 is “Ottting
and Keeping.”
Baptist Church. Sunday School
at 9.45, worship at 11. The morn
ing subject is a continuation of
last Sunday's. — ‘‘Foreordination”.
Anthems will be selected. Bar
brother Marcel’us Condon.
bara Sullivan will lead the C. E.
There will be no meeting of the service of song at 6 o’clock and
Star Circle as planned next Tues ln the evening at 7 there will be
day night due to the illness of the presented a dramatic homily.
hostess Mrs. Blanche Lermond.
This service starts with a songfest.
At the rehearsal of the Baptist
Mrs. Nancy C. Alden
Junior choir last Thursday a social
The passing of Mrs. Eben
was planned for Feb. 25.
(Nancy) Alden Feb. 7, was not an
Jn the Churches
ordinary event. The fact that she
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass died on her 84th birthday* was an
at 9 a. m.
unusual happening in itself. But
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m. this is not the most important in
Holy
Eucharist. St. George's cident to remember, even though
Church. Long Cove. 2 30 p. m., this cannot be said of many peo
Evensong.
ple. This was providential; but
Federated Church. Sunday School the impression she made on people
, at 9 45. worship at 11. The morning as a woman of worth and unusual
topic is "The Divinity* of Love" ability cannot be classed as provi
and the music will include the an dential.
them "Lord I Have Need of Thee."
This judgment passed upon her
by Von Berge. Epworth League by others come through sheer
meets at 6 o'clock and the topic of merit. It had to be won. But the
outstanding thing to remember is
the high order of service she ren
dered to my-Tiads of people in her
association with Dr. Eben Alden,
her husband, in the fine art of
The books of the Town of
ministering to the physically and
Thomaston will close MONDAY,
mentally ill. It can be truly and
MARCH 2. 1942. All taxes un
significantly said of her. "she went
paid by that date will appear
about
doing good.”—(Contributed]
delinquent.

NOTICE!

.GEORGE E. GILCHREST,

Tax Collector.
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Ail the early* life of Paderewski
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Neighbors and friends on Chest
nut street gave a surprise birthday
party Friday, for Mrs. J. Crosby
Hcbbs and presented to her a vase
Ice cream and birthday cake were
served Mrs. Annie Esancy of Sucth
Hope was also a guest.
Good Cheer Class met Tuesday at
the home of Miss Edith Arey. Red
Crass sewing and knitting were done
and refreshments were served. The
next meeting is scheduled for the
first Wednesday in March at Helen
Rioh’s. Elm street and this is 13 be
the supper given by the losing team
in the Red Cross attendance con
test.
Ten tables of cards were played
at the benefit party given Tuesday
by members of the Motor Corps at
the Legion hall. The committee
consisted cf Betty Plaisted and
Ethel Savage.
Misses Nancy Hofcbs and Phyllis
Packard go today to Boston where
they will spend a week.
Mrs. _ Edith Hooper of Auburn,
Selma Simpson cf Hingham and
Helene Cousins of Boston are in
town ^o attend the funeral services
for Mrs. Virginia Stetson.
The Dandylions were royally en
Romance and adventure surge against the colorful b»-kgrcnnd of 18th Century England and the South
.
tertained Thursday by the Lionettes Sea Islands in 20th Century-Fox's latest screen masterpiece. “Son of Fury.” the story of Benjamin B
at the Gamage Parish House in Bel starring Tyrone Power. Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck. a strong supporting cast is headed by exotic oene
Tierney and includes Frances Farmer. George Sanders and Roddy McDowell. “Son of Fury.
d
fast. A chicken dinner was served, reeled by John Cromwell, is hailed by critics as Tyrone Powers’ most dashing and stirring characterization.
followed by a social evening and
exhibitions by a dancing class.
he chalked the figures "21” on the
Vinal Hardy and Alan Johnson
soles of each shoe and then
came Thursday from U. cf M. to
charged me if I was asked how
celebrate the birthday of the John
zs
a a z\
Pardner
Recites
a
Few
Anecoia i was. i was to reply that i
XX XX XX Z*X
son Twins. Freda and Rita at their
dotes Savoring of the right
was over
21 n went through
LIDA O CHAMPNEY
home in Lincolnville. Russell Ken
as nothing more was said
Correspondent
“Good Old Days”
nedy was a guest. The glrLs re
about it.
Z\ ZS A
A A A A
turned to the University with the
Pardner
Thomaston. Feb. 12.
Tel 2229
boys to attend the Colby-Maine
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
basketball game neia Friday in
With the proceeds from the , Something brought to my mind
Orc no.
Community Hospital: A daugh chicken pie supper served at the Ma- f the other day an incident of the
l&nnqWise
ter was born Feb. 11 to Mr. and Mrs. sonic hall Thursday amounting to : long ago when I was standing on
approximately
$20.
Rockport
has
’
the
platform
of
the
BurgessGuy Ripley of Lincolnville. A son
says...
was born Feb. 11 to Mr. and Mrs. gone over the top on its Red Cross OBrien store with another man
quota
of
$690.
This
week
’
s
contribuand
we
were
looking
at
a
schooner
Alfred Miller of Rockport. A son
was bom Friday to Mr. and Mrs. tors are: Mrs. Mary Priest, $2; : that had just been added to the
'Pinching Pennies is
Charles McArthur and also a sen Central Maine Power Co.. $14; Mr. Thomaston lime fleet, the James
and
Mrs.
Edward
Auspland,
$2;
Mrs.'A.
Brown
had
just
been
brought
Practical Patriotism"
the same day born to Mr. and Mrs.
Enos
Ingraham.
$5.
to
town
by
her
young
commander
Arthur Dyer. Mrs. Herbert Hardy
Tlie annual birthday party of the Horace Thorndike, and which was
has returned to her home in Hope.
Methodist
Ladies’ Aid was held looking as well as he could make
Simeon Butler has returned to his
ET acquainted with the cow!
Wednesday night at the vestry and her with scraping cf spars and a
home on Sea street.
You'll save money if you
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will was largely attended. An enjoy little paint. I remarked to my
know
cuts of beef—their most
able program was presented, with companion, friend: “George, didn't
meet Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
economical and successful use.
The Fourth Quarterly Methodist these numbers; piano duet. Carolyn ycu go to sea as a youngster? ’
Your butcher can supply you
Pactolus. "Sure, I did.” he replied,
with such information.
Conference was held Thursday with and Doris Richards; vocal duet,
“went out in the new ship, one of
Rev. Herbert F. Aldrich, district su Helena Upham and Ernest Crdckthe last of the Chapman & Fint
ett;
piano
solos,
Nancy
Cunningham
perintendent, presiding. At the
ships, built up beyond the Prison
and
Marjorie
BrodLs;
readings.
Miss
close of the conference, the pastor.
wharf in the Sixties, went across
Weston P. Holman was invited to Annie Richards and Rev. F. Ernest
and up the Mediterranean to a
Smith;
guitar
selections,
Arthur
return for fche ninth year. Trustees
Salt port, forget the name—Treelected were: George T. Kitching, Crockett; vocal solo, Ernest Crock
panni—that’s it, as boy with Capt.
Henry F. Maker, Arthur Skewes, ett, accompanied by Miss Mattie
Russe
l
Refreshments
were
served
Tobey.
Orrington N. Cross, Henry Pendle
A
under the direction of Mrs. Linthel
“I recall one day the second
ton, Fred A. Swan, William Wins
mate. Dave Scrobner. fitted me out
low, Oscar B. Annis and Mrs. Annie Lane.
Spend the pennies you'll save for
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker, with a pot with a little paint in it
C. Thdfnas; stewards, Mrs. Lcuise
DEFENSE SAVINGS STAMPS — you
Mrs. Ella Overlook, Rev. and Mrs. and sent me up to paint the royal
can buy them for 10 cents, 25
Walker, Mrs. Clarence Taylor,Mrs.
C. Vaughn Overman. Mrs. Hazel pole. I went up all right and
cents, 50 cents, $1, or $5. Suggest
Charles Burgess, Mrs. Frederick A.
Cain, Miss Hazel Lane. Mrs. Abbie had it painted to my satisfaction
to your husband that he enter
Swan, Mrs. William Winslow. Mrs.
Davis and Mrs. Maud Carleton but for a little "holiday,” that I
into any pay roll savings plan his
Minnie Lunt, Mrs. Myrtle Sherman,
company may consider for De
W’ere among those frem the Baptist thought wouldn't be noticed from
Mrs. Grace Anderson, Mrs. Cor
fense—War Needs Money!
Church who attended the monthly the deck and proceeded to go down
nelius Gray, Mrs. Eliabeth Duncan, prayer service cf the Lincoln Bap
onto deck, when Mr. Scribner
Mrs. George T. Kitching, Mrs. Stella tist Association held Thursday in
hailed me, ‘Up you go young feller,
MATINICUS
McRae, Mrs. Ida Redman, Miss Camden.
fix that holiday, up you go.’ Well,
Miss
Louisa
Kenyon of Bostoh
Grace Richards, Miss Helen Bean,
Mrs. Clara Lane substituted at sir. I loaded that brush with paint, who was guest of Mrs. Marion
Mrs. Arthur Webster. Mrs. Addie the Rockville School Thursday in
put it into my mouth and clambered Young has returned home.
Harville, Dexter Bean, Orrington the absence of Mrs. Margaret Carr.
and shinnied up over that fresh paint
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrck have
N. Cross, George T. Kitching, Mrs.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will be as best I could, paint running into
been visiting relatives in Bath.
Allen F. Payson, Mrs. Fcrrest Magee entertained Wednesday afternoon at
my mouth and out of it and cov
and Mrs. Annie C. Thomas.
the heme of Mrs. Mildred Rhodes. ered the holiday, Scribner joshing i Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ames and
son are spending a few days in
The Methodist Church will hold This week Mrs. Maud Walker served
me all the while."
Rockland.
worship at 10.30 o’clock with preach as hostess.
How those second mates did use
ing by the pastor, subject, “Critics
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Young have
William Murray and family have to make life miserable for us boys,
and Criticism.” Music will be un moved from Glencove to their
but some how we lived through it. been in Rockland for a few days.
der the direction of Mrs. Alfred Wil apartment over the Sandwich Shop.
The Bridge Club met Wednes
“Another thing happened. George
man. Church school and Bible
Baptist worship tomorrow will be continued. “We were obliged to day with Jennie Philbrook. There
classes meet at 11.45 under the su at 11 a. m. with sermon-subject
have some sort of survey and Capt. were two tables.
pervision of Mrs. Stella McRae. “The Christian Patriot”; Church
Tobey called me into the forward
Miss Martha Newman, R. N.,
Happy hour service will be at 7 School meets at 12; Christian En
cabin one day and asked me my visited on Criehaven Tuesday and
o'clock consisting of a praise service deavor at 6; evening service at 7.
age. and as I told him. he looked Wednesday.
with talk by pastor, subject, “The
At the Methodist Church Sunday at me quite keenly and asked me
Power to Bear Witness.” A duet School meets at 10; Service of wor
to put up my feet, and as I did so |
Read Hie Courier-Gazette
will be sung by Mrs. Westcn P. Hol ship with sermon by the pastor,
man and Rev. Sidney E. Packard. “A Challenge to the Lay Member
Midweek service will be in the vestry ship of the Church” will be held at
at 7.30 o’clock as a union service, it 11 o'clock. The evening service will
being the Union World Day for have as theme, “Putting cur RePrayer. A special service is being I iigion into Practice”,
prepared. Choir rehearsal will be
Registration hours will be frem
held Friday night.
1 to 5 p. m. today and Sunday and
from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. Monday;
Virginia Stetson
place,
Selectmen’s Office.
Funeral services will be held Sat
urday at 2 o'clock for Virginia Simp
son Stetson, 35, from her residence
on Union street. Rev. William E.
BUSINESS Stationery

A Youngster At Sea

ROCKPORT

G

Mrs. Charlotte Hopknl
tained at tea Thursday al tl
honor cf Mrs. Percy Robt il
York who leaves today 1< |
to visit her sister, Mrs
McDougall, before return]
Mrs. Seth Low after a
socially, left Saturday nuj
her home in New Yor
Miss Harriet Silsby e
ut her home on Summer
a delightful Valentim
Whist Friday evening. I
were members of the KSl
■ l
Club of one of Rockia,
..
. ...
. _ popular eating places. 1
Hedy Lamarr. Robert Young and Ruth Hussey appear in this exc.tuf p
evening’s
uleasu
drama. “Unexpected Uncle” with Anne Shirley, is the other feature. W lhe
'
thoroughly enjoyed is exl
Studley, Ivan Erickson. Fire watcifl lightly. “Hearts anil I: I
the special decorations
ers, Arthur Andrews, Bernard A
high
handed sabotage t
------drews, E. C. Randall. Messenge
at
the
favor period ol
|
List of Men Ready For De * Charles Hare, Edgar Barrows
Heart shaped boxes we
fense Work, Fire Fight- i
styJB vors and a great succes
ing Messenger Service
ch
°P
in
reached
his
true
1 by the three tables at cat|
almost with his first works
The list of air raid wardens for
The weekly meeting o!
Rockpcrt is given below, and other
Read Tlie Courier-Gazette
Bees
Club was held at tij
men or women who are interested
I
Mrs. Grace Simmons, L
in taking the coures may communi
Probate Notices
The president. Mrs. FloraI
cate with F. F. Richards. More
STATE OF MAINE
the report cf the secn|
To all persons Interested In elthi
citizens are needed to round out
of the estates hereinafter named
Velma Benson, who wa
the schedule fcr wardens, fire
At a Probate Court held at Rock]
attend due to illness Thi
land.
In
and
for
the
County
of
Kno
watchers and messengers.
on the 20th day of January in the yet cf tlie evening was given
Two classes are being held weekly of our Lord one thousand nine hur.<
and forty-two and by adjouril the latter part to pinyin ■
—Sunday* at 2 o'clock at the High dred
ment from day to day from the 20:;
first prize was wen by
School building and Thursday at day of said January. The foiiowii
1 matters having been presented lor tl
Beal,
the consolation i
7.30 at the selectmen's office.
action thereupon hereinafter Indies:!
ed
lt
ls
hereby
ORDERED:
won
by
Mrs. Rose Be j
Chief air raid warden Ls F. F.
That notice thereof be given to si
member
Mi
Velma Nuij
Richards; deputy. Earl Achorn. person interested, by causing a cop—
of this order to be published thrt
enrolled.
A
collation
Sector One; Senior warden, Lou week.-, successively ln The Courle:
Gazette, a newspaper published a Tlie next weekly meeiij
Upham; assistant wardens, T-'d
“
Rockland ln said County, that tad
Sanmons. Robert Carle, Donald may appear at a Probate Court to J held at the home cf Mi
_ riorin 1 held at said Rockland on the 17:.!
Welt. Fire
watchers, Cal Dans. day
February, a d. 1942. at ni: on Franklin street.
Terrence McLeod, Ernest Crockett, o’clock in the forenoon, and be hea_ „ „ ...
thereon if they see cause
Billy McLton is a
Frank Allenwood, Rev.
l ,
fred e mathews. late of Warm; (Maine General Hospitu'J
Edward Euspland. Walter Lermond, deceased. Will and Petition for Pr:
Ren Vnrnnp
Phi Leonard,
Leonard Heirv
ba^e t>thereof,
that the
Ben
.viorong, rn.i
n .3 may
e proved asking
and aUowed
and sat
th
Mrs. Delia Hayes retu
Williams, Charles Leland. Stuart Letters Testamentary issue to Alice Inesday to West Semen I
.
.
Mathews of Warren, she being u
Farnham. Messengers, Parker Col- Executrix named in said Will, withe lafter spending a few df
by, Forrest McKinney, Dwignt bcnd
Ihome of Mr and Mrs. H|
I
ESTATE ARTHUR L HAWES late
ivuyea.
Rockport, deceased. Petition for
Lhall, Ocean street.
Sector Two: Senior warden. May- ministration, asking that Mlrii
. __. ,
. .__ . _____Hawes of Rockport, or some otta
Mrs. Clinton Barboil
nard Erickson; assistant waidens, j suitable person, be appointed Adrcq
Forrest ’ Churchill, Frank Rider, | without bond
jstreet, was hostess to tif
Beulah Barbour. F.re Watcher, Al- . WATSON T. barter, late of Tts .'Club Thursday night fo|
ant's Harbor, deceased. Will and Pe?
bert Larson.
i tion for Probate thereof, asking ttJ and cards. Honors were
Sector Three
—Senior
the faanle
PTestamentary
roved and allotsJ
”^ Mrs. Gardner French M|
sector
inree—
senior warden
warden, Dr
ur., and
that n,ay
Lee Ellis; assistant wardens. Mark to E.izabeth j. Barter, of Tena:/. Curtis and Mrs Leland
... .
. ..
Hirbor.
she
being the Execute
Wadsworth, Russell Thurston. How- named in said will, without bond
ard Starkey. Fire watchers. Rev-' orris c. cook, late of Friends
Spencer Foundation C.f
_
.
xs.
cs .
deceased. Will and Petition for
C. Vaughn Overman. Ouen Cavan- » bate thereof, asking that the
hivldually designed; . I
all needs. Delivery guard
augh. Emil Erickson, William Whit- >
the\
ney, Herbert Crockett, Lester Shi- I annexed be Issued to Elden L. Cook Mona McIntosh, 235 BroJ
xxriUinm Tnm-n ! Friendship, cr some other eulti
ble.s, Henry Stiles, William
Ingia-. person, with bond
122-M.—adv
ham.
ESTATE ELDEN M COOK, late
n.o.rion T
Friendship, deceased Petition fork;
Visit Lucien K. Gree|
Sector Four Sen.or warden. L u m:niSt,ration de bonis non. w:th
Regnier; assistant wardens, Ralph i
annexed, asking that George
•econd
floor, 16 School
_ .
_
_
T
' Cook of Friendship, or some ot
Cnpps, Henry Carver, Lawrence suitable person, be appointed Ad
Fellows Block, City, for|
Miller. Fire watchers, Ray Simon d b.n., c.t a. with bond
Coats and Cloth Coats,
ESTATE HAZEL M. YOUNG, late
ton, Ralph Morton.
prices.
Matlnicus. deceased. Petition for
asking that Pearl
Sector Five—Senior warden. Hazel ministration,
Borgerson of Rockland, or some othi
Parker; assistant wardens, Harry suitable person be appointed Adm;
bond
Collamore, Elmer Starr. Lamont without
ESTATE OF ALBERT M HAST!
Roberts, Robert Oxton. Fire watch late of Rockland, deceased. Petltli
Administration, asking that Mr
ers, William O’Jala, Raymond I fcr
A Hastings of Rockland, or so
other suitable person be appoin
O’Jala.
Admx.. without bond.
Sector Six—Senior warden, Ves
ESTATE EMMA HOLBROOK late
per Hall; assistant wardens. Arthur Tenant’s Harbor, deceased. Petltli
for Administration, asking that Oi
Turner, Matthew Starr.
E Holbrook of Tenant's Harbor,
other suitable person, be
Sector Seven—Senio- warden. some
pointed Admr.. without bond
Everett Humphrey; assistant war
ESTATE NELLIE E BEAN, late

Rockport Wardens

FOR

Charles I Thomaston, deceased. Petition for A;
i po itirent cf Trustee, asking ta
------------ I I red Burnham of Thomaston.
snr.“ other suitable person, may
appointed Trustee of the estate give
I, Charles L. Veazie. Register cf in Trust under the Will of said de1
Probate for the County of Knox, in cea^ea. in place of Minnie H. Newber.,
ESTATE NELLIE E. BEAN, late
the State of Maine hereby certify that
First anl fin
iu the following estates the persons Thomaston. dec« .»sed
were appointed Administrators. Execu Trust account presented for alio*1
tors. Guardians and Conservators and ance Ij Mlnn.e H. Newbert. Tiusttf
ESTATE MEI.VINA S. CRAV. FORE
on the dates hereinafter named:
lrt“ of Rockland, deceased. Flr-t au
CLARA F. FOLLETT, late of Rock final account presented for allowance
land. deceased.
Adrtel U. Bird of by Orissa W Horton. 13xx.
Rockland was appointed Exr.. Dec. 16
ESTATE STEPHEN G. PRESCOTT
1941 a'nd qualified by filing bond. Jan. late of Rockland, deceased.
Secon<
7. 1942.
and final Trust account presentel
for
allowance
by
The
First
Nation!
ELI E SJOBLOM, late of Owl’s Head,
deceased
Edith S. Nielsen of New Bank cf Rockland. Trustee
York. N. Y. was appointed Admx.. Dec.
ESTATE ORRIN J. PIE31CE. late of
18. 1941, without bond.
Charles T South Thomaston, deceased.
Firs:
Smalley of Rockland was appointed and final account presented for allow
Agent in Maine.
ance by Sidney Pierce, Exr.
ESTATE HELEN KEEP HUBBARD
CLARA O. CALDERWOOD. of Vinal
haven. Annie R. Black of Vinalhaven late of Middletown. Connecticut dewas appointed Gdn.. Jan 19. 1942 and ceased. First and final account piequalified by filing bend on same date. sented for allowance by Otis L. HuO-i
ALVIN H. WEBSTER, of Rockland bard of Lake Forest, Illinois, aurviv-j
Joshua N. Southard of Rockland was ir.g Ehcr.
ESTATE FRANK A MOORE late cl
appointed Conservator. Jan 14 1942
First and final sc
and qualified by filing bond Jan 20. Union, deceased
1942.
count pre-ented fcr allowance b|
GEORGIA A. MATHEWS, of Warren. Harold L. Moore, Admr.
ESTATE v5ANK M. VAUGHN, late
Alice M. Mathews of Warren was ap
pointed Conservator. Jan. 20. 1942 and of Rcckland. deceased. First and final
qualified by filing bond on same date. account presented for allowance W
AUGUSTUS T. LOW. late of Rock Hattie E. Vaughn. Etxx.
ESTATF MARY L. BOWLES o;
land. deceased.
Eliza H. Low of
Second arid Final so
Rockland was appointed Admx . Jar. Owl’s Head
20, 1942. and qualified by filing bond count presented by Ehislgn Otis, Con
servator.
on same date.
ESTATE MARY L. BOWLER, late cl
HENRIETTA O. CALDERWOOD. late
Petition fc;
of Vinalhaven. deceased
Jesse E. Owl's Head, deceased.
Bradstreet of Rockland was appointed Administration, asking that Enslga
Admr.. Aug. 28. 1941. and qualified by Otis of Rockland, or some other suit
able person, be appointed Admr. w;:i
filing bond Jan. 19. 1942.
CHARLES F. INGRAHAM, late of bond.
JOHN HERBERT ANNIS. late rf
Rockport, deceased
Jennie M In
graham of Rockport was appointed Camden, deceased. Will and Petition
Admx.. Jan. 20, 1942, and qualified by for Probate thereof, a-king that tW
same muv be proved and allowed aiw
filing bond on same date.
MABEL W. WILEY late of Rockland, that Letters Testamentary Issue «
deceased. Gilford B Butler of South Oscar B Annis of Camden, he beinj
Thomaston was appointed Admr. Jan. the Executor named ln said Will
20. 1942. and qualified by filing bond without bond.
DOROTHY SNOW, late of Rocklandon same date.
Will and Petition for Pro
FRANK M VAUGHN, late of Rock deceased
land. deceased. Hattie E Vaughn of bate thereof, asking that the
Rockland was appointed Exx . Jan. may be proved and allowed and thi
Letters Testamentary Issue to Wiilia15
20. 1942. without bond.
D. R Hinds of Portland, he being tW
ROY E. ESTES, late of Rockland, Executor named in said Will, withoui
deceased. Gladys C Estes cl Rock
bond.
land was appointed EStx., Jan. 20. 1942,
ESTATE LLET1VELLYN MANK late
without bond.
Warren, deceased First and final af.
LORA S. NEWBERT. of Appleton. count presented for allowance M
Ray W. Bartlett of Appleton was ap Harry C Mank. Exr
pointed Conservator. Dec 16. 1941 and
ESTATE PARKS BVKE2L late of!
qualified by filing bond on same date.
Rockland, deceased
First Trust aC
ALEXANDER DE RO6IER. of Wash ceunt presented for allowance M
ington. Reuben J. Sargent of Wash FYknk H Ingraham. Trustee.
ington was appointed Conservator.
Witness. HARRY E WTLBUR. &
Jan. 22. 1942 and qualified bv filing
oulre. Judge of Probate Court lo1
bond Jan. 26 1942.
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Brod Crawford, left, and Lon Chaney stage Hollywood’s most realistic
Attest:
Attest;
fight for Universal’s “North to the Klondike.” Remember Country Stare
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
Register.
Register,
every Friday night.

dens,

Raymond

Hoche,

Notices of Appointment

RED
MA
A Regular $34 |
Now-

PARK THEATRE

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Berger

of

St.

Thomas

Episcopal

Church and Rev. Winfield Witham
cf the Congregational Church will
officiate. Burial will be in Moun
tain cemetery. .Bearers are Harry
Joy. Lawrence Richards. William
Packard and Ernest TTwmpson.
Mrs. Stetson was the daughter of
Fred Simpson and the late Nora
Grindlle and was born in Stoning
ton. She was educated in the local
schools, graduating from Camden
High School. She had taught in
Massachusetts and last Fall, sub
stituted at the Elm Street School.
The tewn is greatly saddened by
her death.
Surviving her is a daughter, Betty
and her father.

was a heart-breaking struggle.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Mrs. Theodore Caddy 111
her husband in Hartfoij
' where they will make thi
i Ha.is employed at the p!ai:[
Whitney in East Hartfi

Tel. 711
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WON THEIR NURSES’CAPS

at Camden Sun., Mon

OCl ETY

It nth lliissev appear in this exciting
\niie Shirley, is tiie other feature.

Studio Ivan Erickson. Pire watch,
er Arthur Andrews, Bernard An.
drew. E. C. Randall. Messengers
Charles Hare, Edgar Barrows.
Chopin reached his true style
almost with his first works.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Probate Notices
STATE OE MAINE
To all persons hi terested ln elthei
t ...... late hereinafter named:
Ai a Probate Court held at Rock.
■ ,(| in and for the County of Knox,
, n the 20th (lay of January to the yeai
■ our lord one thousand nine hun.
dr :l and forty two and by adjourn.
• m day to day from the 20n
, . of aid January. The following
I i
ha ins been presented for thl
non thereupon hereinafter lndlratl
. . ,' . bi reby ORDERED:
I .ia n 'lee thereof be given to all
■ '..I bv causing a ropl
.•! thi. order to be publlsbed thru"
• k.
,, . •• ivelj ln The Courier!
(I. ette
a newspaper publlsbed al
1< kiand ln said County, that thejj
in at appear at a Probate Court to

said Rockland on the 17td
1942, at nlnj
lock ln the forenoon, and be hean
thereon if they see cause.
FRED E. MATHEWS, late of Warren
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro.
bale thereof, asking that the san
may be proved and allowed and thaj
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alice
Mathew- of Warren, she being thl
i:\ecutrix named ln said Will, without
bend.
ESTATE ARTHUR L. HAWES, late i
Rockport, deceased.
Petition for Adi
i tration,
asking
that
Mlria
Hav. i s of Rockport, or some othei
.d a;

|1

day of February. A, D.

iiralbe

person,

be appointed

Admx|

Red Cross Benefits From
Splendid Program By
Federated Clubs

Billy McLcon is a patient at
Maine General Hospital, Portland.
Mrs. Delia Hayes returned Wed
nesday to West Somerville, Massafter spending a few days at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mur| hall. Ocean street.

Mrs.

Clinton

Holmes

Barbour,

Receiving a»telegram Wednesday
afternoon, supposedly frem a friend
stating that she would arrive be
tween 7.30 and 8 that evening,
Helen Paladino or as she is better
known as "Polly” decided to change
her plans and stay at heme for a
quiet evening, with her guest. So,
like all housekeepers she set to work
making her house a little more tidy
and invited Mrs. Robinson to visit
her for the evening, telling her she
had a surprise for her when she
arrived. But, instead it was a sur
prise for “Felly,” f6r about 7 30. 29
Rebekahs and friends called to ex
tend “Birthday” congratulations.
Many gifts were presented and a
beautiful birthday cake made and
presented by Mrs. Robinson. A so
cial evening was enjoyed, cake, cof
fee and sandwiches were served.
All departed at a late hour wishing
'“Polly” many mere happy birth
days, and warning her to be a little
skeptical of telegrams or else
examine them more closely.

without bond.
street, was hostess to the W. I. N.
WATSON T BARTER, late of Ten. I Club Thursday night for luncheon
Mrs. Helen Carlson spent a few
Harbor, deceased. Will and Petll
tion for Probate thereof, asking thaf | and cards. Honors were awarded to days this week, with Mr. and Mrs.
tbe
nine may be proved and allows
and that Letters Testamentary lssui • Mrs. Gardner French Mrs. Herbert Edward H. Carlson of Gorham.
• > E.iz.abeth J. Barter, of Tenant, ICurtis and Mr.s. Leland Drinkwater.
'lebeing the
Executrlf
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will have
named in said Will, without bond.
ORRIS C COOK, late of Friendship
its
regular meeting Tuesdaj night
Spencer Foundation Garments in<|. ea-.d
Will and Petition for Prof
[
preceded
by circle supper. Further
bate thereof, asking that the sa
Idividually designed; supports for
ic. be pnned and allowed and thl
plans
will
be made for the chicken
| all needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs.
'.t'c:
ol Administration with the wt|
-v I i> issued to Elden L. Cook
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. pie supper Feb. 24, and other im
!
••nd, hip.
cr
ime other sultabf
' 22-M.—adv.
10*21 portant busnness discussed. The an
person, with bond.
nual roll call will be held. It is
ESTATE EI.DEN M COOK, late
1 Friendship. deceased. Petition for Adi
Visit Lucien K. Green <te Son’s very desirous that as many attend
ministration de bonis non, with tq
will annexed, asking that Oeorge
second floor, 16 8chool street. Odd as possible to answer to their names.
I1' ok . f Friendship. or some othp
Fellows Block, City, for Purs, Pur There will be a card party in the
p< r-. ii be appointed Adi
d b.n., ct a with bond
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate afternocn sponsored by the ‘Ship of
ESTATE HAZEI, M. YOUNO. late
prices.
#'tf Good Deeds,” Flora Post captain.
M.itlnlcus deceased. Petition for Adi
ministration, asking that Pearl
Borncrson of Rockland, or some otha
uitable person be appointed Admx
without bond.
ESTATE OF ALBERT M HASTINC
lute of Rockland, deceased.
Petltlo
A Great Mattress Value!
t r Administration, asking that Marj
A
H i tinv- of Rockland, or son
other suitable person be appoint
Admx., without bond.
ESTATE EMMA HOLBROOK, late
Tenant's Harbor, deceased.
Petltlo
for Administration, asking that On
E Holbrook of Tenant's Harbor,
some other suitable person, be
pointed Admr.. without bond.
Special Sale of
ESTATE NELLIE E. BEAN, late
rhomaston, deceased. Petition for Ap
p< i it:i ent cf Trustee, asking th»l
I ted Burnham of Thomaston, e,
s ur.“ other suitable person, may
ap )"inteci Trustee of the estate givet^
bi Trust under the Will of said de
• a it, m place of Minnie H. Newber;|

highly

Miss Olive Leach and Miss Lillian
Thurston, who were awarded their
nurses' caps at the Waldo County
General Hcspital, Belfast. These
two Thomaston girLs have completed ,
very creditably their four months’
prebat on. Miss Leach being the
highest ranking student of the class
and MLss Thurston second highest.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will sponsor
a game party at Grand Army hall
Monday at 2.15, Ada Payson, hos
tess. Members staying fcr the eve
ning meeting will have a picnic sup
per, each taking a lunch. At 7.30
the regular meeting, with Inez
Packard presiding. Plans for the
suppers will be discussed and a
program appropriate to Lincoln’s
Birthday will be given by Stella
McRae. Members are reminded of
the tacking at the hall iMondaV
morning.

^DEFENSE
BUY
UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS
BONDS
AND STAMPS

A LIMITED TIME ONLYI

FOR

SUNDAY, MONDAY,
AND TUESDAY

RED + CROSS

ESTATE NELLIE E. BEAN, late

deci taed First and final
.i, count presented for allow!
Lj Minn.' H. Newbert. Tiustce|
I TATE MELVINA S. CRAV.FC
; te ol Rocklano. deceased. First am,
final account presented for allowan
by Orissa W Horton, Exx.
CSTATI STEPHEN O. PRESCOTTl
late cf Rockland, deceased. Seconf
.nd final Trust account presents
fur allowance by The First Nation^
Bank cf Rockland. Trustee.
ESTATE ORRIN J. PIERCE, late
South Thomaston, deceased.
First!
md final account presented for allo*|
ance by Sidney Pierce. Exr.
ESTATE HELEN KEEP HUBBARD
late cf Middletown. Connecticut, dr
c( a-ed
First and final account P>*
-ented for allowance by Otis L. Huh
l ard of Lake Forest, Illinois, survivj
lr.g Exr.
ESTATE FRANK A MOORE, late
V:u m. deceased
First and final
ont
i it ented
fcr allowance Wi
Harold I, Moore. Admr.
F-I ti: PiANK M. VAUGHN, l’tel
ol K i kiand. deceased. First and
presented for allowance V
Hattie E Vaughn. Exx.
ESTATE MAP.Y L. BOWLER. C,1
Bead Second at el Final
count presented by Ensign Otis, Cool
.-ervator

ESTATE MARY L. BOWLER. >ate,^
Owl - H. id. deceased.
Petition
Adnunl-.ration. asking that EnsljP
O" ■ of R. 1. md. or some other sui’l
ble pers n. be appointed Admr. *ltr
bund.

>> i

JOHN HERBERT ANNIS. 1st* 1A
Camden, deceased
Will and PetttW
l >r Probate thereof, asking that t»
an may be proved and allowed
ters Te-tamentary Issue w|
o . ar B Annis of Camden, he
the Executor named In said
without bond.
DOROTHY SNOW, late of Rockla
*! .
d
Will and Petition lor
Lite thereof, asking that the i
may be proved and allowed and
i ■ers Testamentary issue to WII*1*
D It mnd» of Portland, he being ‘
Executor named in said Will. wlt“0
bond.
ESTATE LLEWELLYN MANK. lat*J
W.nren. deceased First and final
count presented for allowance
Harry C. Mank. Exr.
ESTATE PARKS BUKER, late
Rockland, deceased
First Trust
cum pre-ented for allowance
Fiank H. Ingraham. Trustee.
AVitness. HARRY E WILBUR. ..
oulre Judge of Probate Court
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Atte t:
CHARLES L. VBAZi*

Miss Thurston is vice president of
the class. The impressive capping
ceremony was witnessed by Rev.
and Mrs. H. F. Leach, daughter M ss
Mildred and son Edwin; Mr. and
Mrs. Wendell * Barlow, daughters
Miss Gwendolyn and Miss Ruth;
and Mss Betty Fales, all of Thom
aston.

MRS. MINNIE WOOLLEY
Mrs. Minnie Kendall Thomas
Woolley, widow of Dion Eliot Woolley, died Wednesday at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Anita Woolley Spear. 126 North Columbus
avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y„
where she had resided for the past
20 years. She was 76. born in
Rockland, May 24, 1865, only child
of Mary Eliza Holbrook Thomas
and Kendall E. Thomas, who con
ducted the first photograph gallery
on the Boardwalk in Atlantic City,
N. J. and who developed the first
process of treating the then popu
lar. tfh-type which gave it per. manence.
! She married Dion E. Woolley
in Hammonton. N. J. former Sec
retary of the National Piano Man
ufacturers Association, and resid1 ed for 30 years in Philadelphia,
maintaining a. Summer home at
Pleasant Beach, South Thomaston.
She was a member of Lady Knox
Chapter, Daughters of the Ameri
can Revolution, Rockland, as a
descendant of Captain Joseph
Perry.
Surviving besides her daughter,
are a son. Chandler Stewart Woolley, who is engaged in the adver
tising business at 424 Madison
avenue, New York; and one grand
son, Stewart Day Woolley, a stu
dent at the A. B. Davis High
School, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Services will be held at 4 p. m.
Saturday at the Burr Davis
Chapel, 15 Fourth avenue. Mount
Vernon, N. Y., with interment at
Greenmount cemetery, Hammon
ton. N. J., 2 p. m. Sunday.
MY VALENTINE
[For The Courier-Gazette]
If I'm too old for Romance—
To think ln poetic measure.
If I’m too portly to dance
In graceful, happy pleasure.
Then what of this Valentine
Brim full of sweetest treasure?
Must I with tears decline
Its meaning with erasure
This lovely Valentine?

Tiu-t

MATTRESSES

It’s mine, so what? I’ll say. Sir.

A Regular $34.95 Value

$2495

RED

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wondersl

CROSS

Mattress with all

the

fine

the

of

features

highest priced

PARK

SON of FURY
The

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

'tory oi Benjamin bloke

RED

GENE

CROSS Mattresses.

Re-enforced

K. S F.

Rockland.

TYRONE POWER
Genuine

edge,

prevents

edges

from

breaking

down,

TIERNEY

JACK LONDON 5

GEOPGF S£N'/FDS •
.
RODUK MrDUAALL
Prod edb, PARRYI r 7ANIJCK

prebuilt

A

2Ot.. tEMUSl-tC* i.ulORt

adds extra long life to
the mattress.

Everlock

hinged

Pre

mier steel wire innerspring
stered

Bred CRAmOR
Andy DEVINE
Lon G h 4 N E Y
Fvelyo ANKERS

Plug

unit.
Uphol
with sisal and

BOX
SPRINGS
to

“MICKEY MOUSE”
LATEST PARAMOUNT. NEWS
TODAY

match

FIBBER MAGEE and MOLLY'

pure white cotton felt.

BERGEN and MCCARTHY in

We strongly urge you to buy the RED CROSS "Lazy
Luxury" Box Spring, also at the same special price

“Look Who’s Laughing”

os the mattress.

OTHER INNER SPRING MATTRESSES
$15.95 and up

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

This And That

MIDNIGHT SHOW
SATURDAY, FEB. 21
Washington’s Birthday Evening
at 1LW F. M.

rgtkOfUb
ROCKLAND

NOW PLAYING

Gf

Outlaws of the Desert”
with

WILLIAM BOYD

SERIAL

CARTOON

NEWS

Every Friday Night
COUNTRY
STORE

brilliant

and

Observe Fiftieth Anniversary

entertaining

afternoon of delightful music
which was followed by a charming
By K. S. F.
and delicious tea, with the presi
dent, Miss Spring, pouring tea.
and Mrs. Storer at the coffee urn j
A poem by Ben Hecht, much
and other members cf the club
’ copied, called by the arresting title
serving.
,
•
j “Uncle Sam Stands Up" is to the
The program opened with sing point but when he writes of “Jus
ing by all present., Oh Beautfiul tice and of Honor—with Jehovah
for Spacious Skies. Mrs. Strout’s ' up his sleeve’’ he defeats all digpaper and the music of the after 1 nity all justice and honor to his
noon was American music. The
■ Maker in line with modern lack
speaker tui’.t her special interest on of reverence. There seems to be
Stephen Foster’s lovely .ballads. small thought in this age of humb
She said her mother, 130 years ling one’s heart and mind to the
ago studied music on a Rosewood Will of God. “For God shall bring
melodian, and was taught by a every work into judgment, with
teacher who came each week from every secret thing, whether It be
Damariscotta by horseback to good or whether it be evil”.
Thomaston to give lessons to four
• • • •
scholars.
Willy Billy, the farmer s son
Gentle Annie was sung by Gwen Wished' for a boat and a big gun
dolyn Barlow (in period costume). To shoot the Japs and Nazi rats,
She has a sweet voice of great He had marbles, a ball—no bat.
promise and her eharm of person Hew in the world could he co that?
• • • •
ality and features added much to
the enjoyment of her number. In
£weet miss: “Is there a place
spite of a cold she sang in clear atoard this ship where I could
contralto of rich quality. ThLs song get a drink of water?”
is dear to all who remember its
Sailor: “Certainly. Just there at
great popularity in other days.
the scuttle butt, on the starboard
“Tarantelle” was played with side of the gun deck, midship, just
beauty of expression and verve by for’ard cf the dynamo hatch."
Sweet miss: "Oh, thanks, kind
little MLss Nancy Libby, whose
mastery of her fingers and notes sir.”
• • • •
and keys proves a musical future
Jerusalem! Stop and think wliat
for her in this fine, if she 90 de
a beautiful word it is and then
sires.
The Thomaston choir, augmen blush for those who do not even
ted by four Rockand singers, gave try to pronounce it correctly. It is
two numbers with finished loveli usually or often pronounced as if
ness. They were “The Stars Look it were spelled “Jayruselam”. The
Out to Sea.”' Stephen Foster; and name means “foundation of peace”
"The Wanderer’s Night Song,” and was derived from the Hebrew
Dudley Buck; Mrs. Strout direct “Yarah” which means- a founda
tion., and Shalaim" or “Shalem,”
ing.
the interpreation of which is
Mrs. Lydia Storer in excellent
“peace, perfect, whole.”
voice and with her generous ease
• • • •
and charm, sang a group of four
In many places they are picking
numbers to the delight of every up scrap iron and turning it in
one—“Lindy Leu,” “Oh Could the for war relief. Are residents here
Red Rose Live Alway,” Foster; doing their bit in this way. It
Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho,” will help out with the Spring
a spiritual and “I Hear America cleaning and that time will come
Calling.” All four numbers were pretty soon.
sung with finesse and mastery of
• • • •
her art, with Mrs. Averill at the
Alice Frost Lord says this in the
piano.
Lewiston Journal State Chat:
Streamlining storage and adding
Next was a duo, eight hands and
two pianos, Mrs. Berry and Mrs. years of life to paper records has
Hopkins at one. and Mrs. Averill become the invaluable work of the
and Mrs. Newman the other, play comparatively new Recordak ma
chines such as the cne now in use
ing “Valse Brilliante.”
Miss Lotte McLaugnlin charmed at the Bangor public library, L.
her audlience with the brilliancy of Felix Ranlett told members of the
club.
her cultured training and quality Bangor-Brewer• 4Lions
* •
of voices, at its best. In her most
Two elderly men looking at an
gracious manner she sang “Ecs aged tree devoid of leaves. One
tasy”. Nevens, “Rosary” (by re
said, “Wonder why it is, Clem,
quest), and Gilberti’s lovely "Sere when we were boys the leaves fall
nade.” Miss McLaughlin graciously
ing from the tree meant high jinks
responded to an enthusiastic encore and a bonfire, but now there’s
with ‘‘Ecstasy,” plalying the accom
really something sad and forbod*
paniment in her own delightful per ing about it."
fection. Mrs. Berry at the piano
• • • •
for first songs.
Well, well! And new it’s the
The Thomaston choir appeared American kitchen to go patriotic
in two more numbers “Thy Dreamy in her theme seng of red, white
Eyes” and Twilight,” both sung and blue.
with beauty of harmony and un
• • • •
derstanding.
Rastus, the cock: “Now about
Mrs. Lydia Storer, draped in these folks ah has to cock for over
flag ccstume, led' the club and this week-end. Ma’am. Does you
audience in sinking “The Star desire dem to come back some
Spangled Banner.
time or not?”
• • • •
After this everyone was invited
“
There
’
s
night
and day, brother,
to a social hour with tea. A vote
of thanks was given Mrs. Grace both sweet things; sun, moon and
Strout who never fails to make stars, brother, all sweet things;
good when music of the highest there’s likewise a wind on the
order is wanted. A brilliant and heath,” said George Brown who
knew the beauty of them all. If
enjoyable afternoon.—K. S. F.
one looks mere carefully for
Greatness grows in , proportion beauty, like Brown, he will find it
to the depth of its possessor’s hu almost everywhere.
• • • 4
mility.
Has anyone counted the celebri
ties
who Summer in Maine each
Read The Courier-Gazette
year? Artists, writers and musi
cians. It's a full house here each
year now when Europe is not
reaping their coins and their in
terest.
Three Shows Dally, 2-7-9
• • • •
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat 3
Johnny: “I dreamed last night
that I had proposed to you. What
NOW. CASH NIGHT $98
is that a sign of?”
Carole Landis. Geo. Montgomery
She: “That sleeping you are
“CADET GIRL’’brighter than when awake."
• • • •
Plus
The constitution of Argentina
ROY ROGERS
was modeled primarily on the Con
“IN OLD CHEYENNE’’
stitution of the United States; one
difference, hewever, is that after
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
his six-year term, a president can
Double Feature
not succeed himself.
Heddy Lamarr, Robert Young
• • • •
“H. M. PULHftM. ES0.”
Japanese to the number of near
with RUTH HUSSEY
ly
127.000 with 47,000 foreign-born
Plus
were
found in this ccuntry by the
ANNE SHIRLEY
1040 census, with territories hold
“UNEXPECTED UNCLE”
ing almost 2C0.000 more.
• • • •
Coming: “Son of Fury.’
Brazil is a country where the
known vegetable species are most
Tplentiful. In fact, of the 230.000
known varieties, Brazil has the
greatest number.

CRMDEN

A0 Makeo—New and Uaed
New Portables.
Rockland Typewriter Co.
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GOLDEN ROD” CELEBRATED
Grand Officers and Throng of Guests Helped

Mrs. Grace M. Strout, with Mrs.
Lillian Gay Joyce, sponsored this

Mrs. Theodore Caddy has joined | The men will have charge of the
her husband in Hartford, Conn., Circle supper at the Universalist
where they will make their home. I church Wednesday night. Alfred
He is cmpl:yed at the plant of Pratt Benner, chairman, assisted by Llcyd
& Whitney in East Hartford.
Daniels, R. C. Perry, T. C. Stone,
W. P. Senter, John Black, L. E.
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins enter- McRae, F. A. Tirrell, Dr. E. W.
uined at tea Thursday afternoon in Peaslee, Everett Munsey, John Mc
henor cf Mrs. Percy Roberts of Ncv Loon, Nilo Spear, Dr. R. L. Strat
Y rk who leaves today for Portion 1 ton, Arthur P. Lamb, Robert Russell,
io visit her sister, Mrs. H. Nelsen Dr. H. J. Weisman, H E. Jackson,
McDougall, before returning horn?. Donald Leach, Almon Cooper and
Sherman Daniels.
Mr.s. Seth Low after a busy we< k
onally, left Saturday morning for
The club of which Miss Barbara
her home in New York.
Murray is a member, gave her a
surprise
miscellaneous
shower
Miss Harriet SiLsby entertained Thursday night at the home of Miss
at her home on Summer street with Victoria Anastasia. Present were
a delightful Valentine Military Charlotte Staples, Priscilla Staples.
Whist Friday evening. Her guests j Mary Egan, Agnes Johnson, Mr.s.
were members of the KS Luncheon! Ralph Billings, Mary Anastasia
Club of cne of Rockland’s most' and Bena Anastasia. Others invited
p-pular eating places. To say that but unable to attend were Harriet
the
evening’s
pleasures
were Wocster. Maxine Perry, Evelyn Bart
thoroughly enjoyed Ls expressing it lett, Ethel Hayes and Mary Cross.
lightly. “Hearts and Roses” were Mrs. Patricia Huntley made the
the tpecial decorations. A bit of wedding cake. Many lovely gifts
high handed sabotage was noticed were received by the bride-to-be.
at the favor period of the evening.
Heart shaped boxes were the fa
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
vors and a great success was voted night with Mrs. Gertrude Russell,
bv the three tables at cards.
Claremont street.

The weekly meeting of the Busy
Bees Club was held at the home of
Mrs. Grace Simmons, LLsle street.
The president, Mrs. Flora Beal, read
the report cf the secretary. Mrs.
Velma Benson, who was unable to
attend due to illness. The first part
cf the evening was given to business
Lie latter part to playing beano. The
first prize was wen by Mrs. Flcra
Beal, the consolation prize being
wen by Mrs. Rose Beal. A new
member Mrs. Velma Nute has been
enrolled.
A collation wa.s served.
The next weekly meeting will be
held at the home cf Mrs. Rose Beal
on Franklin street.

'

4*44
Thousands of horses are being
used on the Russian front and
they stand up to the cold well.

Success
Negligence
promise.

• • • •
produces
confidence.
ruins industry and

Golden Rod Chapter. O E S.. fit Lakev;ew of Jefferson, Harbor Light
tingly celebrated its 53th anniver of Rockpcrt, Mt. Bigelow of North
sary Friday night when Grand Anscn, Anchor of Searsport, Beth
Officers’ Night was r'lserved, I” any of Stockton Springs. Seaside of
members of the Grand Chapter be Camden. Marguerite of Vinal
ing present. The Grand Treasurer haven, Ivy of Warren, Primrose of
Gertrude McTeer, was absent due Belfast, Irene of Ellsworth, Crystal
to a fall on the ice. Di t’.nguis ’ed cf Damariscotta. Columbia of Sedg
guests ncluded Mrs Ella R. Fickett wick. Annette of Saco. Echo of
of Portland, Worthy Grand Ma Brownville Junction, Pine Cone of
tron; Lester M. Bragdcn of Ycrk. Auburn, Marion of Gard ner. For
Worthy Grand Patron; Mrs Lula get-me-not of South Tliomaston,
E. Morse of Bangor. Associate Grand Beach of Lincolnville, Dawn cf Hope
Matron: Harlan E Irish of Portland. of Standish. Miriam of Dover-Fox
Associate Grand Patron; Miss Mab°l croft, Oakland of Oakland, and Mt.
J. DeShon of Portland. Grand Sec Toby of Massachusetts.
retary; Mr.s. Hortense B. Stevens of
Following the opening of 'he
Lewiston. Grand Conductress; M’s. Chapter by newly installed officers,
Mary D. Minott of South Portland, the Grand Officers filled the chairs
Grand Associate Conductress; Mrs. and impressively conferred the de
Ethel H. Garsoe of Portland, Grand grees upcn Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Chaplain; Mrs. Ethyl F. Farrar of Pendletcn. For the Good of the
Portland, Grand Marshal; Mrs. Order a short history of the 50 years
Pauline H. Smith of Saco, Grand of Golden Rod's ex stence, was read
Organist: Marv H. Winter of King- by Past Patron Ralph U. Clark, and
field. Grand ?dah; Evelyn W. Saw remarks were made bv the Worthy
yer cf Jonesport, Grand Ruth; Ada Grand Matron and Worthy Grand
J Russell of Mad son. Grand Esther; Patron.
Winnifred W. Milne of Clark Island. [ Preceding the meeting a banquet
Grand Martha: Hazel C. Dickson of was served to nearly 200 guests,
Boothbay Harbor, Grand Electa; with Mrs. Ivy Chatto as chairman of
Marion B. Johnsen of York. Grand the supper committee She was as
Warder; and Fred H. Naylor. Grand sisted by Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs.
Sentinel; Mr.s. Mineola Austin of Carolyn Stewart, Mrs. Helen Bean,
Ellswcrth. Mrs. Mildred Collins of Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs. I^ena
Searsport, Mr.s. Mildred Ela of Stevens, Mrs. Sadie Griffin, Mr.s.
Nbrth Anson anci Mis. Eleanor Laura Buswell, Mrs. Leona Flint.
G^egcty of Vinalhaven; District ' Seme very fine hand painted
Deputy Grand Matrons and Mrs.; place cards at each place bearing
Elizabeth F. Libby cf Bangor, Past a spray of Goldenrod and the fig
Grand Matron.
ures 1892-1942, were the work cf
Two hundred and forty-nine mem Mrs. Leona Flint. The din ng room
bers were piesent, representing 38 was under direction of Miss Kath
Chapters from tiie jurisdiction of erine Veazie, with Mrs. Hoy Jones
Maine, and cne from the jurlsdic- | and Mis. Paul Seavey as assistants,
tion of Massachusetts, namely Iona, I the waitresses being Mrs. Ruth Al
Deering. Longfellow and Corner bee, Miss Pearl Borgerson, Mrs.
stone of Portland; Fadette of York, i Alice Comstock, Mrs. I.ett e Cross,
Mt. Olivet of Lewiston. Signal Light Mrs. Muriel Drinkwater, Mrs. Fran
cf Kingfield, Rumery of Jonespcrt, i ces Farrand. Mrs. Grace Flanders,
Minerva of Madison. Naomi cf Ten Mrs Deborah B.arron, Mrs. Sarah
ant's Harbor, Mt. Pisgah of Booth- Oliver, Mrs. Margareti Philbroox,
bay Harbor. Tuscan of Bangor. Ori- I Mrs. Blanche Fales, Mrs. Edith
ent of Union, Luna cf Presque Isle. Tweedie. Mrs. Betty Hallowell, Mrs.
Mixpah of Westbrcok.Fond-du-lacof Winifred Karl. Mrs. Dorothy Baxter
Washington, Grace of Thomaston, and Mrs. Maitie Little.

TKORNDIKEVILLE
W. S. Lothroo after a five weeks’

I of P'V'Vnort; besides several other
relatives.

Funeral ?“rvices were held at the
stay with, friends in Calais has re
Good
funeral home in Camden. A
turned and is now with hts daugh i
ter and- son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. profusion cf flswers besjioke the
Roy Crotteau in Camden.
high esteem in ^’>fich she was held
Donald Pushaw has returned among friends and in the orders of
home alter a two weeks stay at Eastern Star and South Hcpe
Camden
Community
Hospital Grange of which she was a member.
where he underwent an operation
Burial was in West Rockport
for appendicitis.
cemetery beside her husband whose
The farmers have harvested death occurred several yeu.s aeo.
their ice. It ts 14 inches thick and
of excellent quality.
Philip Crabtree who has had
employment in Vermont has given
Guard Your Country...
up his job there and is at heme
and Your Loved Ones
for the present.
Arthur Upham who has been
employed by Leman Oxton. West
Right now, thousands of
Rockport since last Summer, has
completed hi.s work there.
young American soldiers and
Grace Pushaw ts the latest vic
sailors are risking their lives to
tim of whooping cough.
protect yours. Patriotism, your
Charles C. Childs, attended a own self-protection, demands
banquet of the Put and Take Club
that you do your part, now!
Wednesday night at Webber’s Inn,
Start buying United States
Thomaston.
Defense
Savings Bonds and
Mrs. Tcrrey, who makes her home
Stamps immediately.
Back
with her daughter, Mrs. Harold Ul
mer, at the Meadows. Rockland, is
down the aggressors with your
employed as housekeeper at Harry
dollars. Bonds are on sale at
Pushaw’s.
banks and post offices. They
Mr and Mrs. C. C. Childs and
cost as little as $18.75. Put
daughter Muriel attended a party
your dimes in Defense Stamps
given by Mr. and Mr.s. Fred Bick
and they, too, will go to work.
ford of Camden Friday night. M ss
Muriel remained as an overnignt
America needs your money
guest at the Bickfords.
for a very important reason—to
Fifteen members of the Crabtree
safeguard your country, your
family gathered Sunday at the home
lift.
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crabtree
for a family reunion.
Several of the school children are
obliged' to stey at home from school
on account of the prevailing epi
demics—wheoping cough and Ger
WARNING!
man measles.
INCOME TAX
Mrs. Ada Upham

The death of Mrs. Ada Upham
occurred in a Lewiston Hospital
Jan. 6 after several weeks’ illness.
Mrs. Upham was a kind neighbor
always willing to do her best to
those in need.
She leaves feur sens, Lewis, Rus
sell, Arthur and Earle Upham; one
granddaughter, Patricia Upham, all

If you make over $15 a week
you may have to file Income
Tax! Your Income Tax Guide,
64 Pa«e Book, onlv 25c shows
206 deductions. Shows HOW
to Fill Out Your Form, AND
Many Valuable helps.
Full
cash retund if not satisfied
after 3 days. By mall only
30c.
SIDNEY I. SRGAL
71 Park St.,
Rockland, Me.
Tel. 297-W

FOR YOUR VALENTINE!
Do you love your Wife, Mother and Father?

And how about that “Best Girl”?

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS FROM “SILSBY’S”
Roses, Gardenias, Violets, Spring Flowers and

Carnations, Potted Plants and Corsages

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST.
TELEPHONE 318-W,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

E very-Other-Oa^
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Gen. Washington's Medal of Honor

V

Realm or

Music
Gladys St. Clair Heistad

On Feb 19 the American Baf'.ad
S,ngrrs. under direction of Hie
iter will be presented it Mesicr.aj Hall Bowdoin College at
315 p ni. This a the final event
in the annual series spcnsorec tv
the Brunswick Concert Assocawn.
The Bkilad SmgeTs are Ruth Fr?aione and He-en Yorke aopranus;
Rebecca Crawford. contralto; lari
Rogers tenor, Em.le Renar. bari
tone and Earle Wa.cc ones The
program shows top c .leadings—
Music of Early America Americans
at Wert Mei nag Pet, Polk Scrgs
of Present-day America, and Legen
dary Americans Under the latter
.leading three first performances
will be given—Davy Crockett and
Nancy Hanks written bv Mr S.eameister and John Browns Body,
by Heroert Haufrecht
Thia offer ng j» so unusual that
many music levers from this sec
tion should mute the effort to at
tend Wh-e single tickets w.L oe
on eale at the door it might be well
to resem e tickets .n advance if poss Me—communicate with either Mias
Jean Lois Bangs executive secretary
of the assceianon Lincoln street,
Brunswick or direct with Pruf
Frederic TUiotaoc at the college

pie who know that a greater day
for mankind is not an unpossuaiLty
'Emerson 130 years ago cried out
against American mmds which still
occupy themselves to the exclusion
of their own intellectual possessions
with the sere remains of foreign
harvests ’ He wanted a natmnal and
democratic literature. He said, I
a** not for the great the remote,
the romar.tc: I embrace the com
mon, I explore and sit at the feet
cf tne low.’
"We otf America today must fol
low up that thought The time -s
approachmg when we tan work censcicusly toward a genuinely modern 1
all-inclusive and democratic culture; ‘
when we can put forever behind us
the stratified living and thinking of
the part which has brought about
the present appailmg destruction cf
-ts culture. In that day we will em
ploy all the elements of knowledge
and the fruit cf experience provided
from our national sources Among
mem me scholars and artists and
other citiaen* of the future will rank
high the treasury of cur popular
music.”
• • • •

“The road to glory in a patriot
army and a free euuatzy ie open
to ail”, declared General Waea-

BUY

UNITED

11

L

diers in the Continental Army.
Thus was estaonshed tne Order
of the Purple Heart.
Individual valor naa always
bees a diatinguisnisg trait of the
Amer.can soldier.
In the lapse

than a

century and a

half between Bunker HilL Valley

Forge and Stony Point to Pearl
Harbor. Batan and the Macassar

Straits the roster of those men
who have traveled the road to
glory furnishes a brilliant record
of patriotism and sacrifice.
In the first dark hours of the
present war their heroic deeds
nave thrilled their countrymen

illumined the way to aiti•nate victory—inspiring nope of
end

a triumph not only for the United
Nations but for downtrodden peo
ples throughout the world.

No goid. silver or bronze bla
zoned from the breasts of the
heroes Washington intended to
nonor Read his general order:
“The General ever desirous to
cbensh virtuous ambition in his
soldiers, as well as to foster anc
encourage every species of mili
tary merit, directs that when any
singularly meritorious action is
performed, the author of it shal.
be permitted tc wear on nis fac
ings over the left breast the fig
ure ef a heart rn purple cloth, ar
•ilk. edged with narrow .ace or
binding Not only instances of
unusua: gallantry, but a.sc of ex
traordinary fidelity and essent.al
service in any way shall meet
with due reward. . . The road to

I might add that tne program the
American 3a...at Singers will give
• • • ■
Peo 19 will mclude serious songs,
This announcement has particular comical song.- Some songs w.ll carry
interest for me n that I am the the ache of a beloved memorv
ha pm’ possessor through me kindly ethers will have the strength and
'hough: of Mr and Mrs H. A. Buf exultation of confident youth They)
fum cf "A Treasury of American may be flippant waggish, ser-timen- ’
3&ng’' compiled by She Siegmeister tai. They may "caper to the
and OLn Dowr.es Many of the songs rhythm* of honky-tonks o- the nervthe Ballad Singers will present at ous pace of the city streets. ’ So ne
may revea, the cosmic beat of the
Bowdom College are in this bock.
seas
and tides In any event all are performar.ee oefore the end of this
Th s book m case you are not fa
season by Enna Phillips, to whom it
miliar with it. presents a rich store a part cf the American adventure .s dedicated, as the soloist with cne
cf American tunes with words and ar.d the great sweep of the national cf the ieadmg string quartets. M.ss
illuminating comment. There is epic
Phillips name is a familiar or.e to
nothing casual cr superficial about
us. too. as she is an artist student
the wcrk—it digs ambitiously .n.o
Paul White of Rochester N Y.,
with Salzedc and has summered in.
the soil of American music ar.d gets sen of Louis C White of Bangor
Camden m past years
at the root* Por those who are has recently completed a new ha.p
• • • •
"S^a Chanty.”
mak.r.g a serious study cf American quintet entitled
Many of the well known musical
Scored for harp sole and string
song, this work is indispensable
artists have volunteered their serv
Mr Downes in his foreword sa7’ quartet, it is based or. trad-tionai
ices for the entertainment of the
tnat the songs in th s Treasury have American sea-chanty melodies, and
men
m the Army and Navy camps
oeem sung by the generations and commas .oned by Samuel Rosen
and
stations.. Among them are
kinds cf peepie who have made baum cf Philadelphia.
noted Jascha Heifetz. Albert Spald
Bangor is very proud of this na
America but that there ia more than
ing James Melton and Lawrence
the matter of entertainment in tive son who is making for himself
Tlbbett At the close of the New
a successful career m> music with 1
them. To quote Mr Dcwr.es
York opera reason .several members
"If ever there ** a time m the in* compositions played ail over the
of
the Metropolitan Opera, in addi
The Bangor Symphony
hr-tory of cut nation that our peo country
tion
to Mr Tibbett, will undertake
ple should know themselves ar.d Orchestra, of which he was a mem
a aeries of appearances
Morale
renew faith m the purposes and tra- ber when living tn Banger has
officers have informed U.SO of
d tions which are a part of us, that played his works on numerous oc
floads that the mer. in the camps
tane is now This faith and these casions, and he was among the
nave
tnems Elves requested programs
accretions cf national experience honor guests at the oanquet of tha:
cf
serious as well as ‘‘popular
are expressed m tne most character- organisation a few years ago Though
music.
iatic of our songs They ccme di- now residing m Rochester N. Y., he
• • • •
rectly and without intellectual cor- still retans ties with Bangor and
Conrad Thibault, baritone of
ruption from, the common peepie of sper-ds his Summer vacations at
French
descent, often heard over the
when: Lincoln said so tenderly, that Lake Senastxoca in Newport Mr
radio, has written a song. 'Tm
God must have loved them since he White is a gifted •-ic.-mst, as well a s
made so many cf them.
conductor ar.d composer Associate Soidjer of DeGaulle ” which has
"It is not oraggadocui and it is conductor of the Rochester Civc beer, accepted as the anthem of the
not. flag waving to say that it may Orchestra and the Eastman School Free French movement.
• • • •
veil devolve upon us more than an? of Music, he is a composer of
Waiter Damrosch. dean of Ameri
other people to take up th* torch authentic American hackgro>ind and can orchestra conductors, was g’ue^t I
of thought and an which has been training, with a feeling for the sea of honor of the American Academy j
almost quenched fcr the moment .n and seafarers, der.ved from his birth of Arts and Letters, of wh ch he is
the Old World, and go forward to and early training in Bangor
I pres.den* at a dinner Jan- 30 in
new tasks and the destiny of a peo- , The new work win be given first ceiebratior. of his birthday anm, versary Arthur Train, president of
the National Institute of Arts ar.d |
Letters, parent orgamzat or. cf the
Academy, presented a book of origi
nal essays, poems, etchings, draw
ings. lithographs, and ether greet
ings from 130 academy or institute
members to Mr Damroech
“Instead of presenting you with
a silver serzxe a bust of Mozart a
bronze elephant or a house on Fifth
Avenue, we decided on something
which could not be duplicated." Mr

VICTORY

'-

first Americas badge for military

ment.
Hie act was in recognition of
“bravery, fidelity and good con

of more

Purple Heart Medal
glory m a patriot army and a
free country shall be open to all.’’
Subsequent tc the Revolution
the Order of the Purple Heart
seems to have fai-en into disuse
and no further awards were
made Its revival *13 suggested
at the time of the observance of
the 200th anniversary of Wash
ington's birth, and ita remstitution was announced by the War
Department February 22. 1932
Under manges in Army regula
tions the Purple Heart is author
ized to persons who “while serv
ing in the Army of the United
States perform any singularly
meritorious act of extraordinary
fidelity or essential service ”
Wounds received m action are in
cluded is this category.

Tram -a.d. "This is a book si wn-<. .
there is but one edition and a
single copy to which each of ymsr
fellow members contributed some
thing of himself

THEN AND NOW
i Por The Courier-Gazette]
Time was. m 'horse and ouggy day» '
When to the -hop would go
The fanner with his horses aU
They must he shod and 10
Th° blacksmith on hia anvil
Shaped the hand-made shoe—
A work of art them clenched it fast
With aalla all 0right and new
One hy one each foot was shod.
Of ho-ses -wc or three
Oftnr.es twas task of major size—
A foot oetween »ach kae*
His was a needful trade
The shoes were artist's work:
Hh- lov» fcr hor-es kept ham
At a job he ne'er would shirk
Now ac blacksmith -shops we ^e.
The smith 9 gone modern too:
He travels o'er th* country roads
In an auto car not n°w
He stops at every farmer's gate
The farmer's horse to shoe
,
Then cranks his car and on he goes ?
Por work and pleasure, too—
Thia gypsy blacksmith with his forge
Tliat cur graze a arts never kr.e-w
Clara Overlock
Wasn.n<ti:n

Buy Defense Bends and Stamps
ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

O'.P.C'nI

Bite

A.SJ ALJASSg'tt er o puI
E?M i
■feiacomsf’

P

XL

Saturday
Established Jan

Cause Celebri
Fine In W<

The case of the
General Hospital A,
decree cf Harry E. Wi.
Predate, went cn t:
iritrning before a di <
Clifford Pelton cf Ca i
man.
Alfred M Strout rr
Thomaston National
and Harmon and Em
speed tf Augusta app'
Hospital, and Jeron:
and Francis W Sulli
land appeared for 1!
Keywcod
Before the evident
duced each jurer was
containing questions
determined by the jur

"Is the instrument
probate, referred to a
citdicil, the same ins,:
Lucy Rokes signed
Strcng. Myrtle L. Strl
rena Strong."
“Were the two she(
which the witnesses
house on May 7, 1941
was signed by Lucy
the ether signed by tl
nesses, fastened toget
"Did the three witi
alleged second codici
was the same instrumei
signed on May 7, 1941
"Did the three witnc;
leged seccnd codicil 1
the same instrument
Rokes signed cn May
“Was the second ci
will cf Lucy A Rokes
the result of undue il
• • •
Charles L. Veazie,
Probate identified the
two ccdicils, which w(
for probate.
Frank K. Elliot of
vice president of the Tl:
tional Bank, testified
Ritkes went to the bat
him if the bank was
as her executor to tluj
Mr. Elliot testified tha
died Sept. 28. 1941,
was approximately 73
age; that she had as si
tive».a first cousin in
Miss Rokes’ death he
to her safe deposit box
with Mr Dana and Jc
moved an envelope fr
deposit box containing
and testament. He
searched among her
found no other instil
purported to be her wi
On cross examlnatiq
stated that the firs'

D I TI
•C'NO'

aaassa

MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY

and outstanding leader of the

N

rrijEs

11.00 P. M.
Doors Open 10.3
All Seats 50 (I

N SE A .

CAR CONSERVATION

: attl
'O’G.AiS
:v 1
ESTS

A ROYAL
COefe f ■ me

CONSERVE

CONSERVE

TIRES

TRANSMISSION

Vera Zorina kl
Victor Moore
1 OUISIAM

AWAITS TO LI

,M TlCMH'COloa I
A Poromounl Piclun

Designed to keep America’s cars serving for the
• «

duration. ... To prolong the life of your car—to
CONSERVE

DEFENSE

GAS

avoid many major repair bills—to protect your

CONSERVE
BRAKES

pocketbook—to preserve your motor car trans

Bonds

portation. • • • See your Chevrolet dealer today

r

5;
U /

for full details of Chevrolet’s original “Car

stamps

serving well by keeping it well serviced.

HULLED

E.

Conservation Plan,” and keep your car
CONSERVE

CONSERVE COOLING

Oil

SYSTEM

A

MOBILE

NATION

IS

A

STRONG

NATION

582 MAIN S'

A/ways see your local

WAR NEEDS MONEY I

CHEVROLET

It will coat money to defeat our enemy e^reeaora.
Your doaernment ca.Ua on you to help now.

DEALER

FOR

SERVICE

CONSERVE

CONSERVE EVERY

on any car or truck

ENGINE

/ITAl PART

Make every

pay day Bond Day by participating in tha Pay-roll Sav
ing* Plan.
Bonda coat $18.75 and up.

Thursday

EX

STATES

Buy Defen— Bonda or Stampa today.

Issued^
Tuesday

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

ingtoo in hie order of the day
August 7. 1782. instituting the

duct” among the aoc-comm.seioned offl.cen and private sol

hope that some day we may be able boats plying between Rock.a
North. Haven at the time our • - er
to call agam.
We went Monday to Dedham and ex-Keeper and Mrs. Cha.
passed a few days with Leon P. Knight were stationed at Nor:.Taz-ir<-n a nr* family and then they ven. We were well acquamte T?jl
took us on a sightseeing Tip of Capt Nahum Brewer who a
lights and also to see the Manger ♦iwiA wa* captain of the c
set up on Boston Park. It was im Bangor” when she far. bet*0” 3,
pressive and the chimes and carols ton and Bath. Captain Na
gp-.j- oar Lightkeepen acd coast guardsmen are aoing
being broadcast were beautiful. After **
hccw at We- '
to protect coastwise stepping by day and by night.
taking us tc see as many pretty
h* Wlfe E
The day’s news from many lonely outposts along
hghts
as
he
could
find.
Leor.
took
died
a
year
Maizees
us to the home of my sister. Mrs.
The soldiers stationer:
.Aphonso C. Grant, in Somerville. Point have built a ncme a;
traps His body has net been re- We enjoyed cor vieit there as much you don t stop to think w
Lamps -Ute these may soon gc out
Over all the sea and -ltd
covered.
Men must wrap the world in aught
a c ye cculd. though minsing my are there, it is a .riendly ,ee
Subject to War s gnm command
look out any time of the da
mother greatly.
Darkness will surround us here
CKEAT
DICK
ISLAND
ei
But a Paitn and Hcpe Divine
Prom then on we mace our head see one of them watching •
Still can shed a gclden glow
James Freeman is cn eight days’ quarters with Mr and Mrs. Ern 1 It seems lea* lonely here
Deep within your heart and mine
leave at his home in Jonesboro est L Cooper at their home in Arl
In cur iast ma.i we rece: ec
We must guard -uch treasures well—
The picket boat from. Cranberry ington. When we gst back there letter from Capt. Wilham E L
We who strive for right
For while Fa.rn and Hope shall -ast.
Tx:ar.d Coast Guard was called last we found that Alfred had arrived who. 25 years ago was KeeppThe Worid will still have Light'
Saturday to Mt. Desert Rock Light. from Washington. D C. where he He is spending this Winter
—From The War Cry
On them way m. Mr Wallace s pod
ta the
service Petersourg and taking ,a..
which was m tow. was lest.
SSGCTN ISLAND
since iast November He likes it bottc med beats, leaking a:
The keepers of this station wish to
der the water Glad he is .
Mr and Mrs H L. Mitchell rethere.
extend
them
sympathy
to
Sugar
enjoy
himself where it is war-:
j cently returnee from leave after
We were supper guests of Mr and
I spending four days m Pcrtsmouth. Wallace of Mt. Desert Rock Light Mrs. Robert B. Holloway and Mr and
a wry na^y
N H. They met Mrs Clarence in the recent loss of his brother Mrs James R. Gibson cf Arlington
a g3Od
Skoifieid in Bath and she motcr?d who was drowned while f^h.ng oif and Mr and Mrs. Leslie A. Coles of
them in her car to Popham Beach Jonesport.
PORTLAND HE \b
Mrs James Freeman returned Cambridge. Among other social af
Clarence Skoifieid went on leave
Capt Ira W Tapper of Vir..:_«.
where j fairs. we attended' a "Going Away”
Jan. 17, spending it with tus faaaJy heme recently from Bostonmed.cal
part
”
given
to
Helen
Brown
by
her
ven
was guest of the Hilt family I
in Harps well He returned to the she had beer, rece.'.mg
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
W Friday and Saturday las wees
station Jar.. 2S His wife accom treatment.
Brown of Somerville Helen took a
The Sterlings ca..ed Sur.
panied him as far as Popham
civil Service exammation and was the home cf their son Rober ;
CAPE
NEDDICK
Beach.
given a position in Ba.tun.ore Site yng Jr in South Portianr.
Dear friends of The Courier-Ga
Keeper and Mrs Cheney and Mr
left Sunday with Alfred a* his va
Little Miss Ann Walker g-.
and Mrs. H. L. Mitchell went ib zette:—Late as usual, so to go oack cation wa* up that mght. We had
wa* guest Thurscay of her .
Bath Peo 4 to get supplies. G iy a bit: We were able to take 10 days
and go to Arlington on leave at a very nice time meeting friends erf paren^s thC sterlings at the L.
Crowley motoring them
the Browns and the fun. but espeat
plBCP c. .
Mrs Skoif eld. we are locking for Christmas and we had a very nice
j
j
-----—
—
----------leien
is
a
a
pm
drop
—
no
sea no ward to having ycu and the child time. We found it hard getting off cla“- l--e iCe c.eam
sister of Prances who writes poetry
zXlOrrn
ren on the island when they have here but finally reached Cape Ned
' and stones. She had a story’ ac- ( w. c DoW
Portland :a.. .
, their vacation the last of the month. t.ck Post Office where, after wait
by
the
Post
while
we
were
the crowd Tuesday
Ice cream, is very plentiful. We ing over two hours, we got the cepted
there.
Maser Eliaaoetr. and >1wish some of it could be stored fourth bus through to Bcstcn.
My
sister
was
able
to
nave
ChnstStarhng of Torrington Pom- ?
away for next Summer when it is
The next morning Mr and Mrs.
93 degrees in the shane
Leslie Coles took Mr and Mrs. Coop ms dinner with us at the Cooper Island were overnight guests T . Posie gave me the copy day of their aunt Mrs R T - .
Clarence Skoifieid went or. leave er and Ycurs Truly and Pcsie in Home
"Steamboat
Lore” by Jotm M. ling anc Mis. Reber*. Ster... . j:
Feb 9 ^peud.ng it with his family their car tc Bosacr. where we at
Richardson
for
a Christmas present was supper guest.
• • • •
tended services at the Mother
u.
Church of the Christian Science. I enjoyed reading it very much. I Strange how little mistax
POND ISLAND
had
just
entered the service and happen We wish to make . :•
It
is
a
beautiful
building
and
the
Capt. Pickett is ill again and is a
wa* subetitute keeper on the Port recticn in .ast week > nev
patient at the Marine Hospital in services were impressive
Ptpnam
Lig.it when the "City of There is no Mrs w R Hil* 7 »
That afternoon, still in the same
Portland. Mrs Pickett is on the
Rcckland
”
went asnore on Dix'
Hilt referred to is w . : s
island but she also, is in ailing company we went to Worcester to
Ledge
just
below
Perkins
Island
niother
see Mr and Mrs Ira Van Rollins,
health.
P O Hilt consulted h.z -.
Irving Dobbins of the Coast Guard and their new son. Peter. Mrs. Rol Light. I have two of the state room
is in charge while the keeper ia lins is Mrs. Coles daughter. Peter is keys given me by a salvage worker Thursday and is much imp-'
absent Mrs Dobbins is w.th him. very, very nice ooy and his Mother The “CUy of Banger" lying in her He has to keep quiet for a •*
last resting place was just off the
Mrs Ida Prencn cf East E-oe'cn does not want him called Pete
Whatever the appointee rcisWhile in Worcester we called on wharf near the restaurant which my
has beer, visiting her sister (Mrs.
brother-in-law
operated
in
East
Rumania
m the coming Eure .old
friends
—
Mr
and
Mrs
Paul
Dobbins; for several days. She
Boston.
I
have
seen
her
many
times
will
require
ieauersh-p of the
Kendall
and
called
on
phone
Mrs.
went iast Thursday to Ea.~t Boston.
when
I
have
been
visiting
my
sister
est
spiritual
and moral ca..tre
Tyler
whom
we
couldn't
visit
fcr
Their brother Wifaai Wallace cf
Prom, this standpoint amead;. -1.
West Jcnespcrt was .ost overboard lick of time and distance. We en- a: her home.
My wife and I have been on the weighed and found wanting.
last 3aturday wh le hauling his joyed all cur ca.ls very much and

Stampa are 10c, 25t and up.

Tha help of every individual ia needed.

Do your part by buying your chare every pay day.

131 a E. Fixwt StTMt

MIAMI. FLORIDA

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC
689 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.
BARKER’S GARAGE

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, fcE-

■i

a-

!

SECURI

R0C1
Established 18

